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Canada Set for National DAB
by James Careless
TORONTO For Canadian radio broadcasters, 1999 may be the year their digital radio dreams start coming true.
Private and public broadcasters in
Toronto, Vancouver and Montreal are
ready to roll out digital audio broadcasting service to some 35 percent of the
Canadian population during the coming
months.
During 1999, some 10 million potential listeners will be able to tune into
Eureka- 147 DAB broadcasts in the Lband, said Duff Roman, president of the

The Toronto
DABug

nonprofit industry consortium Digital
Radio Research Inc., which has been
leading Canadian DAB efforts.

Top Radio Groups
Invest in USADR
by Leslie Stimson
COLUMBIA, Md.
Many of the
country's largest radio groups are
investing in USA Digital Radio to support the development of in- band, onchannel DAB technology.
With this announcement, the technology company has met one of its
important goals: to win public support
for its efforts from other broadcast
owners.
USADR announced in January that
12 groups, including nine of the top 10,

have taken equity positions in the privately held company.
President Robert Struble said the
investment totaled "tens of millions of
dollars" and signaled nationwide station support for the viability of the new
technology.
USADR also hopes the announcement will help convince receiver manufacturers of the viability of IBOC DAB.
The announcement was timed with the
beginning of the Consumer Electronics
Shows in Las Vegas.
See USADR, page 3

With so many potential listeners.
Roman said, Canada is achieving the critical mass that receiver manufacturers need in
order to bring receivers in quantity to
Canada.
However, at press time it was not
known whether DAB would roll out in
all three locations simultaneously or on
DIGITRL. RAC BRORDCRST
a market- bymarket basis.
From apurely transmission standpoint. Toronto is
ready. Nineteen AM and FM stations have
been simulcasting their analog signals
from the CN Tower since November 1998.
Toronto feeds
To do so, the feeds from the stations
have been bundled into four groups of
five, and each of the groups are broadcast
from one of four Itelco 800 W DAB
transmitters.
See DAB, page 14
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New CEO for UPI
WASHINGTON
Arnaud de
Borchgrave is the new president and
chief executive officer of UPI. He was
to assume his new duties Jan. 4.
De Borchgrave was a senior editor
for Newsweek for 25 years, and former
editor -in -chief
for
The
Washington Times newspaper. He
comes to UPI from the non-profit
Center for Strategic & International
Studies.
"Consumers of news are turned off by
an overdose of superficial coverage of a
world increasingly hard to compre-

hend," de Borchgrave stated. " Ilook
forward to the challenge of repositioning a global news service for the 21st
century at the forefront of the knowledge revolution."
He replaces James Adams, who
resigned in August (RW, Dec. 23,
1998).

Emmis Pulls
Strong 3rd 0
INDIANAPOLIS
Emmis Communications had a strong third quarter.

January 20, 1999

New Emmis Digs
.•

•

-INDIANAPOLIS Emmis CommuniTotal broadest cash flow was *
rust
tions wl..veiled new digs — anew seven above
a 65-percçut., sfqfri, 14400- square- foot headquarters.
increase over the same quartet' eylfal2" the -n
"ew :Emmis Plaza will house 10
ago, while third-quarter radio revenues
Emmis: entities: five radio stations,
rose 13 percent over the same period - . 1ndianaFiblis Monthly Magazine, Emmis
Emmis Chairman and Chief Eiècuti-ve
Pubhs-hi-Iii, Network Indiana and
Officer Jeff Smulyan stated. " Our
AgriAmerica radio networks and Emmis
radio, international and publishing
corporate offices.
divisions have proven once again that
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
well- managed assets can perform in
any competitive or economic environment."
Also, Chief Financial Officer
Howard Schrott planned to step down
at the close of the company's fiscal
Mexico, ISDN and the NFL
year Feb. 28. Schrott will continue to
by Mike Simpson
17
serve as aconsultant for Emmis.
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OF COURSE many stations

are cost-conscious

these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place:

to UPGRADE.

The R-60 has what's needed, with all the right features:
our SIMPLE PHONE ® module for easy error-free talk segments;
twin six bank preselectors, so you won't run out of input
capacity; onboard machine control panel, clock, timer, awelldesigned cue system, and a truly effective control room and
studio monitor interface. And because it's totally modular,
service is easy—even while you're on-the-air! Documentation:
this can determine whether you have an installation day or
an installation week. We've done it right to guide you through.
And PERFORMANCE? Of course we've handled that; simply
compare our specs.
DON'T MISS your opportunity to upgrade. Choose
the R-60 radio console from AUDIOARTS.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
Line ( 10Hz-20KHz) ± 1/10dB
Mic ( 20Hz-20KHz) ± 1/10dB
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DYNAMIC RANGE
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114dB
Mic
98dB
HEADROOM
ref +4dBu
24dB
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1 KHz
- 110dB
20 KHz
- 105dB
BUS CROSSTALK
1 KHz
- 100dB
20 KHz
- 75dB
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CCA Electronics Files Chapter 11
by Randy Stine
and Leslie Stimson
FAIRBURN, Ga. A bankruptcy court in
Georgia could decide the fate of CCA
Electronics Inc. by the end of March.
The radio transmitter maker has filed
for bankruptcy under Chapter 11 of the
United States Bankruptcy Code, allowing CCA to remain in business while it
attempts to reorganize.
CCA owner Ron Baker said CCA
would continue to service customers and
honor warranties throughout the bankruptcy proceedings.
"We are not ceasing operations. This
reorganization actually began almost a
year ago. We filed for protection to enable
us to carry the plan through," Baker said.
In court papers filed on Oct. 26, 1998
in Georgia. company officials estimated
company assets to be worth just over
$1.1 million. Outstanding liabilities
totaled nearly $ 2.5 million.
"My clients have every intention of
filing a reorganization plan in early
1999 and staying open," said CCA attorney Frank Scroggins.
CCA had 120 days from the filing
(Oct. 26) to file areorganization plan. A
bankruptcy judge would then determine
whether to allow the plan to go forward.
or to order aliquidation.
U.S. Department of Justice Attorney
Leroy Culton said. "Everyone comes in
filing Chapter II thinking they can pull
it off and remain in business. However.
from my experiences, less than half of
them will avoid liquidation."
Scroggins said the search for a new
equity partner continues. " We don't
have anyone waiting in the wings right
now, but a new infusion of cash is
always an option. For the time being.
CCA must remain focused on servicing
current customers and delivering transmitters already contracted for."
Scroggins said Baker, also the company president, had been ill and away
from the business for much of 1998,
which led to financial difficulty.
One hundred and fifty five unsecured
creditors were listed in CCA's filing.
Radio World is one of the unsecured
creditors. Summit National is listed as
the principle lender and only secured
creditor. According to the filing. CCA

NEWSWATCH, continued from page 2

Chancellor
Closes Whiteco
Chancellor Media Corp.'s $ 930
million purchase of Whiteco Outdoor
has
closed.
This
deal,
plus
Chancellor's purchase of Martin
Media, L.P. in the third quarter,
makes Chancellor Outdoor Group the
fifth largest such group, owning
more than 36,000 outdoor advertising
display faces.
Chancellor President and CEO
Jeffrey Marcus said Whiteco's outdoor
management team will take over
prominent roles with the combined
organizations. Marcus said, " Formed
in the last five months, the Chancellor
Outdoor Group now has a broad

owes Summit $ 326,000.
When a company files for bankruptcy, a secured creditor holds a security
agreement.
In CCA's case, Summit Bank holds
all equipment, machinery, accounts
receivable, inventory and Baker's home
and life insurance policies as collateral
for the loans. An unsecured creditor
holds nothing as collateral.
Summit National Bank Vice President
Ling Chiang said Summit National " is
attempting to cooperate with CCA's
plans to reorganize operations and
remain in business."
Chapter II allows abusiness to remain
in operation under the direction of afederally appointed bankruptcy trustee. As a
company looks for new capital, the
trustee works with creditors in an effort
to establish areasonable repayment plan.
A Chapter 7 filing, by contrast, calls for
immediate liquidation of company assets
in order to satisfy creditors.
"We know this is painful for all
involved," Scroggins said. "This type of
thing is a last resort. The good news is
that CCA is salvageable. We are working closely with the primary lender to do
what is in the best interest of not only
CCA, but the creditors as well."
Culton said acommittee of unsecured
creditors has been appointed by the
United States Trustee. The committee
had yet to meet as of press time.
Scroggins said that the unsecured creditors committee, of which RW is apart. had
been inactive to this point. "Sometimes
you'll have these committees take avery
active role, and sometimes not. In this
case, so far they haven't."
Examining claims
CCA attorneys and creditors met Dec
3. 1998. in Atlanta. The meeting was the
first to include the federal trustee, in this
case. DOJ attorneys.
"It was achance for the trustee to examine Mr. Baker, CCA and the creditors'
claims. It was avery preliminary first step
in the whole process." Scroggins said.
CCA Electronics was founded in
1963 by a group of RCA transmitter
engineers, after RCA announced it was
ending its transmitter program. Baker
bought the company when it was bankrupt in 1982 and built it back up.

Over the years, CCA's line of AM,
FM and shortwave transmitters earned a
reputation as affordable and dependable.
One industry salesperson said.
"They are almost transmitter kits.
They have a simple, old tube design
that has proven very reliable."
The same observer said owners

should not worry if CCA eventually
fails. "Everything in those transmitters
can be bought through most broadcast
suppliers. Any station with a capable
engineer should be confidant that they
won't be left out in the cold."
When the business was doing well.
CCA had as many as 50 employees working at its Fairbum headquarters just outside
of Atlanta. Scroggins said the company
now has fewer than adozen employees.

Groups Put Millions
Into USA Digital Radio
USADR, continued from page 1

USADR was established in 1991 as a
partnership by CBS, Westinghouse
Electric and Gannett. The new owners
include Chancellor Media, Citadel
Communications, Clear Channel
Communications, Cox Radio, Cumulus
Media, Emmis Communications,
Entercom Communications, Heftel
Broadcasting, Jacor Communications,
Radio One and Sinclair Broadcast Group.
Joining them is Chase Capital Partners, a
media investment firm.
CBS Corp. President and Chief
Executive Officer Mel Karmazin said,
"The broadcasters who have joined
CBS as owners of USADR will now
take part in one of the most significant
events in the history of radio, the transition to adigital future."
USADR said its owners now have a

combined total of more than 1,600 stations with combined revenues of
approximately $ 5.4 billion annually,
according to BIA Research.
BT Alex Brown Inc. was the
placement agent for the offering. The
amount invested by each group
varies and was not revealed. Struble
said no one group is a majority
shareholder.
Changing from a partnership to a
corporation means USADR will create
aboard of directors. Struble hoped that
would happen by February. The makeup
had yet to be determined.
The change also means more top
executives from the various investors
will take part in major decisions
affecting the future of the company.
Previously. Karmazin enjoyed that
privilege.

Badge of Honor

national reach and will be a key
growth catalyst for our company."
If all announced deals close as
announced, Chancellor Media Corp.
will own more than 465 stations.

Calling All
Stations
WASHINGTON The FCC's longawaited Internet system for station call
signs is due to begin early this year.
Under the system on the FCC's Web
site, station personnel will be able to
see quickly if a specific call sign is
available, or change an existing call.
The FCC planned to announce how it
will handle the transition and when the
new system becomes effective.
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new

version of the book
Technology Update"
helps put radio in the context of mass
media and other communication systems.
The book strives to be asingle source
of information on developments in mass
media, computers. consumer electronics,
satellites and telephone issues. This edition adds print, electronic mail and personal communication technologies.
As August Grant notes in his introduction, communication technologies are the
nervous system of contemporary society.
He argues that no single technology can
be understood without comprehending
competing and complimentary technologies and the larger social environment.
Still, this is abroad palette for 336 pages,
and so the discussion for each set is brief.
The section on radio broadcasting is
eight pages and was written by David
Sedman, an assistant communications
professor at Southern Methodist
University. Among his sources were trade
publications, including RW.
So how do Sedman and his colleagues
assess radio and its broader environment?
-Communication

Ifind it interesting to read how academics and other observers view our business. The danger, of course, is drawing
simplistic conclusions. But their comments can tell us alot about ourselves.
For instance, Joan Van Tassel writes this
about how computers have affected radio:
"Automated stations operate with
almost no human intervention at all,
except apart-time engineer who makes
sure the systems keep running. A computer draws down a syndicated signal,
stores it, inserts local spots, and plays it
out, reprocessing the signal to make it
conform to the station's FCC assigned

technical editor, is fond of saying, radio
should not get too far from its fundamental
job to provide compelling programming.
Iwish the book went into more depth on
radio. It could explore ownership trends,
changing patterns of programming. questions of ownership diversity and who should
have access to the spectrum.
Still, it's a handy reference. Readers
familiar with radio will find it useful in
its overview of other fields. What are the
most popular consumer audio formats?
How will cable address the opportunities
of high-speed modems? Will cable
become a major player in telephony?
How do MMDS and LMDS work?
Where does digital TV stand? What are
the differences among digital subscriber
line services like ADSL, HDSL and
1DSL? What can we expect from the
satellite communications industry, 3-D
audio, distance learning. PCS, pagers,
SIXTH Ecii•rtikalli
palmtops, DVD-ROM? What is our
"broadband future"?
AUGUSI E. GHAT,
Certain trends are clear: Digital is
JEMMIfEll AHURA MEADOWS,
affecting every communication industry.
The Telecom Act of 1996 has had sweep1911111S
ing impact in mass media. And the Net
shows no signs of slowing up.
In reading this book, Iconclude that
despite its environment, radio is in astrong
position. According to the U.S. Bureau of
the Census, 98 million households have
radios, apenetration of 99 percent. Our
medium has unprecedented reach and power. But are we using it wisely?
The "principle of relative constancy"
cited in the book suggests consumers
channel. A salesperson works outside the
spend a limited amount of income on
station, an accounting service handles the
mass media, and the amount rarely
business administration, and an owner
increases when new media arise. The
writes and cashes the checks."
authors invite us to consider which media
Does that depict your daily life?
are likely to be the winners. Iwonder: Is
Elsewhere, John Roussell writes: "In
radio, with its homogenizing programthe near future, portable digital radio will
ming, in aposition to win the fight?
be commonplace. The ability to send dig"Communication
Technology
ital audio along with other information
Update, Sixth Edition" is edited by
will transform listening into more of a August Grant and Jennifer Harman
multi- media experience. Listeners can
Meadows
in
association
with
receive aplaylist display, updated sports
Technology Futures Inc. The book is
scores or weather information — all
published by Focal Press. Retail price is
while enjoying their favorite station."
$35. To order, call ( 800) 366-2665 or eMaybe. But as Al Peterson, our own
mail to custserv@bh.com

COMIMill1Cd110fl

Techuologg Update

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Visionaries
"While technological developments in
the radio industry today are mundane,
acting primarily to enhance the current
AM- FM system," Sedman wrote,
"visionaries are reaching out to create a
radio system with amore dynamic sound,
greater reach, and a sweeping range of
new features."
He cites several attempts to improve
the service. He acknowledges that change
comes hard to radio. A new service generally requires approval by a governing
body; acceptance by broadcasters; consent from the electronics industry; and
adoption by the public.
"These factors, however, have not
stopped engineers from continuing to
design technology to improve upon
radio's quality and scope," he states.
Among those changes are digital exciters,
the expanded AM band and RDS. Not all,
he acknowledges, will be successful. He
also discusses new delivery modes, most
notably the Net and DAB.

TECHNOLOGY FUTURES,

INC

ARC- 16: The industry standard
for multi-site transmitter remote control.
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From the Editor

er

Paul J. McLane
* * *

This is the last issue in which the
name Robert "Skip" Tash will appear in
the staff box on the facing page. After
seven years of service as sales manager
and associate publisher, Skip is leaving
RW to take part in aradiorelated business venture. Readers and clients know
Skip for his dedication to the industry, his
constant presence at trade shows and his
diligence on behalf of his customers. We
in the office also know him for his great
sense of humor, his unfortunate golf slice
and his unrivaled paging announcements
over the office phone system.
Skip has been an important force in
the growth of RW. We wish him all the
best.

Skip lash

"It's almost like
standing in front of
the transmitter"

OPINION

Janual, 20, 1999

•READERS

FORUM•

Letters received are the property of RW, and may be edited for space considerations.

Legal, licensed low-power
Dear RW.
As acareer broadcaster and RW reader. I
appreciate the power of radio. As anew
Santa Monica, Calif city councilmember. I
want to use this technology to serve our city.
All it will take is switching on a lowpower radio transmitter and opening the
microphone to the events and the people of
Santa Monica. Our community will instantaneously be better-informed and connected. A
local micro-radio station will become an
indispensable community institution, making government more accessible. Ibelieve
this is aworthy application of low-power
FM, one which the radio industry should
welcome as being truly in the public interest.
On Dec. 8. 1998. just in time to send an
official resolution to the FCC's hearing on
proposed ruleniaking, our city council
affirmed unanimously that "the city of Santa
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Dear RW,
Lynn Meadows and RW are to be commended for doing awell- researched and
thoughtful article on the growing pains of
EAS ("EAS Still Battles Alert Flubs," Nov.
25, 1998). The field of journalism should
note this excellent example of how acontroversial story should be handled.
One slight correction/expansion is in
order. The "E Chip" concept must certainly
not be limited to monitoring only one source
of warnings, lest we fall back into the trap
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we found ourselves in with EBS.
Engineering solutions that set us up for singlepoint failure are not good solutions.
The "E Chip" must be married to asimple scanner. What should it scan? How about
the VHF weather band and the AM band at
minimum? Iwould not he opposed to seeing
an "EChip" in an allband scanner.
We can add the Internet and other
sources when we design and build the
Revisiting radio ownership
The »l/owing is an open letter to FCC
Chairman William Kennard:
Dear Chairman Kennard,
Iwant to encourage you in your discussions about revising radio ownership regulations. When the Chancellor purchase of
six Cleveland stations is approved,
WCLV(FM) will be the only locally
owned commercial FM station licensed to
Cleveland.
WCLV has been a classical music
station since 1962, and has become an
important and vital institution in
northeast Ohio. We had our opportunities to sell WCLV and walk away multi- millionaires. But we knew, that just
like Philadelphia and Detroit, the classical format would disappear from the
airwaves. Also, we aren't ready to
retire from this business that we love
so much and to which we have devoted our entire careers.
WCLV is probably in the best position
of any Cleveland station to remain viable
and independent, but we do see some
effects which we suspect are from consolidation. Our national advertising business is
drying up. Going into the '90s, it represent-
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On Feb. 2, almost every radio morning
host will do some kind of shtick about that
little woodchuck in Pennsylvania that did, or
did not, see his shadow.
You can take part in Groundhog Day in a
much more productive way. "Groundhog Job
Shadow Day" is an initiative to engage students in the world of work. Its organizers hope
that half amillion students will get aclose look
at how skills they learn in school are put into action. They will shadow a
workplace mentor as he or she goes through anormal day on the job.
This is a joint effort of several organizations including America's
Promise: The Alliance for Youth, led by retired Gen. Colin Powell; the
National School-to-Work Office; Junior Achievement; and the American
Society of Association Executives. The first Shadow Day was in 1998.
Organizers say the day excites students to learn, introduces them to the
requirements of professions, builds partnerships between schools and businesses, and encourages relationships between young people and caring
adults.
Actor Kevin Sorbo, star of the TV series "Hercules: The Legendary
Journeys," has agreed to promote the initiative. It's fitting that among his
promotional plans is aradio tour.
The Society of Broadcast Engineers has endorsed the concept and
encourages its members to have astudent shadow them. This is consistent
with the SBE's youth membership push, and we commend SBE for it.
Leaders of other broadcast associations should consider this example for
next year. Radio can benefit from new people and fresh ideas.
Local Junior Achievement offices are helping with student placement.
For information, contact your local Junior Achievement office, call (410)
810-7910 or visit www.jobshadow.org
---RW

So, Who's
Your

Shadow?

RADIO WORLD

telephone: ( 703) 998-7 600
editorial fax: ( 703) 820-3245
e-mail:

Monica supports and encourages the legal
licensing of local lowpower community
radio stations."
Icall on other municipalities to join us
in moving toward true local implementation of radio's potential for public service
Kevin McKeown
City Councilmember
Santa Monica, Calif

Radio World

emergency lane on the information superhighway. The goal: accurate and timely
24/7 life- safety warnings for everybody.
Scan the AM band? Why not, as long as
you can limit your scan to your local LP1
station and whatever format locally is closest
to an "all news" station.
Richard A. Rudman
Los Angeles County EAS LECC Chair:
CalijOrnia EAS SECC Southern Region
Vice Chain FCC EAS National Advisory
Committee Appointee
Los Angeles
EAS aches and errors
Dear RW,
It's been almost two years since broadcasters were forced to replace aging EBS
ed 25 percent of our total billing. This year,
it will be under 5percent. We have no concrete evidence that this is because of consolidation, but it is the only variable. It is
common sense that the major companies
have the power to suck up the business at
the agencies before independents such as
WCLV even get achance to bid on it.
You are well-aware of the dangers that
lie ahead with the radio industry controlled
by ascant number of major companies —
the lack of diversity, the death of localism,
the removal of millions of dollars from
local economies, and immense political
power in just afew hands. Be aware also
that there are those of us out here who
believe that broadcasting should not be
reduced to the level of afield of soy beans
and must not only serve the stock holders
but the community as well.
Ihave no objections to acompany owning as many stations nationally as it has the
will and resources, but Ido think that in
order to preserve localism and diversity
that the number of stations agiven company can own in amajor market should be
restricted to amaximum of four.
Robert Conrad
President
WCLV(FM)
Cleveland

equipment with new EAS gear. EAS was
supposed to make things alot easier. Far
from it. In the past, we received an RMT
that included a spot for adry-cleaner in
Jackson. Miss. It was originated by the state
primary, automatically relayed by the LPI
and by stations that monitored the LPI.
Earlier this month, we received and
relayed aRMT which had been originated
by the LPI. The test contained no text
announcement, as required by the rules.
Recently. the NWS in Jackson issued tornado watches. However, they coded them as
warnings. As such, they were broadcast
immediately. Later, when they attempted to
send asevere thunderstorm warning for my
county. they coded it as aRWT test instead.
They aborted the test after it had commenced. and failed to send an EOM.
It took over a year before we ever
received any alerts from the LP2 we monitor. They were sending the test at about 30
percent modulation, which my unit wouldn't
decode ( the rules call for 85 percent modulation). Our constant complaining finally got
them to increase the modulation.
We still can't get any tests or warnings
from the local NWS transmitter. Usually
it's just adead carrier. Instead Ihad to put
up an outdoor antenna so Icould monitor
aNWS transmitter from another location.
I've complained to the FCC. the NWS
and to the State Emergency Management
Agency. but no one seems to care. I'll do my
part to make EAS work, but if nobody else
is doing their part. the system is worthless.
It's time somebody filed a petition for
rulemaking to repeal Part 11 of the FCC's
rules.
Larry hiss
President and General Manager
Delta Radio Inc.
Cleveland and Greenville. Miss.

Correction
An article in the Nov. 25, 1998.
issue incorrectly stated that Lucent
Digital Radio is using the AAC compression algorithm. LDR is using the
Lucent-patented PAC algorithm.
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NRB Show: A Focus on Faith
Sharon Rae
Broadcasters who attend the annual
National Religious Broadcasters show
will leave with more than ahead full of
radio and aheart full of faith — they will
also take home acommitment to carry
the message of Christ.
"One of the new things well be
launching at this conference is aspiritual
project." said Karl Stoll, NRB director of
communications. "We'll be talking to our
membership about the need to bring a

and Expo. The Opryland Hotel is the
backdrop for the 56th annual gathering,
which features workshops, speakers, an
exhibit hall and entertainment.
Mike Glenn, vice president of NRB. is
predicting record attendance.
"We're excited about the location." he
said. " This is our second time at
Opryland. Tennessee is one of our
stronger membership states."
NRB ' 99 carries the theme "Bridging
the Centuries." Stoll said the theme represents not just the end of amillennium.

issues for us," he said. " I've seen so
much information on the coming of digital radio. One of the key elements in our
business is programming. We want to be
good at what we do. but it is the message
that is the bottom line for our membership. Lots of things have to do with
media strategy. Being current with FCC
rules and regulations. Knowing that our
programming serves our audience. All
these topics will be covered in workshops."
Y2K and radio
The Y2K dilemma is on the minds of
broadcasters. A Y2K management workshop will focus on radio station- specific
concerns. Speakers include Larry
Burkett, president. Christian Financial
Concepts and Bob Allen of GSF &
Associates.
Other sessions included in the NRB
'99 educational tracks include an FCC

Charles W Colson
update, asurvey methods meeting, aprogram called " We've Got News —
Informational Programming That Attracts
& Maintains Your Audience" and another
titled " New Technologies: A Help or
Hindrance?" moderated by Mike
Middleton. vice president of operations.
Criswell Communications in Dallas. This
See NRB, page 7

On the Floor
The National Religious Broadcasters 56th Annual Convention and Exposition
is expected to attract more than 200 exhibitors. Here is asampling. The full list
is available at www.nrb.org/exhibit.htm

The Cascades Garden at Opryland
spiritual revival to this nation and the
world. We need our members to fast and
pray and make aone-year commitment
— not just a personal commitment to
seek God, but also acommitment to take
that message home to their communities."'
Around the world
More than 4.500 Christian radio and
television broadcasters from around the
world are set to converge on Nashville
Jan. 30 to Feb. 2for the NRB Convention

but the beginning of some incredible
technological advances in the industry.
"This is such an exciting time for
broadcasters." he said. "We want to be on
the cutting edge technologically and as
interest increases in religious programming."
Glenn noted important trends in the
religious broadcasting industry, many of
which will be covered in the 40 workshops at the show.
"Digital broadcasting, the Internet and
broadcasting around the world are all hot

San Di

0, CA 92101
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workshop is expected to help the nonengineer understand existing and emerging technology so he or she can make
informed technical operation decisions.
Topics include the direction of digital
satellite technology and an overview of
digital audio technology and equipment.
The Radio Advertising Bureau's
"Radio Sales Boot Camp" is expected to
draw much attention, because religious
broadcasters have a different audience
and different clients to attract than do

7
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said. "Consequently they have improved
their sophistication level in the selling
and marketing process to the community
as awhole."
The session "Non-Commercial Radio
Boot Camp: Building Stewardship
Strategies for the Next Millennium" is to
be moderated by Todd Isberner, president
of ShareMedia in Shakopee, Minn.
Speakers include Pat McLaughlin and
Randy Sampson of the Timothy Group,
based in Grand Rapids, Mich. Session
breakouts include abiblical perspective
on fund raising along with aquestion and-answer forum on the current method
of fund raising. Other focuses include
acquiring a working knowledge of the
"mindset and make-up of the next generation of givers."
Although the convention features

NRB Convention & Exposition
What: The 56th Annual National Religious Broadcasters
Convention & Exposition
When: Jan. 30 to Feb. 2
Where: Opryland Hotel Convention Center, Nashville, Tenn.
How to register: By fax (703) 330-7100, via the Internet at www.nrb.org/
coi n', him, by mail to 7839 Ashton Ave., Manassas, VA 20109, or on site
in the Presidential Lobby of the convention center.
Theme: Bridging the Centuries
Expected Attendance: 4,500

See NRB, page 8

Michael Glenn
non-religious broadcasters.
"The audience that listens to Christian
or religious radio is abit of a different
audience than if you did acore study of
the average American family," said
Roger Dodson, senior vice president for

The number
of religious radio
stations went up
by 28 last year.
Kentucky added 13.

[Ph products in
use on at least
6continents*,
Comreii is the name

training at RAB. "It is very family-based.
It is also the kind of format where you
focus on a long time spent listening. In
religious families, they listen longer and
listen more loyally."
, Dodson said TSL and other listening
habits must be taken into consideration
when evaluating the types of commercials to be aired on religious stations.
Selling sophistication
"It's most ellective when the commercial is targeted toward family- oriented
activities. Specifically entertainment,
books they read, movies they see, vacations they take, as well as products they
buy. Therefore, qualitative as opposed to
quantitative research is more important."
Dodson will present the "Radio Sales
Boot Camp" at NRB.
"In the - last few years, religious broadcasters have become more focused on
attracting mainstream advertisers." he
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NRB Increases Membership Numbers
NRB, continued from page 7
both radio and television interests,
according to Stoll, there is more of a
focus on radio.
"That's due to our membership," he
said. Radio accounts for roughly 70 percent of NRB membership.
According to the NRB Directory of
Religious Media, 1998 marked an
increase in religious radio stations, with
28 more stations broadcasting religious
programming in 1998 — an increase
from 1,588 stations in 1997 to 1,616
stations in 1998. 1998 also marked the
largest number of religious FM stations
(829). The largest increase in radio sta-

tions was in Kentucky, which added 13
stations.
Watergate under the bridge
Speakers slated at the convention
include Chuck Colson, the former Nixon
aide who turned aprison sentence into a
ministry. Colson will deliver the keynote
address at the anniversary banquet on
Feb. 2.
"We're pleased to have him with us,"
said Stoll. "The timing with the presidential impeachment proceedings ... here's a
man (Colson) who went from being one
of the Watergate conspirators to having a
serious life transformation as aresult."
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Studio Furniture
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The Master
Control
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seven Arra
studios
Son
Manha
networkorigina '
ter kw

'Bridging the Centuries' is the
theme of NRB '99
Colson founded Prison Fellowship
Ministries soon after his release from
prison in 1975. The Reston, Va. based
organization is an outreach effort assisting prisoners, ex-prisoners, victims and
affected families.
Other speakers at the four-day convention include former U.N. Ambassador
Alan Keyes and Bishop T.D. Jakes.
"Jakes is one of our major speakers,"
said Glenn. "He has aministry in Dallas
and is becoming quite well-known. He
has had huge crusades."
Three- time Grammy winner Steven
Curtis Chapman will perform at the
anniversary banquet. Chapman's performance along with keynote speaker Colson
will draw the convention to aclose.
Some 220 exhibitors will feature
their goods on the floor at NRB ' 99.
Harris Corp. Broadcast Division is
DIGITAL NEWS
Energy-Onix
Wins DAB Money

Arrakis furniture is # 1...
•Off the shelf -or- Custom
•Easy to design & assemble
• Very fast delivery !!!
call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
from Moscow, to Tokyo,
to Manhattan...

(303) 224-2248
or (
970) 224-2248
1995 Arrakis Systems inc. 2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
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among several radio-focused companies
to display. "We will be showing a full
line of broadcast solutions for today's
radio broadcaster," said Jim Hauptstueck,
Harris digital product manager. "We have
been at the NRB show many, many
times. It's agreat show for us. These are
good quality customers interested in efficient solutions."
Kim Winking, marketing services
manager for Broadcast Electronics,
agreed that the NRB is a worthwhile
show for exhibitors. "We've always had

good traffic and the show has generated
good leads for us."
Stoll predicted agreat show thanks in
part to the increasing popularity of
Christian programming. "There's aspiritual hunger in this nation," he said.
"We're seeing growth not only in religious broadcasting, but in other areas as
well. For example, spiritual book sales
have grown. People are searching for the
meaning of life and looking to God for
the answer."

CBS is the prime sponsor of USA
Digital Radio, one of the three inband, on-channel DAB research companies.
Energy-Onix expects that a DAB
system for the United States would
allow it to double its staff of 25.

ALBANY, N. Y. The state of New
York thinks DAB is a great idea —
because it will save energy.
A state energy research and devel— Paul J. McLane
opment authority has awarded a
$187,500 contract to supplier EnergyApollo Invests $ 135M
Onix to develop a digital FM radio
In CD Radio
broadcast transmitter.
In its announcement, the energy
NEW YORK Apollo Management
authority hailed DAB as a power
L.P. completed its purchase of $ 135
saver.
million of newly issued preferred
"Currently, broadcasters use very
stock in CD Radio, an FCC licensehigh-powered analog
holder to provide sateltransmitters that conlite- delivered digital
sume between 10 and
IIIP
audio broadcasting serDIGITAL Be BROADCAST vices. The previously
40 kW of electricity,"
the announcement statannounced deal has
ed. " Once fully conreceived majority stockverted, digital equipholder and antitrust
ment power cresumption would be
approval, according to CD Radio.
about one-tenth that." The authority
The company is building studios in
said some 400 stations in New York
New York City's Rockefeller Center.
alone would benefit, and estimated
Mark Kalman has joined the company
the energy savings to each station at
as vice president, national broadcast
$9,600 to $38,500.
studio. Kalman was vice president of
President Bernie Wise said Energyengineering and new technology for
Onix is working with CBS to develop
SW Networks.
new DAB technology and field modiCD Radio plans to offer 100 chanfications for existing equipment, to
nels of pay radio in early 2000.
reduce the cost of implementing DAB
and make for a speedier transition.
— Leslie Stimson
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Excerpts of the USADR Petition
In October, USA Digital Radio asked
the FCC to seek public comment on its
petition to implement digital AM and FM
broadcasting in the United States. The
following are excerpts from its Petition
for Rule Making. More will appear in our
next issue.
As RW went to press, the deadline for
comments on RM-9395 had -passed but
reply comments were to be due Jan. 25.
The full text is available online
at www.fcc.gov/mmb/ or can be
downloaded from
www.fcc.gov/
Bureaus/Mass_Media/Filings/rm
9395.pdf
Footnotes with source references and
other details are omitted here but are
available in the online version.
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Although radio continues to be astrong medium, there is consumer demand for improved service and enhanced audio quality. Unfortunately,
limitations inherent in today's analog broadcaA-

unique opportunity to dramatically improve an

of the satellite- based Digital Audio Radio

ing restrict options for improving AM and FM

existing and vital communications service.

Service (" DARS"), which has the potential to

performance. These limitations have had a

IBOC DAB will provide the public with

offer improved sound quality to the public on a

greater impact on AM than FM. On average,

enhanced audio quality for both AM and FM

subscription basis. Until now, however, there has

across all Arbitron markets, AM stations capture

radio, increased reliability and new auxiliary ser-

been no rational path for satisfying public

only 18% of local commercial share. Because

vices without new spectrum allocations, disrup-

demand for upgraded AM and FM broadcasting.

AM is not able to provide high- quality sound.

tions in service to the public, or adrain on the

As USADR demonstrates herein, advances in

AM has become extremely dependent on news,

Commission's administrative resources. In the

IBOC technology now provide asolution which

talk and sports programming. Although many

past two decades, consumer demand for new and

will permit AM and FM listeners to enjoy

AM stations are extremely successful, other AM

improved services has prompted aconversion

enhanced sound quality, reliability, and service

stations have been frustrated in their ability to

from analog to digital in most other communica-

offerings from DAB.

meet listener requirements....

A. The Current Radio Broadcast Industry

fueled, in part, by improvements in prerecorded

tions services. For radio broadcasting, which
represents the oldest form of communications

Changes in listener expectations have been

technology, a number of decades have passed

Broadcast radio plays acritical role in every-

music and new digital broadcast services. Digital

since the last major innovation — the introduc-

day life, both in the United States and abroad. In

CDs and tapes offer superior audio quality when

tion of FM stereo in 1961. Now, recent advances

fact, radio's role is so pervasive that it is largely

compared to analog AM and FM ralci.c2J.j.steners

in digital technology make it possible for broad-

taken for granted. It is the primary source of

now have the option to obtain -ablé or broadcast

cast radio to make the transition to digital using

information and entertainment for vast numbers

satellite delivery of music to their home, to

IBOC DAB.

of Americans, providing music, news, weather,

download music from the Internet and, in afew

In the Matter of Amendment of Part 73 to the

In the last several years, the Commission has

traffic and local information in thousands of

years, may be able to receive high quality digital

Commission's Rules to Permit the Introduction

seen adramatic increase in consumer demand

communities across the country. Furthermore,

audio from satellite DARS.

of Digital Audio Broadcasting in the AM and

IBOC DAB provides ameans to preserve the

FM Broadcast Services

special role broadcast radio plays in American
life by allowing radio to meet the higher sound

USA Digital Radio Partners, L.P., by its attorneys,

hereby

submits

this

Petition

USADR proposes that the

for

Rulemaking requesting that the Commission ini-

commission adopt separate AM and FM

tiate arulemaking proceeding to amend Part 73
of the Commission's Rules to permit the introduction of digital AM and FM radio broadcasting. This Petition asks the Commission to adopt
the rules set forth in Appendix A, the procedures

quality the public demands. Because radio is
local and provides vital information and entertainment at no cost to large numbers of people,
its role in society cannot be overstated. Yet, to

composite analog/digital emissions masks

the extent radio remains analog, the FCC will

for hybrid IBOC DAB.

vices which better meet public needs. DAB can

miss an opportunity to authorize enhanced serupgrade existing radio, lay the foundation for the

outlined below for establishing adigital audio

introduction of new digital services and, at the

broadcasting (" DAB") system in the United

same time, help preserve radio's role in

States, and the policies articulated herein.

American life.

Specifically. USADR seeks modification of the

for digital products. Consumers have enthusiasti-

consumers are able to receive this service virtu-

Commission's Rules to permit existing licensees

cally embraced compact discs and are upgrading

ally everywhere at no cost. Millions of

in the AM and FM Radio Broadcast Services to

to digital mobile phones. The conversion to digi-

Americans wake up and go to sleep listening to

IBOC technology provides ameans for intro-

upgrade their analog broadcasts to digital using

tal in many industries is transforming services

radio. People listen to radio in their homes, in

ducing DAB without the need for new spectrum

in-band, on-channel ("IBOC") DAB technology.

offered to the public, and the impact of these

cars, in offices, at the gym, while walking down

allocations for the digital signal. There are many

IBOC allows the simultaneous broadcast of ana-

new services is evident in many facets of every-

the street, at the beach, in the park, and in stores.

forms that an IBOC system might take. The

log and digital signals in the broadcaster's exist-

day life. Pagers and mobile phones have become

Radio receivers are one of the most ubiqui-

USADR system is designed as an integrated AM

ing channel allotment in a manner consistent

relatively ubiquitous and now offer numerous

tous devices in our society. It is estimated that

and FM IBOC system which provides acompre-

B. Overview of IBOC Technology

with the Commission's existing signal interfer-

features bed on new digital networks. Digital

there are over 550 million radio receivers in use

hensive and flexible transition to an "all-digital"

ence rules. Based on the important public bene-

upgrades to wireline telephone networks are

today in the United States. Over 70 million new

world. USADR has optimized its system to

fits to be derived from the introduction of DAB,

facilitating the introduction of services unknown

receivers are sold each year. Over 95% of all

upgrade analog broadcasting by providing greatly

USADR requests that the Commission expedite

only afew years ago. Digital television holds the

people over the age of 12 listen to the radio

enhanced sound fidelity, improved signal robust-

its treatment of this Petition.

promise of vastly improved video images and

every week. As of August 31, 1998, there were

ness and expanded auxiliary services, which are

I. INTRODUCTION

new ancillary services for the public. The

more than 12,300 licensed radio stations. The

essentially an upgrade to existing subcarrier ser-

Commission recently authorized the introduction

average American listens to AM or FM radio

vices. Although the USADR system is able to

more than 22 hours per week. There has been an

achieve the greatest enhancements in its all-digital

Ihis ruleinaking gises the Commission a
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average annual growth rate of 1.75% in the num-

mode. USADR has used IBOC technology to cre-

ber of radio stations in the past 17 years, and in

ate ahybrid mode which will allow each AM and

1997, radio station revenues were $ 12.3 billion,

FM station to simultaneously broadcast the same

up 9.3% from $ 11.2 billion in 1996.

programming in analog and digital. By allowing

There are anumber of fundamental aspects

simultaneous broadcasting of analog and digital

of radio broadcasting which define this service.

for all radio programming, this hybrid mode per-

Radio broadcasts are free; the consumer does

mits arational transition to an all-digital environ-

not need asubscription and is not charged afee.

ment without the need for additional frequency

As aresult, radio's penetration is unrivaled by

allocations to accommodate the digital signal.

other services. Radio is inherently local

The USADR IBOC DAB system consists of

because coverage is limited. In turn, radio pro-

digital signals broadcast in the frequency

vides one of the best sources of local informa-

assigned to an existing AM or FM radio station

tion and, to a large extent, reflects the tastes.

("in-band"). Because the digital signal is placed

values and interests of the local community

with the emissions "mask" established for ana-

each station serves. Moreover, even though

log broadcasts ("on-channel"), it can be trans-

individual radio broadcasts are inherently local,

mitted simultaneously with the existing analog

radio broadcast availability is presumed to be

signal ( the "host" signal). Because IBOC DAB

universal. Anyone driving from coast to coast

simultaneously supports both analog and digital

expects to be able to receive radio broadcasts,

broadcasting in the hybrid mode, it permits a

using the same receiver, throughout the coun-

rational transition to digital.

try. Another important aspect of radio is the rel-

In the hybrid mode, the digital signal is broad-

atively low cost of receivers. Although audio-

cast at somewhat reduced power levels from

philes can spend considerable sums on a

those used in the all- digital mode in order to

high-end receiver, radio can also serve the lis-

accommodate the analog broadcast. Nonetheless,

tener who can only afford abasic portable or

the improved sound quality, reliability and cov-

clock radio. In addition, radio's role in society

erage of both the analog and digital signals in

goes beyond entertainment. Radio provides
critical public service as acentral part of the

the hybrid mode will immediately provide the
listening public with greatly enhanced service.

Emergency Alert System, as aprimary means

Moreover, the hybrid mode will support new

of dissemination of political news and informa-

auxiliary services which will upgrade existing

tion, and as a source for public service

subcarrier services. These auxiliary services will

announcements.

See FILING, page 12
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REACT Helps Broadcasters
Bob Leef
Most radio stations depend on several
standard sources of traffic information —
listener call- ins by telephone and cell phones, their own airborne reporter or
mobile cruiser, computer incident listings, and scanner listening. In Southern
California there something more.
Members of REACT — Radio
Emergency Associated Communications
Teams — have a UHF FM repeater system to talk directly to traffic broadcasters.
As they travel the freeways and encounter
important incidents, they use their handheld two-way radios to give first-hand
reports while driving past the scene.
One location receiving this information is on KFI(AM) and KOST(FM) in
Los Angeles, where REACT member
Mark Denis does the traffic reports.
According to Mark, he appreciates the
absolute accuracy, timeliness and ability
of field units to describe the situation in
very few words quickly.
Mark believes a REACT member's

Chicago, and at first used CB channel 9
to assist motorists equipped with that
kind of two-way radio. Now, many
members throughout the country are on
GMRS because of its superior performance, providing public service communications to an even larger audience
through broadcasters.
The organization, which has received
the President's Volunteer Action Award, is
headquartered
at
Suitland,
Md.
Information is available at (301) 316-2900,
in Southern California at ( 800) 99REACT
or on the Web at www.reactintIorg
Bob Leef is with Crest REACT. He
lives in Corona, CA.

Traffic Ènformation flows into KFI/KOST.
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Many members
now are on GMRS,
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Ten Years Ago
Seventeen months after WDRCFM in Hartford, Conn., became
the first American FM to equip
itself with the FMX stereo extension system, receivers to utilize the
technology are being introduced to
consumers.
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credibility is superior.
"If a REACTer calls in a tip, Ifeel I
can broadcast the information as if Iam
looking right at it," he said.
He said REACT continues to be avital
source in helping the traffic broadcast
community do its job better, and in turn
serve the motoring public.
AirWatch is an information provider to
50 stations in Southern California.
REACTer traffic reports also come in via
the repeater, which is on the GMRS frequency of 462.675 MHz and covers awide
area. The General Mobile Radio Service
(GMRS) allows this type of communications whereas it is difficult if not impossible for licensed amateurs to do the same on
their frequencies due to FCC regulations.
REACT was formed in 1962 in
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Take it out for a10 day joy ride.
Instant Replay puts athousand audio
clips right at your fingertips.
You want sound effects? You got 'em!
You want music and song? It's yours...
as much as you want. In fact, Instant
Replay holds up to 24 hours of your
greatest theatrical material.
With everything on-line, titled,
timed and ready to play, Instant Replay
is fast, fun and easy to use.
And with 50 Hot Keys, you're in the
driver's seat creatively.
So, take us up on our offer to

go out for ajoy ride with
Instant Replay. It's on us.
We're that sure that
after you test
drive it, you'll want
,
to park it at your place.

it

*A new SCSI port supports the use
of external disk drives to expand
storage capacity.
Newly designed front panel graphics
make for easier operation and you
can now choose linear or Dolby®
AC-2 recording format.

Attention call
letter stations**
You're only a
phone call away
from afree
10-day Test Drive.
So try it out.
We'll understand if
you don't give it back.
(818) 991-0360
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For more information call ( 818) 991- 0360 / Fax ( 818) 991-1360 te-mail: infoe360systems.com / Website: www.360systems.corn
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Excerpts of the USADR Petition

impractical due to alack of available spectrum
and the need for systems to work within the
existing radio broadcast infrastructure. NonIBOC proposals for terrestrial digital radio

diately adopt hybrid IBOC DAB. In order to

Westinghouse Wireless Solutions Company

remain as impractical today as they were seven

be expanded in the all-digital mode of opera-

ensure that the new digital signal does not harm

("Wireless Solutions"), coordinates the overall

years ago for the same reasons. USADR has

tions.

spent considerable time and resources since

FILING, continued from page 10

existing analog service. USADR proposes that

technical development work and system

Developing IBOC requires anumber of tech-

the Commission adopt separate AM and FM

design. ... USADR also is collaborating with

1991 developing asystem that is practical and

nical tradeoffs to ensure asystem that optimizes

composite analog/digital emissions masks for

outside parties that contribute additional exper-

presents few regulatory or administrative hur-

benefits to the public. The audio quality, cover-

hybrid IBOC DAB. After atwelve-year transi-

tise to USADR's development efforts. Xetron

dles.

age and robustness must all be considered in sys-

tion period, analog broadcasts would no longer

Corporation. aformer Westinghouse subsidiary

Unlike television, radio is inherently amobile

tem development. Without proper tradeoffs. an

be protected. In the case of FM, anew all-digital

and now a subsidiary of Northrop Grumman

technology. Thus, any digital radio solution must
be able to deliver high-performance levels for

IBOC system will be excessively disrupt'
1-

the fixed user in ahome or office, as well as the

mized, the radio industry and public will bei.,

mobile user in acar or listening to aportable

from an IBOC system without new frequency

radio. In addition, unlike digital systems

the broadcast environment. However, r

allocations, withat cbanges in fife publffiibility to find a favorite radio station on the dial,

Any digital radio solution must be

without requiring an immediate upgrade of all

able to deliver high-performance levels for the

radio receivers and without disruption in service
to the public.

-I:lestea-Fir— voice

communications, radio must

deliver high sound fidelity to meet the listening
needs of the public.
During its first few years. USADR built prototype AM and FM systems which were

fixed as well as the mobile user.

designed to test the viability of IBOC. From
1992 to 1995. USADR operated experimental

C. Requested Rulemaking

IBOC DAB systems in Cincinnati, Las Vegas.

In this Petition. USADR proposes that the
Commission adopt the following policies and

New Orleans, Chicago. Los Angeles, Monterey

specific amendments to Part 73 of the

and Urbana, Illinois. These experimental stations

Commission's Rules that are necessary to man-

mask would become effective at that time. The

Corporation, provides USADR with technical

demonstrated adigital signal could be simulcast

age the transition from analog to digital broad-

new FM all-digital emissions mask would allow

support for the development and testing of the

with the host analog signal without affecting the

casting.

the broadcaster to increase the power and band-

AM components of the USADR system. ...

integrity of either broadcast. USADR used these

First, USADR demonstrates in this Petition

width of the digital sidebands. In the case of

Fraunhofer Institut für Integrierte Schaltungen,

test results and subsequent studies to more fully

for Rulemaking the significant advantages of

AM, the all-digital signal will fit within the com-

the recognized leader in audio compression

understand the current interference environment

IBOC and IBOC's technical viability. It there-

posite AM mask adopted for the interim hybrid

technology and psycho-acoustics, coordinates

in the AM and FM bands and the technical

fore urges the Commission to immediately make

period.

the audio compression development work for

options available to meet the needs of the listening public.

afinding that the public interest will be served

USADR urges the Commission to adopt these

the USADR system and has provided critical

by the introduction of digital radio and that

proposals as the best means to protect analog

integration of the MPEG Advanced Audio

In 1996, USADR initiated the final design

IBOC will be the method for introducing DAB

broadcasters and listeners and simultaneously

Coding (" AAC") codec for USADR's system.

phase for its operational system. USADR has

in the United States.

promote the development of DAB.

Second, USADR believes that agovernment-

Fraunhofer is the leading organization of

established adedicated DAB laboratory in

applied research in Germany and operates 47

Columbia. Maryland where it is in the final
stages of its design and implementation work.

mandated transmission standard is necessary to

II. BACKGROUND ON USADR

research institutes with approximately 4,500

ensure aprompt and orderly transition to digital.

A. CSADR Development Partners

scientists and engineers. Fraunhofer had a

USADR has characterized the AM and FM

leading role developing the most advanced

bands, used that information to re-engineer its

Thus, it urges the Commission to make afinding

USADR was established in 1991 by CBS

that atransmission standard is necessary to pro-

Radio, Gannett Co., Inc. and Westinghouse

audio coding schemes, several of which have

prototype systems, and has designed an integrat-

mote the development of DAB and to provide

Electric Corporation for the purpose of devel-

been designated as worldwide standards, such

ed AM and FM system which meets all the

listeners the maximum benefit of DAB. The

oping a digital broadcasting system for AM

as MPEG Layer - 3and MPEG AAC....

design goals established at USADR's inception.

standard should include all of the technical ele-

and FM radio. At that time. USADR invented

As established broadcasters, USADR's parent

It is currently conducting tests using experimen-

ments of the IBOC DAB system necessary to

the IBOC DAB concept and began its system

companies have provided critical assistance tai-

tal stations in Columbia and Bethesda, Maryland

ensure universal operability of receivers. As part

development work. Since 1991. USADR has

loring USADR's efforts to maximize the benefits

and Cincinnati, Ohio to examine the transmis-

of the standard- setting process, USADR urges

become synonymous with IBOC DAB. Today.

of DAB for broadcasters and the listening pub-

sion of digital signals in the analog broadcasting

the Commission to develop criteria and specify

USADR's development efforts draw on the

lic....

bands. Significant system simulations and mod-

procedures for evaluating proposed IBOC DAB

resources of a diversified team of scientists

B. Development History

eling have been completed, and USADR is

systems.
Finally. USADR asks the Commission to
adopt atransition plan as proposed

Under

this proposal, broadcasters will be able to imme-74-

hardware.

research universities. CBS is the general part-

trial DAB systems outside the AM . and FM

begun. More comprehensive testing is scheduled

ner

bands, concluding that these systems were

of

USADR,

and

its

subsidiary.
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to commence in the first quarter of 1999. Based
on the advanced stage of USADR's development
work and the expectation that commercial transmission systems will be available within 18
months, USADR has initiated this rulemaking to
encourage the Commission to develop the rules
necessary to quickly implement IBOC DAB.

III. THE COMMISSION SHOULD
INITIATE A PROCEEDING TO
ESTABLISH RULES FOR IBOC
DAB
A. Digital Radio Broadcasting is in the Public
Interest.
I. Digital technology possesses significant
advantages over current broadcasting.
The speed at which the public has upgraded to
digital technology across awide array of media
reflects the recognition that digital technology
possesses significant advantages over analog.
The Commission has consistently supported
upgrading analog systems to digital as technology has made that possible....
Currently, radio broadcasting in the United
States is also being provided using technology
whose intrinsic limitations do not permit further
material improvement. The history of analog
radio broadcasting in many ways mirrors that of
analog television. Like analog television, analog
radio has been the established technology for a
considerable period of time. Since its invention
in the 1920s, radio broadcasting has passed
many milestones. During the most recent thirtySee FILING, page 16
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hen you compare digital audio processors, it's not apples

to apples. Why? Because only the Omnia..fm gives you
adjustable composite clipping, a powerful technique used by
thousands of broadcasters for PD- pleasing loudness- loudness
that can't be achieved in any other way, no matter which
processor you're using.
You can have this power without worry:
The Omnia.fm includes aprecision digital

7,7

composite low-pass filter which eliminates
interference to subcarriers ( including RDS)
from clipping by-products. And since the
pilot is added after the clipper, it remains
unharmed.
Sure, you can tack on an external
composite clipper to other digital proces100106

tine!

2.4 V

sors. But with the Omnia.fm's integral

uztai

composite clipper, operation can be
controlled remotely and included in stored
presets. And because of the Onnnia.fm's
unique, non-aliasing final limiter, you have

OMNIA.FM COMPOS TE SPECTRUM
WITH 2dB OF COMPOSITE CLIPPING

rock- solid peak control, even without composite clipping. Put it all together and you
have the Omnia.fm'S clean spectrum, loud,
punchy sound and absolutely no digital
grunge.
Make your own comparison and you'll find
that the Omnia.fm provides unmatched
performance, with or without composite
M

100105

line .
1

clipping. Only the Omnia.fm gives you a

2.4 V

choice. And only the Omnia.fm gives you
afree 60-day demo with amoney- back

EXTERNAL COMPOSITE CLIPPER
SPECTRUM WITH 2dB OF CLIPPING

guarantee*.

Here's how: The test signals were generated by aDelta Electronics SNG-I (Stereo
Noise Generator); spectrum analysis was performed with a Tektronix TDS-744A
Digital Scope in the FFT mode. The top graph shows the spectrum out to 100kHz
0 •
•

•
S
Pe

of the Omnia.fm with its built-in, all-digital composite clipper and composite low-

r
•

I

,

•

pass filter. The bottom graph shows adifferent processor combined with an external

Ihrsomit, •

ref

composite clipper. Both composite clippers were set for 2dB of clipping. Notice in

-

the bottom graph the significant harmonic energy in the SCA region as aresult of
composite clipping.
For acomplete technical report, call us for acopy of our paper entitled " Omnia.fm:
An Engineering Study." Or visit our web site at: www.nogrunge.com.
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Canada Set for National DAB
DAB, continued from page 1

A fifth transmitter has also been
installed as abackup by Master FM, the
local radio consortium that not only operates the DAB site, but the older combined
FM transmission system on which it is
based. The transmitters are controlled by
software from Unique Broadband
Systems, aCanadian company that also
manufactured the DAB encoders.
Toronto coverage
While the CN Tower DAB site only
broadcasts an 800 W signal, it is delivering "excellent" coverage across Toronto,
said Steve Edwards, vice president of
corporate engineering and technology for
Rogers Broadcasting.
Using a Pioneer DAB receiver-

have to be installed — configured rather
like a "cellular telephone system," said
Edwards — "to extend coverage out to
today's protected FM contour." Right
now, the Toronto DAB pattern is targeted
at the city's core, with coverage to outlying areas decided by the landscape
around the CN Tower.
Meanwhile, in Vancouver, British
Columbia, two five-channel DAB transmission pods have been installed at the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. site on
Mount Seymour. One of these carries the
four publicly funded CBC networks,
while the other has five private stations,
said Edwards.
He said licenses are pending for other
private broadcasters in Vancouver; once
those are granted, the total number of

go digital, said Michel Fortin, asenior specialist engineer with CBC. As aresult,
broadcasters have ordered three 1kW Itelco
transmitters. One will serve as astandby.
All three transmitters will feed an
antenna located on Mont Royal, near the
city center. In addition, low-power gapfiller transmitters will be installed in the
Ville Marie and Lafontaine tunnels, with
more gap fillers planned for installation
soon. These low- power transmitters

Vancouver, said Fred Benedikt, asenior
engineer
with
CBC
Broadcast
Engineering Services.
The test datacasts have been simple,
but intriguing. For example, by extracting information from the internal traffic
and scheduling system used by the CBC,
"we can identify the name of the program" on the user's DAB receiver display, said Benedikt, as well as any "other
information we want to go along with it."
Right now such basic datacasts are all
the two-line, 32- character displays of
first-generation DAB receivers can handle. But successive generations will have

The Canadian DAB audience is
restricted to a few engineers with their own
receivers, and radio executives taking tours in
the Toronto DABug.

equipped Volkswagen Beetle — known
locally as DABug — he has been able to
receive DAB broadcasts not only within
the city limits, but throughout the suburban Toronto area as well.
For Toronto broadcasters, achieving
this coverage has cost them about
$50,000 per station, measured in U.S.
dollars. That amount covers their
share of the DAB transmitter and tower; the audio feeds were already in
place supplying Master FM's analog
transmitters.
However, more expenses will be forthcoming. Eight more transmitters will

The Pioneer DAB Tuner Module GEX-P9OODAB

pods will rise to four.
In British Columbia, broadcasters are
only using 200 W transmitters. The
mountainous terrain of the Pacific
Northwest makes it impossible to cover
Vancouver with asingle site.
Vancouver, Montreal
Soon, additional 200 W transmitters
will be installed on the Metrotown tower
in the Vancouver suburb of Burnaby to
provide adequate coverage throughout
the metropolitan area.
And in Montreal, licenses were finally
granted in late 1998 to allow broadcasters to
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maintain DAB coverage in tunnels the
main signal can't reach.
If everything goes according to the
plan, " we will be on the air in the
spring," Fortin said.
Canadian radio broadcasters are making significant progress toward launching
DAB. However, one nagging question
continues to hang over the whole enterprise: Who is going to listen to these
broadcasts?
At present, the Canadian DAB audience is restricted to afew engineers with
their own receivers and radio executives
taking tours in the Toronto DABug.
Receivers coming
However, this situation is about to
change, said Roman. Pioneer, Kenwood
and Sony have committed to have consumer- grade DAB receivers in stores
"early in 1999," he said.
Receiver availability is crucial to the
launch of DAB, said DRRI Executive
Director David Garforth. To ensure the
best chance of success, " we want to
make sure that receivers are available
and that they are available in sufficient
quantity."
Of the receiver manufacturers, Pioneer
has won praise for its support of
Canadian DAB. Not only did it outfit the
DABug, but the company also developed
aDAB car receiver for the launch. Retail
price is $665 in U.S. dollars.
The trunk- mounted receiver is modular, said Peter Cos, car audio product
manager for Pioneer Electronics of
Canada, which means " any controller
radio that has been built since 1994 can
run our digital radio tuner box."
"That is abonus," said Cos. "It means
there are about 25,000 radios in Canada
right now that can literally plug in and start
receiving digital radio, if it is in their area."
But will Canadians fork out this much
money for a car radio? They might, if
they want the datacasting extras that
accompany DAB.
For instance, the CBC has made
experimental datacasts in Toronto and

more display space, and more extensive
capabilities.
The CBC is test-broadcasting images
which one day could appear, for example, on the monitor of a computer
equipped with aDAB receiver card.
In the meantime, Duff Roman said he
sees the Canadian DAB band being used
for avariety of two-way data broadcasts,
the return path being carried via wireless
telephone.
Despite years of R&D, it remains to be
seen whether the Canadian public will adopt
digital radio as eagerly as the radio industry
hopes. Canadians are watching as U.S.
researchers pursue an in-band, on-channel
DAB strategy. But whether such asystem
will pass the U.S. regulatory process, and
how long it will take, is unclear.
Without their southern neighbors leading the way — as they did with analog
radio and TV, and as they are with HDTV
— it is hard to say how motivated
Canadians will be to buy into this new
technology.
Because so much is at stake, it is not
surprising that Canadian broadcasters
have adopted a slow and cautious
approach to the launch of DAB.
Coming in
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I> FILING, continued from page 12
year period, however, technological change in

even in the interim hybrid mode when analog and

ings, the Commission reaffirmed its commitment

digital signals are broadcast simultaneously....

to terrestrial digital radio....

January 20, 1999
use; listeners will continue to find stations at
their existing dial position. Moreover, the receiver will possess the same outward features and
functions as analog radio.
IBOC DAB receivers will be affordable to the
average consumer. If the promise of terrestrial

analog radio has been confined to minor

The USADR system includes auxiliary ser-

As with digital television, the public interest

DAB is going to be realized, the cost of the

improvements in the basic analog technology.

vices which are significantly more robust and

would be served by the ability to deliver CD-

DAB receiver, when produced in large volume,

Thus, while it has been adapted over the years, it

higher quality than today's subcarrier services.

quality sound and simultaneously correct some

must be low enough to be affordable to the aver-

has reached aplateau of development, above

Although market forces will determine the best

of the defects inherent in analog radio.

age consumer. Before broadcasters are going to
commit to upgrade to terrestrial DAB, they need

which no material improvements are possible.

auxiliary services to provide, USADR antici-

B. IBOC Technology is the Best Means of

2. DAB possesses many superior intrinsic fea-

pates agrowing demand for transmission of

Implementing Digital Radio.

tures. ... Its principal merits include enhanced

information as well as other point-to-multipoint

Just as the decisions made in the 1920s and

assurances that listeners will have reasonable
access to DAB receivers. USADR's IBOC ter-

sound fidelity, improved robustness, new radio

digital services.

onward enabled the growth and success of the

restrial DAB system was designed to provide a

features and the ability to provide enhanced aux-

3. The Commission has determined that the

present radio broadcasting market, so the choic-

cost-effective means for listeners to upgrade to

iliary services. Digital radio can increase radio

introduction of digital radio is in the public

es the Commission makes as digital technology

digital.

sound quality so that it more closely matches the

interest. ... In its first Notice of Inquiry regard-

is introduced will define the parameters of radio

4. IBOC benefits broadcasters.

original source material, particularly digitally

ing digital radio, the Commission noted that dig-

service in the 21st century. ... It is of critical

IBOC preserves broadcasters' investments in

recorded music. FM DAB provides the listener a

ital modulation is increasingly common in radio

importance that the transition to anew audio

AM and FM stations during the transition from

sound quality that is virtually the same as aCD,

telecommunications, including, for example, cel-

delivery system provides the listening public

analog to digital. At the same time, IBOC

which has become the standard dictated by the

lular telephones. It also recognized that digital

with increased fidelity and sound quality as well

ensures equal opportunity for both AM and FM

marketplace. AM DAB can provide sound quali-

audio media are developing rapidly, that the

as new and innovative digital transmission ser-

broadcasters to access new digital technology. If

ty comparable to today's FM.

increased sound quality they offer is gaining

vices. Also, it is vital that the migration from

FM broadcasters were provided the opportunity

This improved audio fidelity can be achieved in

acceptance by consumers, and that it is techni-

today's mature AM and FM transmission sys-

to upgrade to digital, but AM broadcasters were

combination with improved "robustness" of the

cally feasible. The Commission concluded: "We

tems to adigital transmission system does not

denied acorresponding opportunity to upgrade,

radio signal. Robustness refers to the ability of the

continue to support efforts to implement terres-

undermine the viability and stability of the exist-

it would create afurther economic dislocation

signal to withstand interference from other radio

trial in-band DARS technology. We believe that

ing AM and FM radio industry.

between AM and FM broadcasters....

broadcasts, multipath fading and noise. Improved

existing radio broadcasters can and should have

A new allocation of frequencies for terrestrial

Another benefit of IBOC is that it will not

robustness results in fewer holes within astation's

an opportunity to take advantage of new digital

DAB is clearly not the answer. In many coun-

require the development of anew broadcast infra-

coverage area. ... Interference and multipath fad-

radio technologies, and we are optimistic that

tries it is exceedingly difficult, if not impossible,

structure. For broadcasters, their studios, towers,

ing together limit the robustness in the FM band.

technical advances will, in the near future, per-

to obtain access to any frequency band that has

antennas and much of their equipment will remain

AM signals receive significant degradation from

mit both FM and AM broadcasters to offer

favorable propagation characteristics ( e.g., UHF

unchanged. Each station will require anew exciter,

structures, as well as interference from atmospher-

improved digital sound. To this end, we are com-

or VHF) for use by DAB, and there is no fre-

but some stations will be able to upgrade to IBOC

ic conditions and manmade and natural sources of

mitted to continuing our work with the broadcast

quency available for this purpose in the United

DAB without replacing transmitters. While such

noise. The digital processing of both the digital

industry to ensure that broadcasters are able to

States. Sharing with existing users in the VHF or

costs are not trivial, all such upgrades could occur

and analog signals in the USADR system will help

promptly implement terrestrial DARS.

UHF bands in the United States would be impos-

through the normal life and maintenance cycle of

More recently, in the satellite DARS proceed-

overcome these problems and increase robustness
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $ 50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On-screen Voice-Track editing, time-shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT.
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sible in light of the existing uses of these bands.

radio broadcasting equipment. Thus, the timing

The move to higher bands would dramatically

and the capital investment required to implement

increase the costs of the transmission system but

IBOC DAB avoids any comprehensive and finan-

might not necessarily improve sound quality....

cially disastrous obsolescence of radio broadcast-

There are several reasons why IBOC DAB

ing assets. The flexibility inherent in IBOC pro-

should be the means of implementing terrestrial

vides additional opportunities and protection for

DAB in the United States. ...

broadcasters. Digital radio can be phased in based

1. IBOC is frequency efficient.... It is well rec-

on market demand or as part of the broadcaster's

ognized that given the current congested use of the

normal equipment replacement cycle. There will

spectrum, it would be extremely difficult to

be many broadcasters that choose to upgrade as

accommodate new services. Therefore, regulatory

soon as possible. but IBOC will provide additional

agencies have indicated that they would look

time for many who, for financial or other reasons,

favorably on any proposal or technology that is

chose not to upgrade quickly.

spectrum-efficient. This important policy goal also

5. IBOC will facilitate the introduction of

should be applied to terrestrial DAB. Thus, aDAB

enhanced auxiliary services.

system that does not require anew frequency allo-

The digital bit stream used for audio broad-

cation should be favored over any system that

casting in the IBOC system also supports auxil-

does. This is particularly important for radio,

iary services. USADR has engineered its system

because it would be preferable to operate aterres-

to permit upgrades of existing subcarrier ser-

trial DAB system within the existing medium fre-

vices using datacasting capabilities, which pro-

quency and VHF bands, which offer more favor-

vide for both program associated data as well as

able propagation characteristics. IBOC DAB

new or upgraded ancillary data services. By

meets the spectrum efficiency goal since it does

upgrading existing subcarrier-based services and

not require anew allocation of frequency.

offering ameans for introducing new services,

2. IBOC ensures a seamless transition from

IBOC DAB will serve the public interest.

analog to digital. ... IBOC technology allows

6. IBOC minimizes regulatory burdens on the

consumers to continue to use analog receivers

Commission.

for an extended period of time. Therefore, it

... Unlike the introduction of other digital tech-

minimizes disruptions and dislocations.

nologies, the introduction of IBOC DAB will

USADR's system has been engineered to permit

impose minimal administrative burdens. There is

listeners and broadcasters to upgrade to digital at

no requirement to allocate new spectrum for DAB

their own pace. Upgrade decisions can be based

or to license service providers. Once aDAB sys-

on the economic needs of local stations and local

tem is adopted as astandard, the Commission's

listener demand without the threat of abrupt dis-

responsibilities will be limited to the need to

ruptions in local service. Consumers ... will not

implement interference criteria for the new digital

face an immediate, across-the-board shift to dig-

broadcasts and adopt atransition plan ...

ital technology. Similarly, the transition from

7. USADR has demonstrated the technical via-

hybrid to all-digital will be at the discretion of

bility of its IBOC DAB technoloay.

the broadcaster and driven by market forces.

Additionally, USADR provides independent veri-

IBOC's ability to provide aseamless transition

fication of its internal analysis. A report prepared

from analog to the interim hybrid period, to the all-

by R.L. Pickholtz, Ph.D. and B.R. Vojcic, D.Sc.

digital period, provides the additional public service

concludes that " IBOC FM/DAB will result in CD-

of protecting the Emergency Alert System. ... By

like quality" and that the interference from the

retaining the analog function during the hybrid

host DAB to the host FM and first adjacent chan-

mode. IBOC will ensure that segments of the popu-

nel FM is minimal in most operational scenarios."

lation are not suddenly cut off from public safety

The Pickholtz and Vojcic report further confirms

announcements and disaster relief information.

"the feasibility of the [ AM] engineering design."

3. IBOC benefits radio listeners.
IBOC DAB will provide listeners enhanced
audio quality and additional services. It will also
allow listeners to maintain their patterns of radio

... Collectively, this information demonstrates the
technical viability of IBOC DAB.
The next installment will appear in the Feb. 3
issue of RW.
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from Mexico City to Dallas produced
quality equal to that of local calls. ( This
proved to be a wonderful thing, as we
used POTS codecs for our backup transmission.) However, due to regulatory
issues at the time, TelMex was unable to
cross the U.S. border with switched digital traffic.
After negotiations consisting of hun-
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Mexico, ISDN and the NFL
Mike Simpson
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Every year around May. rights holder
radio stations of National Football
League broadcasts wait in anticipation
for the announcement of next season's
professional football schedule. What
exciting and exotic destinations might the
NFL decide for the upcoming season?
For those of us at Midcom, anticipation is
often replaced by sheer terror.
Midcom Inc. of Irving, Texas, is
responsible for technical production services and remote broadcast facilities for
the KVIL/Dallas Cowboys Radio

perfect. We cannot thank him enough.
TelMex. once the national telephone
company for all of Mexico, is now privatized, with SBC as a strategic partner.

Network requires full audio spectrum frequency response ( 20 Hz to 20 kHz) with
stereophonic transmission. Four parabolic microphones and a roving reporter
roam the sidelines, seeking to capture the
realism of the game and the " you are
there" feeling. Stereo crowd microphones, along with a few special offerings from our bag of tricks, make our
broadcasts unique in NFL radio.
Due to geographic location, C- and/or
Ku-band satellite audio backhaul is virtually impossible from Mexico City. This is
due to poor "footprints" in Mexico when
trying to use domestic birds and the high

Estadio Azteca in Mexico City
Network. For the past eight years,
Midcom has originated broadcasts of
nearly 200 games for "America's Team."
In addition to three Super Bowls, numerous playoff and championship games, our
crew and equipment have covered six
NFL pre-season games called "American
Bowls" in Tokyo, London and Toronto,
and made three trips to Mexico.
We were first tantalized by the possibility of using ISDN for backhaul transmission in 1992, when exposed to the
technology during our trip to the Tokyo
Dome in Japan. Like much of Europe,
KDD Telecommunications of Japan had
been using ISDN for several years prior
to its use in the United States.
Only ayear later, we found ourselves
head-deep in ISDN, using it to broadcast
games from England and Canada and
eventually for all domestic Cowboys
broadcasts. But Mexico? That was an
entirely different, and supposedly impossible, situation.
The KVIL/Dallas Cowboys Radio
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costs of time and facilities associated
with Mexican satellites. We previously
had used the all-digital Inmarsat B service during a remote broadcast from a
moving cruise ship in Caribbean and
Mexican waters ( another Midcom first,
accomplished in 1993 before Inmarsat B
was commercially available), but with
current rates for asingle 64 kbps channel
still over $ 10 per minute, another avenue
for high-quality audio transmission had
to be found.
In late 1996, achance Internet meeting
on the Texas ISDN Users Group put us in
contact with Mike Reddout, a
Southwestern Bell Corp. ( SBC) representative on assignment at TelMex
Headquarters in Mexico City. Reddout
put us in touch with Dan Norris, also
from SBC in Mexico City, who managed
every facet of the project. Without
Norris, the ISDN broadcast would have
been doomed from the beginning. He
took both a personal and professional
interest in making sure everything was

TelMex and SBC were eager to use a
major event such as aCowboys game to
highlight the rollout of aMexico ISDN
offering. The chosen event was the Aug.
17, 1998, Monday night game between
the Cowboys and New England Patriots.
We were, of course, delighted with the
possibility. After all, ISDN is s-o-o-o-o
easy, right? Well, not everywhere.
Power of equality
TelMex has an excellent backbone network infrastructure throughout most of
the country. With few exceptions, stateof-the-art fiber optics carry signals in a

dreds of e-mail exchanges and phone
calls, it was decided that Sprint would
become involved in the project to handle
the international portion of the transmission. Sprint provisioned three Primary
Rate ISDN circuits ( 23 "B" or bearer
channels and 1"D" or supervisory channel each) from its switching center in
Fort Worth. Texas. These three PRI circuits were routed via Tls along the
domestic Sprint network to its facility in
McAllen, Texas.
At McAllen, the Tls were converted
to Els — Mexico uses the European El
standard of 29 "B" channels and 1"D"

Mike Simpson, left, checks spectral analysis with RF engineer Chuck Adams.
virtually zero- loss, digital environment.
in some cases with far more modern
facilities than are used by some carriers
in the United States. Voice calls dialed

channel — and sent across the border to
the TelMex facility in Reynosa. Mexico.
From there, the three PRIs were routed to
See ISDN, page 18

Lucent Technologies
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Lucent Digital Radio
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Making ISDN Work From Mexico
ISDN, continued from page 17
Mexico City over the TelMex network:
one to the TelMex Maquetta laboratory,
another to the game venue at Estadio
Azteca, and the third as aspare.
First at the lab and later at the stadium,
ateam of TelMex engineers and technicians and I, along with several equipment
vendors, spent many days and hours trying to convert the PRIs into several ISDN
BR! ( 2B + D) U-reference circuits. These
were needed by conventional U.S. terminal adapters and the Musicam USA
Prima 120 codecs that would be used to
broadcast the game.
Several hurdles and many versions of
telco equipment later, the Nortel

Meridian One PABX switch proved to be
the perfect choice for the Mexico City
side of the operation. Error- free ISDN
connections were enjoyed for the sevenhour broadcast. The remote went off
without aglitch via ISDN.
In case the ISDN lines didn't work, we
needed a good backup plan. Musicam
USA came to the rescue. David Lin and
company graciously loaned us six Field
Phone II POTS line codecs.
Why use six codecs? Remember, our
Cowboys transmission had to be in
stereo. Once again, new ground was
about to be broken.
We used three Field Phone Ils at each
end: one each for the left, center and

right channels. Play-by-play and color
commentary announcers were assigned to
the center channel only, with the stereo
effects, parabolics and crowd microphones placed on the left and right channels. As good as the TelMex dial tone
lines were, differences in the routing of
each call caused the signals to reach
Dallas at widely differing times.
Midcom Vice President Jeff Jones,
shown at the Midcom Network Operations
Center in Dallas, resolved the timing issue
by utilizing the digital delay program of a
Lexicon 480L effects processor. The channel that arrived first was assigned as the
center. Jeff then independently further
delayed the left and right channels to

January 20, 1999
match the center voice channel.
While not truly a "phase-coherent" stereo
signal, the random nature of the crowd and
ambiance at the stadium yielded arealistic
stereo image. Thanks to the quality of the
TelMex dial tone lines and the excellent
data rates, we got 8to 10 kHz frequency
response, producing the first-ever stereo
POTS line backhaul transmission.

While not truly
a 'phase-coherent'
stereo signal, the
random nature of the
crowd and ambiance
at the stadium
yielded a realistic

New Compact
Perfect for
301 Low Distortion Comp/Limiter:
A mono comp/limiter with unique circuitry that
eliminates secondary causes of distortion during
compression.
302 Dual Microphone Preamplifier:
An update of the classic Symetrix SX202 design.
Like its predecessor, it delivers solid stereo
imaging, excellent transient response, very low
noise and almost undetectable distortion.
303 Interface Amplifier ( Di-directional):
A stereo level matching amplifier that converts
consumer level audio of - 10dBV to a + 4dBu level,
or vice-versa, allowing pro audio equipment to
work with consumer gear.
304 Headphone Amplifier:
A stereo in/four output amp that drives headphones cif any impedance. Its compact design is
ideal for translation service installations and
control rooms.
Symetrix introduces anew series of
flexible half-rack audio tools. The Symetrix
300 Series offers broadcasters and other
audio professionals precise solutions for
awide range of audio applications.
These affordable building-blocks deliver
exactly what you need for jobs*(and
budgets) of any size:

305 Distribution Amplifier ( 1x4):
A one input/four output design that includes a
four-segment LED input meter, individual trim
pots for input and output levels, and Euroblock
terminal connectors for quick installation.
Precision circuitry yields THD+Noise of less
than . 009%.
307 Dual Isolation Transformer:
A one input/two output isolation box that breaks
up ground loops and improves overall system
performance.

EmuPmern Solutions To Keep You Number One
Call BSW For Great Pricing And
Information On All 300 Series Products

1-800.426-8434
Fax: 800-565-8114

BROADCAST SUPPLY W ORLDWIDE

Web: www.bswusa.com

7012 27th Street West • Tacoma, Washington 98466 USA
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stereo image.

In the intervening months since the
NFL American Bowl, ISDN offerings in
Mexico have become somewhat easier.
TelMex now has agreements in place
with some U.S. carriers, allowing
switched digital traffic to be passed
across the border. This eliminates the
rather complicated private- line, TI/E1
arrangement utilized from Sprint.
TelMex also now has the ability to
provision the ISDN/BRI service directly
from its central office switch. The "last
mile" of the circuit is delivered to the
customer as an "S/T" interface, with the
NTI provided by TelMex. U.S. broadcasters with internal NTI equipment,
requiring the North American standard
"U" reference interface, need simply to
bypass the TelMex provided NTI and
connect directly to the ISDN/BRI twowire pair.
um.
Mike Simpson is president of Midcom
Inc. Contact him at ( 972)869-2144.

About Midcom
Midcom Inc. was founded in 1973
by Mike Simpson as Midcities
Communications to offer solutions in
wireless microphones, intercom and
radio communications systems
designed for the broadcast and motion
picture industries.
Midcom celebrated its 25th year in
1998. Still focused on audio and RF
for broadcast and teleproduction, it
offers sales and rental services, and
operates a 48- track digital/analog
mobile recording and production facility. It has received two Emmy awards
and agold album for live recordings,
including opera star Placido Domingo
and rock and roll artists Anthrax.
Midcom's NFL ISDN Cooperative
provides ISDN-based backhaul transmission for nine NFL radio broadcast
rights holders. Using a cost- shared
approach for facilities at each NFL
stadium across the country, the co-op
offers an alternative to commercial
backhaul providers.
Midcom was chosen in 1992 to provide remote broadcast origination services for the KVIL/Dallas Cowboys
Radio Network and was the first to use
ISDN-based backhaul for NFL radio.
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Product Capsule:

PressMite Goes Where the News Is
Paul Kaminski
Whirlwind has a mult-box that goes
where you go.
A fixture at major news conferences,
whether at a presidential appearance or
sporting event, is the microphone distribution system, otherwise
known as the mutt-box. This
device allows reporters to
connect to a microphone- or
line- level sound output and
get an audio feed of the proceedings.
Organizers like mult-boxes
because they eliminate the
clutter caused by a forest of
microphones and mic flags,
and draw attention to their
logo and the news maker. If
there are security concerns.
as with many government
leaders, the mutt-box may be
the only access to sound a
reporter will have.
Power up
Most mult-boxes run on
110 VAC, and would require
special arrangements for field use.
Whirlwind's PressMite mult-box is abattery-operated unit, which allows use in
places where power might not be readily
available, as well as everywhere aregular
mull-box can be used.
The PressMite is powered by two 9 V
batteries. Whirlwind estimates you can
expect eight continuous hours of operation with fresh alkaline batteries. The

PressMite has one input, switchable from
mic to line level, and 14 transformer isolated outputs — 12 XLR male mic level,
two XLR male line level. It has an output
level control, aheadphone jack and volume control for monitoring. Phantom
power is available if you wish to connect

Whirlwind PressMite

Thumbs Up
nr_ / Compact, rugged

nected almost everything, from microcassette recorders to MiniDisc units to television Betacam recorders.

,/ Extremely easy to set up and
use
/ Clear, clean sound
/ Battery powered
/ Headphone monitor

Fresh batteries
The unit has a rated frequency
response of +/- 3 dB from 15 Hz to 20
kHz. We heard no artifacts that would
degrade audio, as long as the batteries
were reasonably fresh. When the batteries began to lose strength during the end
of the winner's post- race news conference, we heard artifacts. That could be

=

Thumbs Down
/Batteries can run down,
causing glitches
./ Plug-on wireless transmitters
take up outputs
For more information contact
Whirlwind in New York at

We tried

1800) 733-9473 or I716) 663-8820,
send e-mail to sales@vvhiriwindusa.co
or circle Reader Service 81.

the PressMite in
Roger Penske's

than three minutes. We also used the
PressMite to distribute sound from a
portable public address speaker set up
in one of the garages. Once the requisite XLR-to-1/4-inch connector was
located, the system was connected and
quality sound was available there, as
well. Once a proper level was set, the
operator literally could set and forget
the PressMite until the conference's
conclusion.
Twelve mic and two line outputs would
seem to be enough for most applications.

interview room
during the Pepsi 400.

Whirlwind PressMite
acondenser microphone to the input.
Our test consisted of placing the
PressMite in various news conference situations at Michigan Speedway during the
NASCAR Winston Cup Pepsi 400 weekend.
Roger Penske's facility interview
room there has an installed sound system
with XLR line- level outputs from the
mixer. We connected the PressMite to
that output, and to that, reporters con-

fixed by trying lithium 9V batteries; other than that, achange of batteries before
that major news conference would work.
Speedway Public Relations Director
Tommy Cameron assigned an assistant
to work with us on the test. The
PressMite ' sinstructions were straightforward; the training period took less

See PRESSMITE, page 20

MuIt-Box Etiquette
We still see users who are befuddled by mull-boxes. One day at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway, a producer for asyndicated morning show
was confronted with a problem and
solved it by yanking mic cords. That
cost me part of an interview. Such acts
of negligence border on professional
discourtesy.
We hope these tips, gleaned from
years of experience, can keep others
from making such errors.
I. Know which cord is yours, and
leave others alone. If you yank someone else's mic cord from the mult-box,
you commit an act of negligence.
Mark yours with a colored tape, or
tape abusiness card to the cord.
2. Don't adjust audio levels on the
mult-box. Ask arepresentative of the
organizer to get the sound technician.
3. Make sure you have the appropriate adapter for your recorder.
The professional standard for a
mult-box output is XLR male, so an
XLR female to your recorder input
will work with those boxes. This will
keep you from having to stick your
microphone up to a speaker, which
looks unprofessional when afunctioning mult-box is in use, and obviously
affects the audio quality.
These adapters are available from
broadcast distributors; the fabrication
of those cords is agood learning pro-
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ject for a engineering intern. Some
mult-boxes have 1/4- inch jacks, 1/8inch jacks and RCA jacks for outputs. But the XLR female to your
recorder connector is the best way to
go when dealing with a professional
mult-box.
4. The usual problem with a multbox that has level switches is with the
user. Nothing will fry your audio more
quickly than putting a line- level feed
into your recorder's mic input. Check
that the input switch is in the microphone position, usually denoted by
"M" or "Mic."
A nice feature of the Whirlwind
PressMite is that. with 12 designated
mic-level and two line- level outputs,
no switches need to be flipped.
5. On some mutt- boxes, the
Lectrosonics plug- on transmitters
used by many television reporters
take up more than one space each. A
12- to 18- inch, XLR male-to-XLR
female connecting cord will solve
this problem, until manufacturers
begin to increase the spacing
between outputs on future iterations
of mutt-boxes.
6. If you are an organizer, ensure
that the audio feed is to broadcast standards, and that all users observe these
rules of professional courtesy.
— Paul Kaminski

FIX YOUR RATS NEST WITH

THE NEW
RADIO SYSTEMS DA 4x4a
with removable barrier strip connectors
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barrier strips for every input and output insure easy installation
and service front panel level sets, audio and peak LED indicators for each section
four independent sections: configurable as 4X4, 2x6 or sxs6 outputs via rear panel
jumpers internal extra low noise torroidal power supply / 120/240 selectable ¡
CE
certified super specifications: .002% total harmonic distortion, - 102 dB signal to
noise (below +4dBm out), channel separation
io5dB

three- pin removable

€114315ECID
601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014 (609) 467-8000, (609) 467-3044 fax
www.radiosystems.com e-mail:sales@radiosystems.com
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and 3/4- inch ( MI9) metal studs or bolts.
For more information. contad Panduit
in Illinois at ( 630) 990-0220: fax ( 630)
990-2556 or circle Reader Service 107.

EMPLACE

Stud Mounts
Panduit manufactures a hue of cable
tie stud mounts for application to bolts
and studs to support cable harnesses.
hydraulic lines and air hoses.
The stud mounts can be attached to
bolts and studs by twisting the mounts or
using a hammer. The components are
designed to reduce installation costs and
offer flexibility and convenience.
Cable-tie stud mounts can be installed
in buildings with angle iron frames, as
well as in heavy truck and equipment
frames to contain cables. They attach easily to threaded I/4- inch ( M6). 5/16- inch
(M8). I/2 inch ( M13), 5/8 inch ( M16)

Power Triodes
Models 3CX2500A3 and 3CX2500F3
are two of the newest tubes being offered
by Svetlana Electron Devices.
These tubes are ceramic/metal power
triodes designed for use in amplifier.
oscillator or modulator service. A modern
mesh filament replaces the old-fashioned
hairpin construction of previous models.
Better mechanical rigidity and longlasting concentricity of the filament are
the results of the improved mesh filament. Linearity, less noise. reduced
warm-up variation and longer life can

Readily available
products include
"On The Air" and
"Recording" legends. and others are
available
upon
request. Either message is available in
English or Spanish
and other languages
upon
request.
Standard colors are
black and white,
with other colors
available. The signs
can be colored silver for an additional
S20.
The 14 inch long signs feature red
transfer lettering. Each unit is supplied
with standard type long- life lamps.
An interface unit is available to
control the lights from a logic voltage

1999

RECORDING
••••••••....•eter«,•••

ON THE AIR
of 5 to 35 V. The unit is programmable
to offer steady- or flashing light operation.
For more information, contact
Jasoni Electronics in Nevada at ( 702)
791-3394 or circle Reader Service
133.

also be expected. The 3CX2500F3' has
flying leads for the filament and grid
connections that eliminate the need for a
socket in low -frequency RF and audio
modular applications.
For more information.

contact

Svetlana Electron Devices in Califfirnia
at ( 650)233-0429: fax ( 650)233-0439 or
circle Reader Service 159.

Warning Lights
Jasoni Electronics offers retro style
studio warning lights to protect radio
broadcast studios from unauthorized
entry while "hot."
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PRESSMITE, continued from page 19

However, when the television people
start plugging their wireless transmitter
boxes to the XLRs. it reminds us of the
"wall- wart" problem. The spacing on
most mult-boxes is kind of narrow. so
the box- style wireless transmitters take
up more space than that required for an
XLR female connector. That is the case
with the PressMite. as well. On our factory tour, we spoke with Al Keltz from
Whirlwind's technical support staff
about this, and he noted our concern.
Whirlwind's list price for the PressMite
is S1.299. The street price for the unit is
lower at many dealers. Whirlwind also
makes the PressPower mult-box. with two
mic/line inputs, four line outputs ( two
variable). and 12 mic outputs. It is powered by 110 VAC or four 9 V batteries.
That unit retails for 52.500.
We have suffered with mult-boxes
that produced borderline static, nearly
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If you are looking to deliver clean, crisp audio to your transmitter
via microwave, Armstrong FML-10 STL system offers unsurpassed
audio purity in a rock- solid, feature- packed package.
Built to tough manufacturing standards throughout, FML-10
system features microprocessor controllers, advanced PLL circuitry,
ultra linear VCO and front panel frequency programmability with
digital frequency readout.
Currently in service at over 300 stations in 21 countries, this field
proven design is a " rock- solid" STL choice for any station.

_

ARMSTRONG
AlliliTRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4835 N. Street • Marcellus, NY 13108 • PH: 315/673-1269 • Fax: 315/673-9972
E-mail: info@armstrongtx.com • www.armstrongtx.com
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unusable audio. The PressMite. by
comparison, was clean and easy to use.
As amain, medium-sized mult-box. or
as an outboard auxiliary box for large conferences, the PressMite works well. It is
easy enough for anontechnical person to
set up and operate. Just remember that the
batteries won't last forever: replace them
before the audio degrades. A little vigilance, and maybe aset of lithium 9V batteries. will keep the audio feed clean.
If you are called upon to set up a
press pool audio feed and you need
portability and flexibility in distributing the main feed. the PressMite will
solve that problem. People like me
who depend on them will thank you.
la o
Paul Kaminski is the news director
for the Motor Sports Radio Network.
and contributes reports to other broadcast organizations. His e-mail address
is motorsportsradio@compuserve.com

"David-II"
...FM simplified
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At the Races With a
Mighty Little Box
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Common sense
tells you that even a"giant" of an FM audio processor can't guarantee
market dominance. Day after day, hundreds of "DavidII" users prove
that astrong-yetclean, non-fatiguing sound is an ideal companion to
creative programming.
Inovonics' " DavidII" combines rock-solid PWM audio processing
with true digital synthesis of the FM composite baseband signal. Elegant in its simplicity, " David-II" more than holds its own against the
more complex and far more expensive FM processing alternatives.
But don't take our word for it, your preferred broadcast equipment
supplier can arrange ademo at your own station. Phone, fax or check
our website for complete technical details.

"DAVIDII" (Model 716) — $ 1985

lnovonics, Inc.
1305 Fair Ave., Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
TEL: ( 408) 458-0552 • FAX: (408) 458-0554

www.inovon.com
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Products ELServices Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

The HSA-100 Series
High Performance Headphone
Amplifiers for Demanding
Applications
IstAISIOANIP SERIES

Call or
write for
free
detailu
brochLre.

111,

Mono and Stereo Mixers and Expanders
MX100, MX200 & MXS100 Three Input Mic/Line Mixers
XP1OD & XPS100 Four Input Companion Expanders

The HSA-100 Series Headphone Amplifiers

Drives 8 ohm loads, even small speakers
Mounts easily above or below counter top
Accepts balanced or unbalanced inputs
Accepts - 10, 0, +4 and + 8dBm input levels
Short Circuit Protected Outputs
•Low noise Mic./Line switchable Inputs
•Phantom Power • Independent headphone and
Balanced line outputs • Bright 3color LED meter • XLR connectors
•External power or battery operated • UL & CE Markings

bdi

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Avenue. Horsham, PA 19044
Tel (215)443-0330 • ( 800) 959-0307 • Fax: ( 215)443-0394 • http. ,/www.atiguys.com

Broadcast

Devices, Inc.

5 Crestview Avenue
Peekskill, NY 10566

Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax. ( 914) 736-6916
Email: Broadcastdevices@Worldnet.att.net

READER SERVICE NO. 26

READER SERVICE NO. 104

if lightieug strikes oh
your tower are caasihg
equipeeht damage aed
lost air time - the cost of a
etati-Cat system may be
recovered dung your first
seasou.

SOLID STATE AM
1to 100 Watts
PART 73 Type-Accepted

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRW

• •

4111

• •

• • •.•

Price $540.00

$995 to $ 3995

The ,tat/-Cat
Lightiefg Prevettiom System

Quick Delivery

provides a continuous, low- resistance discharge path

1-877-LPB-COMM

for the static electric charge on tall structures.

(
toll • ree)

DISSIPATION POINTS ARE 1'8" STAINLESS STEEL
RODS ( not wires) ground to needle shepness.

http://www.Ipbinc.com

YOU CAN RELY ON LPB
SINCE 1960

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3 frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver. closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals
has continuous 600 ohm audio output.
Double conversion crystal controlled. crystal
filter in first I.F., ceramic filter in second I.F.
Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel (j25 kHz) down to
70 dB. 19" rack mount. 31/2" H. all metal
enclosure. In stock—available for immediate
delivery.

Corporation Inc.

Write or call toll free for afree brochure!

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO

888-325-5336 FAX 505-326-2337

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898

READER SERVICE NO. 77

READER SERVICE NO. 51

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

READER SERVICE NO. 52

The Perfect Digital Console Interface

Automating Programs? No Problem!

T

he AD2004 A-to-D converter is the cleanest, quietest, most neutral sounding converter available! It was
designed for the 20-bit multichannel user who insists on the very finest performance. This device introduces

ground breaking improvements in A to D conversion. Analog preprocessing significantly reduces distortion
products, while acustom phase lock loop IC all but eliminates jitter induced sidebands, under all operating
conditions. The graph shows an FFT analysis with virtually no jitter
induced sidebands. Best of all, the AD2004 comes in at the most affordable price of $2200 for four channels.

And now the eight channel

AD2008, housed in afull width 1RU chassis, is available for $3950.
Protect your investment: get next generation performance today with
the BENCHMARK con\ erter serie s. Call Rory Rall toda!
402004
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he San Francisco Symphony. Telarc Records, Encore Retmwling, and other notable Medan:,

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
800-262-4675, 315-437-6300, http://www.benchmarkmediacom
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The NEW SUB- 03 Subaudible Tone Decoder
You can

use the Sub-03 to

automate your network feeds or
take the guess work out of when
to cut away from networks. The
decoder listens to your audio
source and gives you dry contact
closures from any service that
sends subaudible tones, including
satellite recievers, RPUs and
POTS frequency extenders. The
decoder's relay contacts interface
easily with your automation
system. The Sub-03 is areliable
and inexpensive problem solver.
The Sub-03 can be ordered set
for 50f75Hz operation. Rack
mount option ( as shown)

The Sub-03's features include:
>Interlocked, dry relay closure
outputs for 25, 35 & combo
>Balanced or unbal. audio input
.Provides filtered, balanced out
'Indicators for all three tones,
audio level setting & power.
)-Enable input lets you ( or your
automation) prevent closures.
>Uses standard 1/4" TRS (head
phone style) jacks for all audio.
>Db-9 and screw terminal outs.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 31:
4 Place

available. List Price only $329.00

Gainesville, Florida 32607

Check our website for more info
ortodownload the latest manuals

(352) 335-6555 / fax 380-0230
hup://www.eircuitwerkes.com
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FORA NI/MEDIUM
WAVE ANTENNA
SYSTEMS
COME TO THE
CHOICE OF RF
ENGINEERS
AROUND THE
WORLD

KINTRONIC

LABS, INC.
FROM CONCEPT
TO OPERATION
KINTRONICS OFFERS THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART DESIGN
SERVICES AND TOP QUALITY
PRODUCTS TO PUT YOUR
STATION ON THE AIR WITH
THE COVERAGE YOU NEED
ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD

CUSTOM HIGH POWER AM
DIRECTIONAL ARRAY DIPLEXERS

RACK MOUNTABLE MAIN/AUX/DUMMY
LOAD TRANSFER SWITCHES

ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION, CLIMATE.
CONTROLLED PRE-FAB ANTENNA
TUNING HOUSES OR TRANSMITTER
BUILDINGS

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
RO. BOX 845
BRISTOL, TENNESSEE 37621-0845
PHONE: 423-878-3141 40
FAX: 423-878-4224
EMAIL:
3:1
KTL@KINTRONIC.COM
WEB SITE:
http://WWW.KINTRONIC.COM
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SBE Celebrates 35 Years of Growth
John L. Poray
RW regularly provides space for commentary from the Society of Broadcast
Engineers as aservice to the industry. In
this issue, Executive Director John Poray
writes of the accomplishments of the
Society in its 35 years.
On April 5, 1964, the first official meeting of the Society of Broadcast Engineers
was held in the Williford Room of the
Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.
As 1999 rolls around, SBE
has much to celebrate as it
recognizes its 35 years in
existence.
The meeting was
held during the NAB
Convention with about
100 broadcast engineers
from around the country
in attendance. Their first
decision was to change the
organization's name from the
Institute of Broadcast Engineers to
the Society of Broadcast Engineers. Some
thought that IBE was too close to the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers ( IBEW) and would be confused
with the giant union organization.
SBE has grown tremendously since
that first meeting in Chicago. There are
now more than 5,400 members in 105
chapters in the United States and its territories and 30 countries around the world.
Members can be found in such out-ofthe way places as Mongolia, Fiji and Sri
Lanka. Chapters are operated by volunteers
and elected by local members. Members
elect national officers and aboard of directors who determine the direction of the
organization and set policy. A small professional and support staff, with offices in
Indianapolis, oversee the day-to-day operation, administering the programs and services authorized by the Board.
SBE was organized for the working
engineer at abroadcast station — people
who needed to know how to build, repair
and operate the latest broadcast equipment. They need to know how to keep a
station on the air through all conditions
and deliver the best possible technically
excellent product to listeners and viewers.
Although technology has changed dramatically over the years, the need for engineers to keep on top of current and new
technology is more important than ever.
The SBE mission has always primarily
been education of the broadcast engineer
and the advancement of broadcast engineering as ascientific field. The Society's
programs were developed along those
lines; the creation of SBE chapters
offered the opportunity for members to
meet, discuss and solve mutual technical
problems, hear presentations from equipment and product manufacturers and tour
area station facilities.
Seeing the need to evaluate and recognize broadcast engineering personnel on
technical merits, the Society launched the
industry's first certification program in
1977. Open to members and non-members alike, the first group of eight broadcast engineers to sit for exams was certified in that July. In the beginning,
certifications were offered for Associate
Broadcast Engineer, Broadcast Engineer
and Senior Broadcast Engineer.
The Associate level was later dropped,

but
new
levels
of
Broadcast
Technologist, Professional Broadcast
Engineer, Broadcast Engineer Audio and
Broadcast Engineer Video were added.
Non- engineering certifications for
Radio Operators and Television Operators
were created in the mid- 1990s for those
working entry-level board operator positions. Now, more than 3,500 individuals
hold acertification from SBE, including
30 people outside the United States.
Educating our own
SBE has encouraged and promoted the continuing education of broadcast engineers since its earliest
days. The SBE educational foundation, the
Ennes
Educational
Foundation Trust, regularly presents day -long
workshops around the
country on the latest technology. The Ennes Trust also funds
several scholarships, awarded annually to those seeking to further their education or to high school and college students interested in a broadcast
engineering career.
Seeing the need for management training, SBE resurrected the Leader- Skills
Seminar for broadcast engineers.
Sponsored for 28 years by NAB, the program ended in the early ' 90s. SBE

work with the cooperation of licensees to
manage the effective use of the BAS
bands. It is an example of aprivate initiative providing aneeded service with no
taxpayer dollars. Recent actions by
Congress to designate part of the BAS 2
GHz band for other uses will make the
coordination process even more vital.
Though choosing not to be astandardssetting organization, SBE has been
involved in speaking on behalf of broadcast
engineers on regulatory issues. Comments
on FCC rules and proposals have been submitted by SBE on avariety of issues.
Through its volunteer FCC Liaison
Committee and with guidance from its
legal counsel, SBE has filed comments to
the FCC no less than 57 times since
1988. Issues such as use of the 2 GHz
ENO band, RFR, FM licensing, FM Peak
Modulation, Unattended Operation,
Digital Audio Radio Services and EAS
have been addressed by SBE. SBE has
become asought-after source by the FCC
and other federal agencies for expert,
objective opinions on technical broadcast
issues. SBE efforts have certainly had a
positive impact on many issues.
Success in rights
For several years, SBE has fought on a
state-by-state basis to protect the right of
broadcast engineers to use the term "engineer." This has been successful in every
case thus far. Most recently, SBE offered

513E has had its share of failures
as well as successes.

But after 35 years, it

continues to improve the professionalism of
the individual broadcast engineer.

brought it back in 1997 and will hold its
third five-day seminar in June of this year.
Since 1995, SBE has worked with
NAB as co presenter of the NAB
Broadcast Engineering Conference, held
each year during the NAB Convention in
Las Vegas. The BEC is the premier
broadcast engineering educational event
in the world, with five days of technical
papers, panel discussions and keynote
speakers. Thousands of broadcast engineers make the trek to Las Vegas each
spring to take in the convention.
For those and many others who can't
make the trip to Las Vegas, no fewer than
eight SBE chapters present regional conventions each year with several others
providing assistance in organizing technical sessions for state broadcasters' conventions. Approximately 4,000 broadcast
engineers take part in these regional
events each year.
On a national scale, SBE has been
instrumental in other areas that have benefited broadcasting as a whole.
Beginning in the late 1970s, coordinating
frequency use in the Broadcast Auxiliary
Service ( BAS) bands became anecessity
as interference problems multiplied with
the tremendous growth in their use.
Today, more than 175 volunteer
Frequency Coordinators, most operating
under the national SBE umbrella and
responsible to their local SBE chapters,

its assistance to Novell, in its suit against
the State of Illinois Department of
Professional Regulation in that state's
appellate court. SBE filed a"friend of the
court" brief on Novell's behalf, arguing
against the state's desire to reserve the use
of the term "engineer" only for those who
were registered Professional Engineers in
that state. The court ruled in favor of
Novell and SBE, though further challenges
may go to the Illinois Supreme Court.
SBE has had its share of failures as well
as successes. But after 35 years, it continues to work to improve the professionalism
of the individual broadcast engineer and
gain the respect that broadcast engineers
deserve. Membership has shown consistent
growth for six consecutive years in the face
of ashrinking and changing market.
The SBE challenge is to continue to
anticipate changes in broadcasting that
affect the broadcast engineer. It will continue to work to provide educational and
other benefits which help members meet
challenges that change brings and reach a
higher level of success in their professional careers.
à
John L. Poray, CAE, is executive
director of the Society of Broadcast
Engineers,
headquartered
in
Indianapolis. Reach him via e-mail at
jporay@sbe.org
RW welcomes other points of view.
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Iron + Wood

Custom Shelving

John Bisset
As we patiently wait for our capital
budgets to be approved, the list of projects and things we need to do keeps
expanding. How, as engineers, do we
juggle everything?
Improvisation, of course.
Rather than look for custom computer
shelving. Ralph Messer and James Belt
of West Virginia Radio Corp. took some
leftover angle iron and a piece of plywood painted black, and fabricated the
shelf in Figure 1. Slots were cut in the
plywood to fit around the rack rails. The
finished product in Figure 2can't be beat
for price and versatility.
Ralph had heard of mounting a rack
shelf upside down, on the front of arack,
so the "tray" protrudes from the front.
This approach would be fine for amonitor or keyboard, but not to support the
entire computer. That's when the plywood approach surfaced.
When not in the wood shop. as we mentioned recently, Ralph and James are busy

He is looking for a service manual or
schematic for a Sparta Record/Playback
cart machine. The Model is 4610. If you
can help. contact Jack at (
916) 335-5422.
Thanks for lending ahand!
* * *

Figure 1: Angle iron and p4ywood make for an inexpensive
rackmount stand for a computer, monitor or keyboard.
and stays disconnected until the fault is
corrected. Once the fault is removed, the
device instantly resets — something a
fuse cannot accomplish.
- Not only does the Speaker Knife protect
all driver types, plus crossovers, from dangerous transients, it also protects from

Jack Drake at KIBC(FM) in Burney,
Calif., sends aplea to Workbench readers.

Kevin Block from KMAJ-FM in
Topeka. Kan., writes that he is experiencing the same weekend ESPN tone problems as previously discussed in this column. He has also contacted ABC. and
was told there were " no problems
found." In Kevin's case. the problem has
become so unreliable that he is now
using timed events to trigger his breaks,
and has dropped the tones altogether on
Sunday night.
Dick Boekeloo from db Broadcast
Services writes about the same problem. His Netcue II- As are very levelsensitive to the FSK decoder. The
Encore 19-01 Data Channel comes out
See WORKBENCH, page 24

TOOLIKIT
TIME
SAVE S

Figure 2: Shown are the completed comouter
rackmount stand and labeled ISON gear.
labeling their facility. The P-Touch labels
on the equipment faces in Figure 2 don't
just identify circuits they are connected to
— in the case of the Zephyrs, they include
phone numbers and SPIDs as well.
* * *
Tired of replacing blown speaker in
the control room or in your remote gear?
Dynastar. which released a high-speed
transient protector about ayear ago. now
has unveiled the Speaker Knife II. Once
triggered, the SK- H cuts the audio out

power overload ( blown speaker coil) and
amplifier failure ( pure DC), and helps
reduce afire hazard. Built in aweatherproof case, the SK-II is trigger adjustable,
permitting the selection of the trigger point
to compensate for low- to high- power
applications. The SK-II uses no batteries.
and there is no loss in frequency response
or dynamic range. For more information.
contact your equipment distributor, or call
Dynastar at (209)433-9700.
* * *

Whirlwind makes a complete line of
specialty items that drop into your
toolkit and save you time on the job.
They offer rugged construction,
:hought-out details, and Whirlwind
performance. Call toll free 888.733.4396
'or product and dealer information.

‘firi
Check out our full catalog! http:llwww..vh
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or and reflectivity. A round of letters
went back and forth and the matter was
dropped.
On the other side of the country, one
of our sites in Portland, Ore., was visited
this fall. This particular site is a threetower DA located on adensely wooded
mountaintop with one tower on top next
to the transmitter building and the other
two towers located down asteep trail on
the mountainside. The inspector and our
CE negotiated the trail and looked at all
three towers and their registration signs.
The agent then politely told the CE that
all was in order and left. Interesting that
there were no registration signs outside
the locked site gate, and yet this FCC
agent deemed the site to be in full compliance.

Tower Registration Compliance
Last summer, FCC Compliance and
Information Bureau agents made asweep
of quite a number of cities checking on
antenna structure registration compliance. The results of this sweep were
announced recently. According to the
FCC, 368 of the 1,331 structures audited
— 28 percent — were not registered as
required by FCC rules. An incident in
which an air ambulance experienced a
near- miss with an unlighted tower near
Muleshoe. Texas, has added to concerns
about tower registration compliance.
There is nothing particularly hard
about tower registration. File the registration, post the registration number in the
vicinity of the tower base, and maintain,'
tower marking and lighting as specified.
Three easy steps, and most broadcasters
have complied fully with all three.
A few, however, clearly have not. It is
their non-compliance that likely will trigger another round of inspections this winter and spring.
Interpretation
One thing for which broadcasters and
tower owners must be on guard is the
broad spectrum of interpretation of the
antenna structure registration rules
applied by FCC Compliance and
Information Bureau ( CIB) personnel in
the field. Here's an example:
Early last June, FCC CIB personnel
from the New York City field office
showed up at one of our stations in
Albany, New York. We have athree-tower DA at that location. The field agent
asked to see the tower registrations,
which our local station personnel provid-

A few days later. Ireceived a letter
from the FCC in New York notifying me
of the "violation" and asking what action
had been taken to remedy the situation. I
promptly responded in writing, restating
all that our CE had told the field agent

The FCC said of this site, The Antenna Structure Registration
Number was not displayed in a conspicuous place so that it is readily visible
near the base of the antenna structure.'
and noting that all applicable rules had
been fully complied with. Inever heard
another word. We did not wire around the
shorted Austin transformer; the tower
stayed dark acouple more weeks until
the new one arrived. It was installed, the
tower lights reactivated and the FAA
notified. End of case.

Broadcasters must be on guard
against broad interpretations of the rules as
applied by FCC compliance personnel.

ed. Our CE asked the inspector if he
wanted to go to the tower bases to see the
registration signs, but he declined.
Then the agent looked out the back
door at the towers through the rain and
noted that one of the towers was not lit.
Our CE showed him the log noting where
the lights had failed, showed him the
notation of the required FAA notification.
then explained that an Austin Ring transformer on that tower had shorted and that
areplacement had been ordered.
We clearly were in complete compliance with all pertinent FCC and FAA
rules, yet this FCC agent told our CE that
he would have to wire around the shorted
Austin transformer and get the tower
lights working. Our CE told him that
would result in a shorted tower and
would badly distort the directional pattern. The agent told him we would have
to get a special temporary authority to
operate with parameters at variance and
live with it until the new transformer
arrived. Our CE nodded politely and the
agent left.

between the tower owner and the field
office. To satisfy the local FCC agents,
the owner finally had yet another sign
made and posted this one outside the gate
on the road leading to the site — not
exactly " near the base of the antenna

Photo by Charles Fit gh

W.C. Alexander

Down the road abit at our FM site, an
agent, presumably the same one, showed
up and noted the "No Trespassing" sign
on the gate across the road ( see photo).
He must have been klaw-abiding man.
because he evidently turned around and
left.
Inconspicuous?
A few days later, the tower owner. RW
contributor Charles Fitch, got a letter
from the FCC in New York notifying him
that he had violated Section 17.4(g):
"The Antenna Structure Registration
Number was not displayed in aconspicuous place so that it is readily visible near
the base of the antenna structure."
Had the agent walked around the gate
— which only restricts vehicular traffic:
you can easily walk around it and down
the gravel road acouple of hundred feet
to the tower — he would have seen what
is probably the world's biggest, most
conspicuous tower registration sign, posted right on the gate at the tower base!
A round of letters went back and forth

structure," but evidently what the FCC
locals wanted to achieve "compliance."
At yet another FM site across town,
another inspection took place that day.
This time, the registration number was
posted on the front of the transmitter
building, which is located directly in
front of the tower. The tower owner
received a letter citing violation of
Section 17.4(g), and also Section 17.21,
which has to do with proper painting and
lighting. The tower not only was properly
marked with the registration sign but also
was properly lighted; and the paint was
well within the limits of the chart for col-

Letter of the rule
All this is to illustrate a point: FCC
CIB field agents do interpret the rules
differently from office to office ( and in
the case of the Albany inspections, from
site to site). It may be impossible for you
to please every inspector that may come
down the road.
So what do you do? Simple: comply
with the letter of 47 C.F.R. Section 17.
Even if aparticular FCC agent makes an
issue of something, if you can show
where you are in full compliance with the
rules as written, as opposed to the rules
as interpreted by the CIB agent, you are
on solid ground.
You also have another resource at your
disposal: FCC General Information
Bulletin "General Posting Guidelines."
This is available from the FCC and is
accessible on its Web site at
www.fcc.gov/wtb/antenna/antguide.html
The important thing for broadcasters is
that we keep our own house clean and
know that we have done what we must to
comply with the rules. Having done that,
we can sleep a little better at night,
knowing that, legally at least, we are on
solid ground.
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting in Dallas
and a regular contributor RW welcomes
other points of view.

Engineers Struggle
With Cueing Problems
WORKBENCH, continued from page 23

at awhopping 5VAC RMS ( about 14
dBV), exceeding the supply of aunity gain 741 op amp in the Netcue
box. Ergo, the formerly discrete
Netcue FSK becomes many FSKs,
and it is Dick's opinion that some of
the many are also valid.
Nominal levels
Ron Rollo at ABC has suggested
that anominalSetcue II/A input level
is around 0 to - 10 dBV. An "H" Pad
based on 600 ohms ought to get it
close, even though the Netcue input
impedance is estimated at upwards of
10k ohms. Dick thought of putting a
lk trimmer pot as the center of the "H"
Pad, to make it easy to find the
"sweet" spot. Many broadcast Web
sites offer resistor pad programs.
Dick also warns that because of the
design sale to Starguide. no more
4595/Encore receivers are in produc-

tion, so supplies are now limited. If a
station is making its living on asingle
Encore receiver, with no backup,
you'd better get your GM to wake up.
If aused or new replacement receiver
is not in your budget, Dick suggests
covering every orifice going into and
out of the receiver with some really
good transient suppressers. To neglect
this need is like playing Russian
Rqulette with the station's income —
especially when storm season
approaches.
mi
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for
more than 20 years. He is a district
sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach
him at ( 703) 323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE
recertification credit. Fax your submission to ( 703) 323-8044, or via email at jbisset@harris.com

Airwave-Digital. Three program busses. Two mix-minuses. One remarkable board.
i11,010. Now there's astring of Fiiiary code anyone can understand. So dyou're budgeting to
go digital— and ruining tight on budget— take aclose look at a12 or 20 input Airwave Digital
on-air console. Its familiar layout flattens the digital learning curve. And with 3program busses,
talent can be playing Madonna, time siding aDr. Laura feed, and laying down voice tracks— all
at the same time. So you can squeeze more production out of your payroll.
Airwave's flexible, too. One or two telco modules and B-side logic are among ahost of
available options. And unlike some digital consoles, you can reconfigure input modules from
analog to digital— or vie versa— at your studio, just by changing acard.
Best of all, Airwave Digital comes with that"no-need-to-rationalize-to-anyonePR8E
quality Want to know more? Call 760-438-3911, visit www.pre.com or email sales@pre.com.
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*12 input, mainframe, standard clock/timer, monitor and output modules. standard 5-mic preamp mod i
Ile, 3 analog inputs, 4digital inputs and One telephone inpill/mtpul module.
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DENON
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DN-98

PLAY Pete
swat

DN-990R MD Cart
Recorder/Player

DN-961FA CD Cart

DN-981F MD Cart Player
With Hot Start

II Instant Start/Cue To Music

II End of Message Indicator/fally

• Plays TOC or Non TOC Discs

MI Auto Track Increment Recording

III Cue To Music

• Direct Track Select

1111 Variable Speed Control

II Next Track Reserve

• XLR Deal Output

• AES/EBLT XLR Digital Output

• Power Failure Record Protection With
Pre [TOC

III Fader Start

• ACD- I9A PC Control Software

• Semi and Parallel Remote Ports

Ullith studio space at apremium
and time your most valuable
resource, replacing NAB tape cart
machines with Denon MD or CD carts
is one of the most important upgrades
astation can make.
Up to three Denon units can be
installed in astandard 19" rack, and
since MD discs have up to 255 tracks
and can be re-recorded, fewer cart
machines are needed. Both the MD

and Cl) systems are equipped with
interfaces for automation and systemization. These optical systems are also
amuch more reliable medium than
tape, and the editing and record functions of the MiniDisc allow for individual callous of track and disc titles.
Imagine the time savings not having to
switch back and forth between tape
carts, as well as the benefits of using
acommercial or jingle player that

kuidles like aCD player.
So, if you're running out of
real-estate and could use acouple
more hours in your day, MiniDisc
or CD could be just the ticket. For
additional information, contact Jim
McCuinness, Denon Broadcast
Products Specialist at (973) 575-7810.

Denon Electronics, 222 New Rd., Parsippany, NJ 07054, (973) 575-7810
Denon C,anacla, Inc., 17 Denison St., Markham, Ontario, Canada L3R 1B5, (
905) 475-4085
Labrador, SA. de C.V., Zamora No. 154,06140 Mexico, D.F., (52-5) 286-5509
Visit our web site: mww.del.denon.com
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The First Name In Digital Audio

Major Announcement

Two of the most prestigious names in
broadcasting have joined forces to
serve you better.

PACIFIC

e
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&

ENGINEERING

ABG

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

PR&E From ABG .
Great Alliances Come From Great Companies

We are proud to announce an exclusive
agreement between Audio Broadcast Group and Pacific
Research & Engineering. ABG and PR&E have teamed
up to bring you the industry's most comprehensive
offering of broadcast equipment, consoles, furniture and
studio systems.
Finally, one-stop-shopping really means something!

Must ABG
A Partnership that works for you.

PACIFIC

MAIN/MIDWEST OFFICE
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Voice:
Fax:
E-mail:

e

RESEARCH&

800-999-9281
616-452-1652
support@abg.com

ABG

Audio Broadcast Group Inc.

ENGINEERING

NORTH CENTRAL OFFICE
Duluth, Minnesota
Voice:

800-788-8759

Fax:
E-mail:

218-525-0455
cgraceeabg.com

SOUTHEAST OFFICES
Mountain Home, North Carolina

Lexington, South Carolina

Voice:

800-369-7623

Voice:

Fax:

828-697-2691

Fax:

803-951-3123

E-mail:

clndy edwarda@abg.com

E-mail:

jgeorgetiabg.com

www.abg.com

800-951-7443

SOUTHWEST OFFICE
Palmdale. California
Voice:

800-858-9008

Fax:
E- mall:

805-273-3321
tmezeyeabg.com

Mi urna

RAB '99
See Page 30

Resource for Business, Programming & Sales
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Twin Cities Favor Hometown Radio
Tim Johnson
Welcome to Minnesota radio, where
homegrown personalities are favored,
rock and roll rules and local radio talent
takes on Howard Stern. But these issues
are second to the most popular topic on
the air — the weather.

reflect the misconception that we're all
about weather. It's hard to shake this perception that weather, real and discussed,
dominates life here.
"We'll always be a weather- fixated
place," said Jim Pounds. media buyer at
Periscope Marketing Communications in
Minneapolis. "The importance ascribed
to weather forecasting, reporting and

Paul and the surrounding suburbs is a
largely homogenous group aged 20s to
40s. These listeners are reflected in the
area's heavy concentration of rock and

Dispelling nasty stereotypes has kept
Minnesotans busy ever since the movie
"Fargo." The truth is. they don't use the

Cities •

FM

term "ya" as much as people think, nor
are they ignorant of the real purpose of a
wood chipper. And sports does include
more than ice-fishing. But one attribution
— the discussion of the weather — is
hard to dispel.
Here in Minnesota, the airwaves

emergency this or that is all so unique to
this place. We're absolutely preoccupied
with anything related to weather."
Recent change
Unlike the weather, which can vary
from heat wave to ice cave in the span of
hours, the radio market in the Twin Cities
had remained the same until recently.
"Minneapolis radio doesn't change
much at all. There's very little change in
personalities and ratings. It's very
unique. People don't leave, formats don't
change," said Gary Swartz, a consultant
at the Minneapolis-based company Radio
Consultants, Inc.
One important group among the 3million or so residents of Minneapolis, St.

pop stations and alack of ethnic or urban
stations.
People tend to stick around. The Twin
Cities unchanging population is due, in
part, to — what else — the weather.
Some argue that the reason most
Minnesotans stay is that if you get
through awinter with all your fingers and
See MARKETWATCH, page 43

KNX: 60 Years at
Columbia Square
Bob Rusk

Minneapolis at Night

January 20, 1999

In this age of ownership changes,
format changes and call letter changes,
it is reassuring to know that some
things stay the same.
Much, in fact, has stayed the same at
KNX(AM) in Los Angeles, which has
had the same format — and general manager — for the past 30 years. The news
director, who worked his way up through
the ranks, has been at the station for the
same length of time as the manager.
Perhaps more remarkable, this CBSowned station has been in the same
building for 60 years. The facility,
known as Columbia Square, covers an
entire block on Sunset Boulevard.
The location of Columbia Square,
between Gower and El Centro Streets,
is where the Hollywood motion picture
industry was born.
In 1911, producer Al Christie rented
atavern and barn on the site and began
making silent movies there.
In the 1930s, after CBS bought
KNX, ground was broken on the site
for anew $ 1.75 million broadcast center of offices, studios and theaters to
house the growing West Coast operations of the network.
CBS founder and chairman William
S. Paley officiated when Columbia

Square was dedicated in an all- day
ceremony on April 30, 1938. Some of
the biggest names in Hollywood
showed up, including matinee idol
Clark Gable and funnyman Bob Hope,
who was just beginning his association

KNX General Manager
George Nicholaw
with rival NBC.
It was from there that many of the
most popular radio shows of the I
930s.
See KNX, page 40 I
I>

Perfect the Art of Broadcasting
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Audio software
and on- air
automation for
any size operation

http://www.netia-broadcast.com
In North America, call toll-free: (877) 730-2616 •

e-mail: L.Gross@netia.fr

Tel. ( 410) 730-2616 • Fax ( 410) 730-6718
In Europe, call Netia International Sales & Marketing ( in France): + 33-4-67590807 • e-mail marketing@netia.fr
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Steve Allen Made ' em Laugh at KNX
than playing them did.
As might have been expected. the program director took adim view of this.
But listener reaction was so favorable
that the PD allowed Allen to break the

Bob Rusk

Steve Allen, it has been said, does so
many things that he is the only person
whose phone number is listed on every
one of the Yellow Pages.
That's not much of an exaggeration.
He has an impressive list of accomplishments. Allen created and was the original
host of the " Tonight" show, —'debuted on NBC-TV in 1954. He
fame as a movie star two years lat.—
playing the title role in " The Benny
Goodman Story." In his spare time. Allen
has written about 7,000 songs, including
such evergreens as the theme from the
motion picture "Picnic."
A look at this Renaissance man's
résumé turns up another interesting item:
It was 50 years ago that Allen began a
late-night radio program on CBS station
KNX(AM), which quickly attracted a
standing- room-only audience to the stuAllen at KNX in 1948
dio and kept listeners at home up until
midnight.
format as well. His air time was doubled
Allen had been hired, he recalls, to
from 30 minutes to an hour. Despite such
do a " chatter- and- records program."
popularity, however, the program was
He immediately realized, however,
never picked up by the network and was
that while following the format would
heard only on KNX.
promote the songs of the day, it would
do little to further his career as a Hiho, Steverino!
comedian.
When he started at KNX. Allen was
Allen decided, without asking the projust a 20- something babe- in-the- showgram director, to play fewer records and
biz- woods with anatural sense of cominstead deliver ajoke- filled monologue.
edy.
Allen called the program " Breaking
He greeted his audience with such
All Records," because he liked to
opening lines as, "Hello everybody. This
smash the 78s. That got more laughs
is Steve Allen, the square from

Replicator.
Audio Delay Systems

aster II,
ystem 6

Columbia, speaking to you from
Columbia Square in Hollywood. ... We
seem to have an unusually large crowd
tonight. No more people are here tonight,
but those who are, are larger! We have
people in the rafters tonight. Very few in
the seats, but we're very big up in the
rafters!"
One night he brought an out-of-town
newspaper to the studio and it became
the butt of his jokes. "Icouldn't seem to
find a thing of interest in The New
Orleans Times- Picayune," Allen said.
"You realize, of course, that these are
very picayune times, and it's sometimes a
little difficult to come across something
in ahurry!"
The show quickly caught the ears of
big- name entertainers such as actress
Ethel Barrymore, George Bums and Al
Jolson, Allen recalled recently.
"I had no idea when Istarted doing the
show that just about all of the giants who

CBS station KNX(AM) in Los Angeles.

lived in Los Angeles were regular listeners. It's probably just as well that Ididn't
know; it would have made me nervous,"
Allen, 76, said.
It wasn't long before Jolson, billed as
the "World's Greatest Entertainer." came
on the show to promote his 1949 movie
"Jolson Sings Again."

was a training ground, during which I
tried out alot of experimental things that
later would come in handy when Igot
into television."
Once, out of desperation, Allen
grabbed amicrophone and wandered into
the audience to interview people. He had
to quickly find a way to fill time when
actress Doris Day failed to show up for a
Training ground
scheduled appearance — someone had
"l was at KNX for three years ( 1948.
neglected to tell her about it.
'49 and ' 50) and had the time of my life,"
Allen, who remembered being in "a
Allen said. " If I'd had the money. I moderate panic" at the time, immediately
would have paid them. Ilearned alot by
See ALLEN, page 41
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Congratulations Flinn Broadcasting!
Using Phantoms to entertain and inform
Patrons of Tunica Casinos in Tunica, MS.
For more information or ademonstration,
Call the S.C.M.S. Phantom specialists today!
Bernie O'Brien or Bob Cauthen
l - 800-438-6040

that Allen

began a late-night radio program on

,

Digital Audio Automation

trial and error. When the show started, I
was in one small room not much bigger
than the average announcer's booth —
about three feet by four feet.
"By the time we finished up the series.
when Ihad to go to New York to do television for the network, we were in what
on other nights was Jack Benny's studio.
It seated about 800 people. So the show
underwent a very profound evolution. It

It was 50 years ago

and Billing Systems
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Steve Allen

THE PRE- PRODUCED VERSION OF THE LONG RUNNING LIVE BIG BAND SWING SHOW IS NOW
AVAILABLE ON CD' THE CD VERSION OF THE SHOW
IS A FOUR-HOUR FORMAT WITH STAND ALONE
HOURS SO THAT YOU CAN PROGRAM EACH HOUR
INDIVIDUALLY OR TOGETHER WHERE YOU NEED
THEM OR RUN THEM AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE'
THE MAIN PROGRAMMING DIFFERENCE FROM THE
LIVE SHOW IS THAT THE CD SHOW LEANS TOWARD
THE NEWER AND MORE UPTEMPO SOUNDS OF THE
CLASSIC BIG BAND SWING AND JUMP SONGS.

EXAMPLES OF ARTISTS
FEATURED ALONG WITH THE
TRACKS FROM MILLER, BASIE AND JAMES: BIG BAD VOODOO DADDY, SQUIRREL
NUT ZIPPERS, BRIAN SETZER, MICHAEL CIVISCA. CHERRY POPPIN' DADDIES.
GEORGE GEE AND HIS MAKE BELIEVE BALLROOM ORCHESTRA, ETC.

The mix is like no
other, and who better
equipped to make it for
radio than the hottest
swing host in America...
not only are we hip to
the new bands and
material,
we
know
where it came from and
have those original
songs tool!'

BIG BAND
SWING ON CD
WEBSTER AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
6635 S DAYTON ST. SUITE 290
GREENWOOD VILLAGE, CO 80111
PH: 1-800-757-9464
FAX

1-303-790-8543

Tons of fun..,
expand
your audience...
you
would be surprised at all
of the nostalgia listeners
who want to hear the
new big bands and
vocalists too. We have
over 4,000 CD's in our
library and can bring
your listening audience a
variety of new releases
and new artists.

WWWWEBSTERAUDIO.COM

1691 Forsyth St., Macon Georgia
Phone 912-745-5500
Fax 912-745-0500
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IF YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING TO PROGRAM BIG BAND SWING, BUT
WERE NOT ABLE TO TAKE IT LIVE, OR IF YOU ALREADY CARRY IT
LIVE AND WANT THE DIVERSITY OF THE NEWER MUSIC - GET ON
BOARD TODAY. THIS PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON A MARKET
EXCLUSIVE BASIS AND IS A BARTERED PROGRAM.
DON'T LET THE SWING AND JUMP CRAZE PASS YOU BY. THE
LISTENING AUDIENCE FOR THIS PROGRAM IS CATERED TO THE 18 - 65
PLUS DEMO. OPENING THE DOORS TO A VARIETY OF ADVERTISERS.
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Here are three ways Eventide can helm
onsolidation brings market efficiencies, but also big
headaches and challenges. It's essential for man-

agement to keep track of multiple stations. And

keeping alegal record of what was said and when commer-

cials aired is also more important than ever. Several groups
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lists and talent while you record your own stations. New!!
Now Eventide loggers let you record/play in HiFi for full
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"broadcast quality." Ideal for show replays, time zone
delays, etc.

E

ventide's BD500 Broadcast Delay makes talk shows
run smoother and sound better, for less. The BD500's
multiple dump feature divides the delay time into sev-

eral "slices" so you're still safely in delay even right after
dumping an offensive remark. It's the hasslefree talk
solution... even when air talent is working without aproducer. No other delay offers Eventide's high quality
patented catch-up technology for clean audio combined with
fast catch-up. And it's the only delay with optional digital
inputs and outputs for new all-digital studios. Yet the BD500
costs thousands less than our previous model. See how much
easier talk shows can be with Eventide's 4th generation
BD500 Broadcast Delay.
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Eventide Ultra- Harmonizer ® brand effects processor
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really does all that. Designed specifically for radio and
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production, the new DSP4000B Ultra-Harmonizer
features radio effects designed by production whiz Jay
Rose. Hundreds of comic voices, sound effects,
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reverbs, pitch changers and more are instantly accessible at
the touch of a button. Plus, the DSP4000B has superb
Timesqueeze® time compression /expansion capability.
Shorten a 60 second national spot to allow for a local tag.

managed,

Squeeze or stretch amusic bed to fit the spot. The DSP4000B
has optional digital I/O to interface easily with digital editors
and consoles. It's the radio effects box designed to bring sta-

better

tions more business and more listeners.
The bottom line: Eventide broadcast products are potent tools
for today's radio. To learn more, talk to your broadcast dis-

sounding

tributor, call Eventide direct at 201-641-1200, or see our
website, www.eventide.com.

Eventide
tHe next step

radio yields
better results.

One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643
Tel: 201-641-1200 Fax: 201-641-1640
Email: broadcast@eventide.com Web: www.eventide.com
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RAB '99 Aims to Rev Up Sales
Laurie Cebula
The Radio Advertising Bureau convenes its Annual Marketing Leadership
Conference early next month.
Effective sales and marketing plans
are the overall focus of RAB ' 99,
opening Feb. 4 and running through
Feb. 7 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in
Atlanta. The organization is offering
sessions on business leadership, market research, creativity management,
advertising and Internet marketing in
workshops, demonstrations and
exhibits.
Approximately 40 exhibitors are registered. and RAB ' 99 officials anticipate

2,500 attendees. Last year's convention
in Dallas drew 2,200.
Keynote speakers include Elizabeth
Dole, Dick Orkin, Dr. Gerald Bell,
Harry Beckwith, The Dolans, Dr. Sean
Joyce, Chuck Straley and Wallace &
Washburn.
Special features include a consultant showcase day, afirst- timers orientation, small- market sessions and a
new workshop on BMI licensing for
Internet radio.
Net fees
Show Coordinator Wayne Cornils and
RAB Vice President of Communications
Dave Casper said BMI licensing repre-

sentatives will present a new policy to
collect fees for music played on radio
station Web sites.
"We knew it was too good to be true,"
Cornils said. " This free stuff wasn't
going to last forever. For radio stations
playing music on their Web sites, BMI is
here to say, ' We have acontract for you.
You can't do this for free. —
The RAB ' 99 committee has decided
to add anew workshop to the agenda to
help managers adapt to the new licensing. As Cornils put it, " You may not
like it folks, but you have to know
about it."
RAB also will debut " Internet Radio
2000 Exposition: Revenue Streams for

Crown's New Exciter
. . . we've created aMonet broadcast solution!
Our Design Engineers have created asecond generation, high-performance FM exciter
with significantly improved specifications. Fear no one—this monster solution fends
off the competition by ensuring clean, accurate audio quality and includes:
CI
CI
U
CI

Reduced total harmonic distortion
Excellent signal-to-noise ratio
Versatile modular design
Power levels of 30. 100. 250, and 500-watts

Need a1VIOnstet of asolution for.

III

_1 Replacement of the IPA in your
high- power tube transmitter
_1 New installation
_I Backup

Give us acall!

crown
uadcast
I

800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050
Fax: 219-294-8222
Email: broadcastOcrownintl.com
Web: www.crownbroadcast.com
Circle ( 78) On Reader Service Card

In- the- box Innovations.
Out- of-the- box Solutions.

the Future." The expo features workshops and displays of methods and tools
to promote your station and achieve the
potential value of aWeb site.
Cornils said, "Radio can not only sell
their station and their merchandise, radio
can sell their client's merchandise. Too
many stations have Web sites or home
pages but no idea of how to market it,"
he said.
Cornils likened the reluctance of radio

RAB expects
40 exhibitors and
2,500 attendees at
the conference.

executives to invest in the new frontier of
Internet radio to a time when FM was
new territory.
"We put that FM station on the air and
thought, ' Now what? Nobody listens to
FM, advertisers are on AM. Why am I
spending this money?"
He said the need to address the market
potential of Internet radio is great. " It's
coming, folks, and fast. If you don't do it,
someone else will," Cornils said.
Several new companies related to the
business of e- commerce and Internet
radio are registered exhibitors for RAB
'99.
Group discounts
It pays to bring acrowd to RAB ' 99.
Registration fees are discounted per person when an organization sends a large
group to the conference. RAB also provides such groups with a free meeting
room.
"We have representatives from 26 different group owners registered this year,
so the basic support is excellent," Cornils
said.
Jacor Communications is sending
120 people to RAB ' 99, the largest
single registration package from a
radio group thus far. Its plan is to take
advantage of the conference by holding corporate meetings during the convention, thereby stretching the value
of travel and lodging expenses necessary in bringing company department
heads together.
Basic fees
Registration fees are $595 for members and $995 for non-members. General
managers pay half-price when their sales
manager or staff are registered at regular
cost.
Register or obtain more information
by calling Gail Steffens at ( 800) 9174269, or go online at RAB's Web site at
www. rub.com
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Dole, Beckwith Keynote RAB ' 99
Laurie Cebula
RAB ' 99 in Atlanta features aspeaker
that the Radio Advertising Bureau has
long coveted. Elizabeth Dole is the
scheduled keynote speaker at the
Leadership Luncheon on Feb. 5.
"We have been trying to get her on our
agenda
for
four
years,"
Show
Coordinator Wayne Cornils said. "We are
very excited that she is included in our
program this year."
Dole is making headlines as apossible
presidential candidate. She resigned this
month as president of the American Red
Cross, a post she had held since 1991.
Speculation that she might seek the
Republication nomination immediately
ensued.

Barbara Johnson as " a very human,
much- needed book to savor and be
refreshed by." Critical praise for
Beckwith's book is plentiful. He is noted
for adown-to-earth approach and ability
to provide quick, practical strategies.
Beckwith is touted as a pioneer in
modern marketing methods. In his book,
he writes that the problem in traditional
marketing is that it is product-oriented
rather than service-oriented.
Beckwith said his keynote remarks
will deal with emotions. He said purchases ultimately are not driven by rational
thinking but by emotional factors. He
said radio sales people must also be
aware of stereotypes.

"How do they see you before you even
enter the door? If you're not aware of
what they are and don't absolutely attack
the stereotype from the get-go, you're
simply not going to make the sale," he
said.
Beckwith said he will discuss the
importance of storytelling in radio sales.
He said stories help listeners understand
abusiness and products, and distinguish
them from others.
Sales culture
Another featured speaker is Dick Orkin.
Orkin's Radio Ranch, an advertising
service that provides 30- and 60-second
spots described as "mini-dramas" by the

jus

Harry Beckwith
Radio Advertising Bureau, has earned
awards and a reputation for success in
the advertising industry. Newsweek
See KEYNOTE, page 32
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Elizabeth Dole
Dole has served in government roles
from 1971 to 1989 under five presidents. Her positions have included
deputy assistant to President Nixon,
secretary of labor under President Bush,
secretary of transportation, Federal
Trade Commission member and public
liaison assistant to President Reagan.
Dole is aPhi Beta Kappa member and
agraduate of Duke University. She holds
a master's degree in education and government from Harvard and adegree from
Harvard Law School.
Might Elizabeth Dole run for president? Among those touting the possibility is her husband, former Sen. Bob
Dole. An online publication reported
that when asked about his wife's political aspirations, he said, "Ithink it's fair
to say that she's looking at it. In my
view, she'd be an outstanding candidate. I'll admit I'm totally biased and
prejudiced."
Marketing expertise
Marketing specialist and acclaimed
author Harry Beckwith will deliver the
opening keynote address at RAB ' 99.
The keynote, which shares the title of
Beckwith's recently published book
"Selling the Invisible," will be delivered
following the breakfast opening ceremony, 7:30 a.m., at show headquarters at the
Hyatt Regency Hotel.
Founder of Beckwith Advertising and
Marketing based in Minneapolis, he has
worked with such clients as McDonalds,
Chase Manhattan Bank, and Shearson,
Lehman and Hutton. He is considered a
specialist in media relations, communications and marketing, according to the
RAB.
Beckwith's "Selling the Invisible: A
Field Guide to Modern Marketing," published by Warner books, is described by
American Library Association critic

Out of the heartland comes the
AudioWizard CFS` for Windows
the most complete digital production and delivery system available
Within the last few years, the AudioWizard from Prophet Systems Innovations has been chosen by the broadcast industry's
big boys, small groups and individual stations to become aleader in digital audio delivery.
But, we're not new. We have decades of experience in digital audio radio. In fact, anumber of us joined the PSi team after
successfully relying on the AudioWizard in day-to-day broadcast situations. Our programming department continues to
anticipate not just your needs for today, but for the months and years to come—both in updates to AudioWizard CFS and
in the development of AudioWizard CFS 32 .Our Academy is ready to teach you all the Audio Wizard's extensive capabilities.
And our tech support is standing by with expanded service hours and amore comprehensive offering of support options.
The innovations continue as we improve and refine our products to give cost-effect digital audio to single stations, huge
groups and everyone in-between. Count on us. Together, let's make great radio.

PROPHET SYSTEMS
,
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(800) 658-4403

(308) 284-8450

sales@prophetsys.com
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Keynoters Speak at RAB ' 99
Words" is an online class offered three
times a year and limited to 10 students
per six- week class period. During the
course, students work on three script projects from beginning to pre-production.
Orkin's unconventional creative
process aims to coach radio writers
toward accessing their roots memories
and experiences that are unique to their
individual nature. This appreciation of
what Orkin refers to as " you-ness"
makes it possible for awriter to create a
distinct, powerful writing style, according to the Orkin philosophy.
For more information, visit the Dick
Orkin Radio Ranch at www.radioranch.corn

KEYNO FE, continued from page 31

magazine called him "the established
master of the advertising theater of the
absurd."
Orkin will host the forum "A Sales
Marketing Method for Changing
Radio's Sales Culture." The Saturdaymorning forum is an opportunity for
radio broadcasters to receive an evaluation and analysis of themselves, their
products and the ways in which they
plan and execute client and agency
calls. Orkin will be joined by Radio
Ranch staff writer Christine Coyle and
radio sales trainer and consultant Jim
Taszarek.
Orkin's latest project " Between the

Dick Orkin
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Discount
Cards
Revived
Mark Lapidus
"The Frequent Listener Card,"
"The Loyal Listener Card" and "The
Discount Card" are popular names
for the plastic discount cards that
have been used by radio stations for
years. Much has changed to make
this program of attracting listeners
through discount cards more attractive and effective.
Slowly, but surely, the radio listener card has evolved from mainly
a bales tool to a device used to
reward listeners for their loyalty and
participation. Of course, there have
been many technical advances in the
making of a "mart" card. But one
technical trend in particular has
made it easier than ever to reach the
correct end-user effectively — the
natural tie between the station card
and aradio station Web site.
Prior to the wonders of the Web,
stations had to invest much more
effort and money into the card startup process. This began with soliciting interest from listeners onair and
usually asking them to call atelephone number for more information
and registration, or telling them to
go to a limited number of client
locations. The telephone number had
to be connected to avoicemail system or be staffed by live operators.
If a station went with the client
location concept, they were limited to
the clientele of that chain. In either
case, the registration information then
had to be transcribed and manually
entered into acrude database. With
the advent of Web sites, the main
solicitation can happen on-line with
the requested data being entered into
software which allows for automatic
and easy manipulation.
Multiple benefits
Further, once the participant information — name, address, phone number, e-mail address, age, gender, fax
number — is gathered and sent to the
card manufacturer, participants can be
notified of benefits and directed
toward client locations by the very
device that enabled them to apply for
the card: your Web site.
Card-holders can even be notified
by e-mail. If you like the e-mail notification concept, be sure to ask your
audience if they would like to receive
information in this manner or you
may be accused of spamming.
Web promotion of the card is
tremendous. It permits stations to
show several card benefits at once,
cleans up on-air clutter and shows
potential participants why they
should want the card. This situation
is certainly more attractive than the
days when stations that wished to
start a card program would use
direct mail solicitation or massive
See PROMO, page 33
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Common mistakes
The second typical problem is lack
of significant benefit, which makes it
seem to client and listener alike that
the card and the station are failures.
For example, if you tell listeners they
can get ten percent off arestaurant
meal, it won't be enough of asavings
to drive traffic. Then, when the traffic
isn't forthcoming, your client won't
blame himself for being cheap on his
discount; he'll blame your station for
having no listeners! Getting 50 percent off ameal, on the other hand, is
more like it and you and your client
will see some action. The third mistake is lack of communication with
the database.
It's vital that a station plan on
doing a mass mail or e-mail afew
times a year to the whole list to
thank them for using the card and to
inform users of the latest savings.
A fourth common mistake is not
scrubbing the database afew times a
year, weeding out those who have
moved or no longer wish to use the
card. Sometimes this is as simple as
deleting club members when amailing comes back to the station due to
amove.
Ibriefly mentioned smart cards
offered by many vendors. Special
strips or abar code embedded on the
card permit you to track usage down
to the person. Naturally, these cards
are more expensive and require a
device that reads the card on the
client end. Smart cards are terrific
but do require greater resources.
If I've awakened your interest in
creating alistener card, allow me to
suggest shopping for vendors carefully, even checking outside the usual radio industry suppliers. Ialso
urge you to check registered service
marks before printing tens of thousands of cards.
There is one problem which probably can't be overcome. The card
does take space in awallet. If your
wallet is like mine, it resembles
George Costanza's in the infamous
"Seinfeld" wallet episode. When
wallets get that big, even acard with
plenty of benefits could get lost.
Fortunately, with the Web, replacement is only afew clicks away!
a is II
Mark Lapidus is president of
Lapidus Media, aprogramming and
marketing consultation firm.
Contact him via e-mail at
lapidus@erols.com
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PROMO, continued from page 32
card drops as inserts in daily newspapers. At that time. stations would
also have to take up alot of airtime
to cover multiple benefits.
Even though Web technology has
made the start-up process easier and
maintenance simpler, common card
mistakes still flourish. The major
problem is lack of consistent tangible
listener benefit. Ironically, sometimes
this doesn't surface until after the card
has finally become established.
It's easy for promotion departments to tire of the effort required to
solicit benefits and for sales departments to move on to selling the next
package. Don't let it get to the point
where listeners call you to complain
about the card being useless!
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Revenue Increases Roll On

Local

It was another year of double-digit revenue increases for
radio. The Radio Advertising Bureau said 1998 marked more
than six years of continued, unprecedented growth in revenue.
Monthly and year-to-date revenue totals were up in all
sections of the country through November, according to the
RAB radio revenue index of more than 100 markets. RAB
President and CEO Gary Fries predicted a 12-percent overall
increase for the year.
National revenue was up 15 percent, and local advertising
climbed 11 percent, when measured against the first 11
months of 1997.
Local and national revenue combined was up 12 percent
in all markets in that period. For the month of November
alone, total revenue increased 11 percent.
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November 1998 marked 75 consecutive months of sales
growth in the radio industry.
The Southeastern region led national revenue increases,
with a 19 percent hike through November. But in that
month alone, the Eastern region was strongest, gaining 20
percent.
Revenue figures are based on more than 100 markets, as
reported by the accounting firms of Miller, Kaplan, Arase &
Co. and Hungerford, Aldrin, Nichols and Carter.
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Jacor Aims AAA in Affluent L.A.
Sandy Wells
Back when adult album alternative station KSCA(FM) in Los Angeles was
breaking artists such as Paula Cole, Ben
Folds Five and Hootie and the Blowfish, it
was the darling of Hollywood's media
elite, and many yuppies embraced it as the
revival of the progressive FM rock radio.
Yet it struggled to crack a2share. Some
people were thinking, "It's the signal, stupid!" That, at least, is part of the official
reasoning behind the decision by Jacor
Communications to pursue the format on
the even weaker combined signals of
KACD(FM)
Santa
Monica
and
KBCD(FM) Newport Beach at 103.1 MHz.

"We saw an opportunity with the
geography matching the audience," said
KIIS-FM General Manager Roy
Laughlin. "We're going to maximize the
signal where the upscale Anglo audience
is. It's the No. 1format for them. 101.9
did not do well in the Westside, but is
strong in the high-density Latino areas,
which is why it went to No. 1."
There's no denying that the performance of KSCA under the management
of Heftel Communications has been
impressive. Within weeks of its debut in
February 1997, the new Mexican
Regional format — "La Nueve" — rocketed into the top 10. In the summer 1998
Arbitron audience estimates, morning

man Renan Coello ranked No. Iamong
persons 12+ with agiant 9.1 share.
But triple A in Los Angeles was not
really killed by low ratings in the first
place. Golden West Broadcasting wanted
to sell the station, and owner Gene Autry
was eager to liquidate the last of his
broadcast properties. ( Technically,
Golden West is still the licensee, but
Heftel will probably exercise its option to
buy the station in the near future.)
It is arguable that afull- market commercial station such as KSCA is not the
most appropriate vehicle for triple A.
Since the demise of the format on 101.9,
it has had anew life on public radio, as
KCRW(FM) and KPCC(FM) have

Get Better Jocks for Less Money
Increase profits by running your station
more efficiently. Outside the highest
billing hours, it doesn't make sense to
pay announcers to sit around waiting
to talk. A Scott uncompressed music
on hard drive System can put all the
songs, spots and prerecorded Voice
Trax together smoothly with nobody in
the air studio!
For years, Scott Studios' client stations
have been successfully pre-recording
great4-hour shows in 15-20 minutes.
Now, thanks to Scott Studios' new free
Voice Trax Via Internet (VTVI) software, free-lance announcers can
record timely localized shows from
anywhere. All they need is a good
microphone, an Internet connection,
any Windows computer, and Scott
Studios' free VTVI software!
After the station's music has been
scheduled, one touch of a button
automatically e-mails the log and the
latest live copy to the distant
announcer.
Scott's VTVI works
seamlessly with all music schedulers
and traffic/billing programs.
Scott's Voice Trax Via Internet software is very easy for your announcers
to use. Scheduled live tags, trivia and
copy display automatically on the
right side of the screen. There's no
fumbling with acopy book or even a
mouse.
When you're recording a
song ending, simply press the space
bar on the VTVI keyboard to start the
next song or spot. Release the space
bar after you stop talking. VTVI then
moves ahead to the next place to talk.
All Voice Trax are recorded with the
computer's ordinary sound card with
impressive digital fidelity.
Depending on your format, amicrophone processor may be helpful to
punch up the announcer's voice, but
no console is needed.
If all the station's spots have been
produced when the log is sent, Scott's
Voice Trax software automatically
computes and displays accurate time
checks the announcer can include if
desired in any Voice Trax.
After recording, any or all of the show
can be reviewed and changed. Scott's
VTVI Segue Editor even lets your jock
fine-tune timing without any need to
re-record any thing.
When done, aclick on the VTVI AutoSend button dials the Internet and
moves the entire show to the distant
Scott digital audio system automatically. Transfer speeds vary based on
your Internet Service Provider, but
with adial-up phone line ashift can
upload to the Internet in 40-50
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Here's Scott s Voice Trax Via Internet ( VTVI) software, shown with the optional Segue Editor. VTVI
allows adistant announcer to pre-record a4hour show in about 15-20 minutes with nothing more than
aWindows computer, an Internet connection and agood microphone.

minutes. With ISDN, transfer time can
be 20-25 minutes.
Your announcer can be answering email, writing copy, editing promos or
doing anumber of other things on the
VTVI computer while your show is
being transferred.
Scott Studios VTVI also includes our
exclusive Voice/Music Synchronizer.
When any Voice Trax mentions song
titles or artists, your jock turns on the
link so the Trax plays only with the
correct song. No operator attention is
needed at the station for Voice Trax to
play seamlessly.
If the announcer
forgets to record something, or songs
or spots get changed at the last minute
the Scott Voiceeilusic Synchronizer
automatically substitutes generic Voice
Trax for each day and hour for each
announcer.
Nothing could be easier or less expensive, yet still sound so good as good
talent with Scott's VTVI! Of course, the
free Voice Trax Via Internet does
require Internet connections on both
ends, a $29 per month FTP transfer site,
and the Scott NT System plus a $2,500
Scott Remote Recording Router back at
the station.
We also offer a $500 VTVI Deluxe that
lets the announcer download telescoped song intros and endings from
the Internet, then fine-tune timing of
talk-ups and backsells in the context of
the music and spots with little or no
need for re-recording. With the VTVI
Deluxe, a telescoped aircheck can be
previewed with the beginnings and
Ord. ( 122) On Reader Servi(e Card

ends of the songs and spots.
Or, the $1,000 Super Deluxe VTVI lets
your distant announcers record while
listening to song and spot intros and
endings in context!
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It's afact: More U.S. stations use Scott
Studios than any other major digital
audio system.
1,950 radio stations
have 4,300 Scott digital work-stations,
including major groups like CBS,
Chancellor, Disney/ABC, Clear
Channel, Emmis, Citadel and many
more. In the US' top 10 markets, 45
stations and 5networks use 155 of our
digital workstations
Call Scott Studios to see how the Voice
Trax Via Internet digital system can
greatly improve yourbottom line.
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sought to capture KSCA's devotees.
A tribute Web site, " The Yellow
Room," provided some solace for these
disenfranchised listeners. " Channel
103.1" came on the air at 5 p.m. of Oct.
19 last year.
Jacor's press release promised a
world- class rock format that would
"remind many of the similarly formatted
KSCA prior to its switch to Spanish- language programming." Although not a
"full-market" station, the combined signals of KACD and KBCD provide good
coverage of most of the L.A. basin. It
reaches into the canyons better than most
of the big FM stations, but it fades to
white noise in the populous San
Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys.
Former Music Director Nicole Sandler
also served as music director and air talent for the old KSCA. For her, it's amatter of trading a weak full- market signal
for one that has some advantages.
"We knew we had asignal problem at
101.9," she said. "The 103.1 signal is really strong where we need to be. We have an
upscale audience that isn't being served."
But was KSCA's 4.8 kW signal really too
weak to reach its target audience?
Technically, 101.9 has what it takes.
"101.9 is capable of generating ratings.
It can be heard just about everywhere,"
said Greg Strickland, chief engineer for
Heftel's Los Angeles radio stations.
"KSCA broadcasts from Mt. Wilson,
which is the same location that all the
major radio stations broadcast from. The
101.9 signal is substantially similar to the
signal of all the major L.A. FMs.
"For instance, you can't hear the other
major FMs in Malibu very well, because
of the nuances of the terrain. ( But) you
can hear 103.1 ( KACD) there. Every station that broadcasts from Mt. Wilson is
stronger in East L.A. than in Malibu."
Pitching triple A
Although Laughlin denies it. Jacor
had another motivation to launch the
triple A format on 103.1. Groove was a
thorn in the side of its CHR giant KIISFM 102.7, home of Rick Dees. The
proximity of the two signals — they
were neighbors onothe dial — and the
similarity of the formats created asituation that begged for asolution.
"KIIS was our No. 1 for sharing
cume," said former Groove Operations
Manager Manon Henessey. "Two top
sales people at KIIS wanted us bad. They
pitched Jacor higher-ups on triple A and
Nicole Sandler."
In 1996, owner Ken Roberts was
unhappy with the performance of
KACD/KBCD. A decade before, he had
created the "World Famous KROQ" and
sold it to Infinity for ahandsome profit.
KACD/KBCD, on the other hand, was
barely registering in the ratings with its
innocuous mainstream adult contemporary
mix. ( Before that, he had made ago of it
with an innovative smooth jazz format.)
He decided to launch "Groove Radio"
on 103.1. The format was the creation of
Egil Aalvik, known on the air as
"Swedish Eagle," and it featured aheavy
dose of "House Music," a sort of hardcore disco music popular in Europe and
in some clubs around the states. Although
that novel mix attracted a steadfast following among Hispanics, gays and young
"clubbers," it was a little too eclectic to
win asubstantial audience.
After a year, Aalvik was ousted and
his trademark "Groove Radio" moniker
simplified to "Groove 103.1" It was then
See AAA, page 36
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Geography and Radio Destiny
AAA, continued from page 34
that, Henessey, who had been with the
station for 13 years both on the air and as
program director, took over.
She continued to develop its edgy,
ahead-of-the-curve identity among devotees of the music. Groove gained a
national reputation. "The labels would
tell us that rhythmic CHRs around the
country would ask them 'What's Groove
doing?' We were the dance music leader.
When it came to the industry, they sold a
lot of music due to us. They're going to
feel it."
Although aboutique format, Groove
was beginning to taste success when
Jacor made Roberts an offer he couldn't
turn down. "We're doing some of the
best things in the history of the frequency," Henessey said. "We did adult contemporary for upscale whites for 15
years. It didn't work. There was too
much competition."
Far out playlists
Will triple A work better this time
around in Los Angeles? Dave Benson
from Jacor's Denver-based, highly successful triple A station, KBCO-FM, is
heading up the transition as program
director and Sandler believes the mistakes of the past can be corrected with
better results this time.
Wir

lien
1

The music, Sandler said, "will be alitty-control check, alittle more assurance
tle more focused, a little tighter. There
that we're paying attention."
won't be so many 'out there' cuts. But I
To Groove's Henessey, it's alittle too
will still be eclectic." Back in the beginlate. Arbitron's diary placement often
ning of the triple A KSCA, evening perleft the little Santa Monica station out in
sonality Mimi Chen hinted that maybe
the cold. " If diaries landed in the San
the playlist at that time was a little too
Fernando Valley, we were screwed,"
"out there."
Henessey said. " Over the years, the
"When the DJs like listening to the
sampling of the diary was really difficult
station where they work, that means the
for us."
station plays too much new music," she
Mocarsky said it is unlikely that
said.
county splits will alter the ratings picWorking at another part of the Jacor
ture. "The ad agencies will find it easiestablishment, Mike Thompson programs
sports talk KXTA(AM). He recalls his
triumph in Dallas with KTCK(AM), a
station that earned respectable ratings
despite a very weak signal north of the
city.
"With channel 103.1, they are just like
the sports fan," Thompson said. "They
may not be alarge audience but they are
dedicated. Their cume may be small, but
the amount of time they spend with the
station is mammoth." Changes in survey
methodology may help the coastal franchise. Beginning with the fall ' 98 book,
Arbitron formally divided Los Angeles
into six different areas.
"County splits is a 30-year-old technology," said Arbitron Vice President of
Communications Tom Mocarsky. "All
we're doing is giving alittle more quali-
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Entering our

Sandy Wells is a news anchor for
Metro Networks in the Los Angeles area
and writes for San Gabriel Valley
Newspaper Group and the L.A. Radio
Guide. Reach him via e-mail at sandywells@prodigy.net

communications manager.
In her new position, Rodman is in
charge of handling media interface,
promotion, public relations activity
and communications for PR&E.
Rodman previously served as public relations specialist and media liaison for Broadcast Electronics Inc.
TFT Promotes Piatte
TFT, Inc. has announced the promotion of Jesse J. Piatte Jr. to the position
of vice president of sales —U.S. markets, for its radio and television broadcast product lines.
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er to correlate station performance
according to geographic area," he said.
"The distribution will be a little more
uniform."
It is often said that on the Internet,
content is king. One would assume the
same may be said of broadcasting. In this
case, Jacor may have found the right signal for the right audience. Perhaps, for a
radio station, "geography is destiny."

Rodman Joins PRE.LE
Pacific Research and Engineering
Corp. has announced the appointment
of Tracy Rodman to the position of

atimmate
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Radio Programming
TEI: 954-735-4070

Bergman

1 Show per Week — 57 minutes

Piatte's new responsibilities include
leadership for all of TFT's domestic
sales force development, training and
execution activities.
Piatte previously served in customer sales and service positions at
TFT.

Promote your services to Radio World's 18,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,
extension 154.
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Optional Front $495

Dl4 Digital Audio Engine
$2,995 ( 24 hrs — 2,000 spots)
The PIA

is

5,2,95 CO5 hrs — 2,000 songs)

atechnology & price breakthrough ill More reliable arid 1/4 the price of comparable products,

the PL4 is NOT a 1
9C computer with sound card in it.
The PL4 is in fact a digital audio appliance
that is controlled by Arrakis LCD control panels, jingle boxes, and Windows 95 PC computers. If
trie PC fails, your audio library is still avaiiable n!

Expandable from 3 Plays & 1Record to up

to 96 Plays & 32 Records, the PL4 fits any size station

5

needs. You can even use your

favorite PC 5ased digital editor for production with the PL4 On Air !!! Cell TODAY to find
out how little it will cost for you to SAVE money and move into the 21st century !!
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I.. ( e70) 224-2248 www.arrakis-systems.com
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Plug into the genius of AUDICY networking.
The AUDICY digital audio workstatior, was developed with the idea that production solutions
should help creativity not hinder it. Which is why AUDICY is as
,
:udy in breakthrough simplicity— see
it, get it, do it— with apowe-ful, highly intuitive interface and, now seamless networking capabilities.
Designed to plug directly into the creat.va mind.
Astation of any size can now be more productive. Ruick:y and easily edit productions or
share sounds from acentra! file server. Transfer .WAV files to and from other PCs. Connect your
ALIDICYs across the hall or across the state. The workstation's new networking option has agenius
for putting all the network, computer and audio resources you need at your fingertips. Plug into a
whole new world of possibilities with AUDICY.
©1998 Urban, Inc. Urban and AUOICY are registered trademarks. ; 525 Alvarado St., San Leandro, CA 9
1
1;7177 USA
Phone 1.510.351.3500 Fax 1.510.351.0509 E-mail custservPrban.com Web www.orban.com
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ONLINE RADIO

Making Money on the Web Yet?
Kim Komando
Suppose you have your Web site up-andrunning. You have live audio feeds. You
have the contests. You have the multimedia
capabilities. You've employed every Internet
technology under the sun. Now there's just
one thing missing — revenue. With all that
activity and all that interest, you would think
there would be away to turn your Web site
into an income-producing center. Actually,
you're right — there are services available to
help you make money on the Net.
Before Iget into the "how-to- part, let me
offer aword of warning: There is money to
be made on the Internet, but not overnight.
With that said, there are afew ways to
generate some income from your Web site.
If you've ever visited apopular portal site
like NetCenter (www.netcentercom) or
AltaVista (www.altavista.com), maybe
you've wondered if there's any money to be
made selling advertising banner space on
your Web site. The answer is yes — if you
have the incredibly huge amount of traffic
that these sites do.
Sites that sell banner advertising base
their rates on the number of impressions
they display in aparticular month. For
example, you might pay to have 100,000
impressions of your banner ad displayed on
Lycos in any given month.
The reason these big sites can make any
money at all with banner advertising is that
they have millions of visitors each month.

In short, unless your radio station or program serves avery well-defined niche audience and your advertisers are tailored to that
particular audience, you probably won't be
able to charge enough for banner advertising
to make it worthwhile.
Follow the link
As you surf the Web, you may find companies willing to pay you for banner advertising based on how many of your listeners
actually follow the link to the advertiser's
site. I've heard many more complaints about
these outfits than I've heard compliments.
My advice is to stay away. The most common way to make money in cyberspace, or
anywhere else, is by selling something.
However, selling effectively on the Web
requires quite an intricate infrastructure.
Fortunately, you don't need your own infrastructure; you can rent someone else's.
Perhaps the easiest way to get into online
selling is by becoming an affiliate of one of
the two major online booksellers, those
being Amazon Books (
wwwamazon.com)
and Barnes & Noble (
www.barnesandnoble.com). Both companies offer programs
that work pretty much the same. You're provided with some special coding to add to
links leading to these sites. Then when alistener follows the link and buys something,
your station gets acommission.
In the past, this didn't represent much of
an opportunity for radio stations or programs. After all, radio listeners aren't neces-

sarily huge book buyers. However, in recent
months, both Barnes & Noble and Amazon
Books have started selling music CDs, video
tapes and DVD disks, as well. These items
can fit in quite nicely with aradio station's
or aradio program's particular personality.
For example, you could have afeatured
artist or author each week. During the time
that artist or author is highlighted on air ,
that artists' entire catalog is available for
easy purchase through your Web site.
Under either ofjhese programs, all you do
is provide the link. The selling company
handles all the transactions, keeps all the
records, ships the goods and sends you
commission checks at regular intervals.
An arrangement like this doesn't help
much if you have your own goods that you
want to sell. On the other hand, setting up an
e-commerce site from scratch can be a
daunting and expensive task. Fortunately,
many of the so-called portal sites are making
it easier than ever to get into e-commerce.
For example, Yahoo! (
www.yahoo.com)
now offers aservice called Yahoo! Store.
Using this service, you can set up your
own online storefront working entirely
within your normal Web browser.
Customers can then order your merchandise online. At your convenience, you can
then retrieve those orders through asecure,
encrypted connection. The current cost is

only $ 100 per month with no setup fee.
One word of caution, though: Don't expect
afully automated e-commerce solution for
this kind of money. What you'll get from
Yahoo! Store is atext-based order that you'll
then have to process manually through
whatever means you see fit.
If you really want to go hog-wild with ecommerce and your Website in general, you
may want to consider employing the services of aWeb developer/host that specializes in radio stations such as OnRadio
(www.onradio.com). In addition to complete
Web site design, this outfit offers anumber
of ways to generate income.
Remember earlier when Isaid banner
advertising probably isn't worth the effort?
Well, OnRadio makes it worthwhile by selling banner advertising on behalf of its radio
clients. Your station carries the ads along
with all other OnRadio clients, so you get a
slice of income generated by the ads. Plus,
OnRadio keeps all the records for you.
The company offers more services to
enhance your Web site. To get the full scoop,
recommend you visit the OnRadio Web site.
The Internet is arelatively new retail medium. You're not likely to strike it rich online
soon. The key is gradually getting your listeners to think of you for their e-commerce
needs. The next step is building brand loyalty. The information may flow at light speed
but you have to invest the time and effort
before you'll really see the cash start to flow.
Copyright 1999, The Komando
Corporation. All rights reserved.
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Quality Products at Reasonable Prices
FM Transmitters

Model 651
Broad-Gain FM Antenna
Absolutely eroadbanct
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Perfect for Single or Multistation Use
Modular Construction, Easy histallation
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'One-box' Shipping
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High Performance Solid
State Exciter
Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty

FM Antennas
All Power Levels
500 watts to
20.000 watts
per bay

Factory Service
On site check out by
factory personnel available
1,000 watt $5,990.00
2,500 watt $ 11,990.00
5,000 watt $ 18,990.00
10,000 watt $22,990.00
15,000 watt $29,990.00
20,000 watt $32,990.00
20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter
•

120 watt
300 watt
1,000 watt

$2,800.00
$3.500.00
$7,990.00

FM AMPLIFIERS

TCI has been designing and providing BroadcastAntennas

100 watt

$995.00

andTurnkey System Solutions for over 30 years, handling

300 watt

$ 1,790.00

projects at any frequency, at any power level, and under
any conditions, anywhere in the world.

500 watt

$2.990.00
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Corporate Office: 222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA
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2.000 watt
3.000 watt
5.000 watt

$12.900.00
$ 19.990.00
529.990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter
and Receiver
$3,500.00

*RF Coaxial Patch Panels
FM Combiners

FREQUENCY AGILE

FM TRANSLATOR
$2.500.00

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas. Texas 75248
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Columbia Square in 1938
KNX, continued from page 27

and ' 50s originated.
Each night, long lines of fans would
crowd into the forecourt of Columbia
Square, waiting to attend the broadcasts.
The schedule was dominated by such
winners in the Hooper ratings as "The Jack
Benny Program," "The George Bums and
Gracie Allen Show" and " The Edgar
Bergen and Charlie McCarthy Show."
In 1944 Art Linkletter moved into
Columbia Square to begin hosting "House
Party," an audience participation show.
The network, which ran first on radio, then
on television, posted a25-year run. For the
most part, the show was done live.
"Getting astudio audience was the big
'40S,

hang-up," Linkletter said.
"We had to have one, so we bribed the
ushers to go out on Sunset Boulevard and
shanghai any passers-by," he told RW.
In the 1950s, when the networks began
to focus their attention on television programming, stations were left to fend for
themselves. KNX ultimately found its
niche with aformat that included "alittle
bit of everything," said Vice President
and General Manager George Nicholaw.
In the ensuing years, there was amix
of news, music and a lineup of air personalities on KNX that included morning
man Bob Crane, who would go on to star
in the CBS TV series "Hogan's Heroes."
Nicholaw, who had worked in corn-

When your work
relies on play...
rely on Antex.

munity services and programming at
CBS TV stations, came to KNX in
1967 to oversee operations during the
station transition to a news format the
following year.
One million listeners
Today, as the top-rated news station in
Los Angeles, KNX consistently attracts
about 1million listeners a week. In the
Summer ' 98 Arbitron book — with summer generally the weakest book for the
station — KNX scored a2.1 share among
12+ listeners, and a928,000 cume.
In the key 25-54 demographic, KNX
received a 1.6 share and a515,300 cume.
The format competitor is all- news
KFWB(AM). Though the competing sta-

of technical operations at the station.
Sietsema said the Associated Press
Electronic News Production System ( AP
ENPS) is being evaluated to replace the
NewStar system that KNX has used for
the past 15 years.
The station also expects to phase out
the use of analog tape, but for now it
remains an integral part of the newsroom.
"We've had difficulty finding a ( digital) system that will handle both the commercial audio and news audio in a manner consistent with the way we do
things," Sietsema said.
"I'd certainly love to get KNX off of
analog tape, but Idon't see it happening
within the next year just because of the
number of things we have going on

ANTEX
etiiELECTRONICS
NEVER

LOSE

SIGHT

OF

SOUND.

KNX Groundbreaking Ceremony at Columbia Square, 1938
tions share ownership, "The competition
between the two stations for audience
and all of the ways in which newsrooms
compete are all still very much in place,"
said KNX News Director Robert Sims.
"As KNX enters the fourth decade as a
news station, it remains committed to the
format," Sims said. "In some cases," he
said, "KNX devotes more air time than
ever to breaking stories."
Sims said that with the possible exception of public radio, the time devoted to
stories on KNX is "as long as you'll find
anywhere."
In amove to strengthen its news position further and also address the Year
2000 issue, KNX is planning a facility
upgrade, said Rick Sietsema, supervisor

simultaneously.
"We have nine different studio locations that record either commercials,
news items, or both — in addition to all
of the places where we record audio from
reporters who call in from the field. It
would be cost-prohibitive at this point to
accommodate that many recording stations with digital systems." Once upgraded, KNX will be better equipped to compete with other stations and emerging
media in the 21st century such as the
Internet.
General Manager Nicholaw said, "Even
though times are changing and there is
greater competition ... the audience for
news is there and will always be there. It's
aformat that people depend on."

Heritage Station
Introducing the Broadcaster — series from Antex.
With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each
other, you have near- unlimited options for broadcast creativity.
Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds—all
while playing back as many as six stereo programs on the air.
All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20- bit
sound ever to come out of an Intel or Alpha based PC.
Best of all, you have the confidence of choosing an ISO-9001
rated industry leader that's been defining the standard for PC
digital audio for over adozen years. When you're choosing
Antex, you're choosing the best.

Find out how Antex is
setting new standards
for broadcasters. Visit
us at www.antex.com
or call us toll free at
1.800.338.4231.

Model LX- 24M

Model BX-44

Model BX-12

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• MPEG layer I/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• MPEG layer I/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• MPEG layer 1/11, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• 96dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N

• 94dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT
• 96dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N
• 2inputs/4 outputs/balanced
• 3virtual stereo devices

• 4inputs/4 outputs/balanced
• 3virtual stereo devices
• AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
• MIDI interface
• Video sync/time code

• 4inputs/8 outputs/balanced
• 6virtual stereo devices
• AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
• Independent sample clocks
• Convertible from analog to full
digital I/O
• Optional, optoisolated digital I/O

Code (180) On Render Service Card

The colorful history of the station that would become KNX dates to 1920, when
Fred Christian, an ex-shipboard wireless operator, built a5W transmitter and went
on the air with the call letters 6ADZ.
The following year the station began operating as KGC on 360 meters (833 kc).
In 1922, powered by anew 30 W transmitter, the call letters were changed to KNX.
By the summer of 1922, nearly two dozen other stations in the area had been
licensed to broadcast and they all shared the single wavelength of 360 meters.
An intense rivalry erupted over the shared air time, but KNX, with live broadcasts of a60-piece orchestra from the California Theatre, was usually on the air in
the prime hours of 7to 10 p.m., three nights aweek.
Out of those chaotic earliest days of Los Angeles AM radio, three stations survive: KFI, KKHJ (originally KHJ) and KNX.
Along the way, KNX was awarded its own frequency — 1070 kHz — and
boosted power four more times, finally to 50 kW in 1934.
The only thing the station did more often than that was move. Through the
years, KNX has been located in aback bedroom in Christian's home, and, when the
station was owned by Western Broadcasting Co., the Paramount Pictures lot. In
1936, CBS purchased the station from Western.
General Manager Qeorge Nicholaw said no documentation exists to verify why
the KNX call letters were chosen. One theory is that KNX refers to an annex at the
Spring Street Arcade, where the station was once located.
Now at Columbia Square, KNX shares space with classic rock KCBS-FM and
KCBS-TV. While KNX is known foremost as anews station, it also airs old- time
radio from the 1930s, ' 40s and ' 50s. The station runs classic shows every night,
including such one-time CBS favorites as "Our Miss Brooks," "Gangbusters" and
"The Whistler."
— Bob Rusk
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"We're sending children exactly the
opposite message that we've been trying
to teach them for 1,000 years, and that's
dangerous," Allen said.
commercial radio today is poor quality.
Despite such objections, he does
He takes aim at the "Howard Stemization
remain aregular radio listener. Allen may
of American Radio."
land on his old stomping grounds, KNX,
when he is twisting across the dial for a
'Socially destructive' Stern
news update.
Allen writes that Stern "has become
He also tunes in National Public Radio
enormously successful by the saddest
"or a public station of any kind" for
possible means — he simply talks
music, he said.
dirty."
"Sometimes I'm in the mood for clas"As a human being, Iwish him the
sical, so Itune in that. More often, I'm in
greatest of health," Allen said. " But I the mood for ajazz station."
am sickened by what he does. I
It is clear that even though he's no
deplore it." Allen said he is particularlonger behind a microphone, this legly concerned about the effect that
endary entertainer passionately cares
Stern's'base comedy could have on
about radio and still feels a strong conchildren, and called Stern's show
nection to the business.
"socially destructive."
"I listen every day," Allen said.

Steve Allen and aCareer on the Air
ALLEN, continued from page 28

discovered how funny people can be.
"(That's) partly because they're nervous," he said. "Ithink if Italked to them
on the street with my hands in my pockets, they wouldn't be that funny or nervous. But when they realize they're on
the air, they often say goofy things.
"One night Iwas going up the right
side of the aisle and happened to start
three or four conversations in a row by
saying, ' Hello. Where are you from?'
And the guy would say ' Chicago,
Illinois,' or ' Topeka, Kansas,' and we'd
take it from there.
So then Isaid, 'Thank you, folks, now
I'll step over to this side.' Isaid to aman
sitting there, ' Hello, sir, what is your
name?' and he said ' Boston, Mass.'

working at Mutual network affiliate
KHJ(AM), now KKHJ.
Allen and Noble created a comedy
show called "Smile Time," which ran
from 1946 to 1948 on Mutual. Among
the characters played by Noble was a
Mexican named Manuel Labor.
While using such a name on the air
in the 1940s may not have been an
issue, Allen said he wasn't sure that it
would be acceptable in the 1990s.
People "are going to both extremes" of
political correctness today," he said.
"There's a lot of stuff which is definitely in the poorest possible taste."
In his current book, " Dumbth,"
(Prometheus), Allen asserts that much of

Allen's radio
career began when
he dropped out of
college in 1942 and
worked part-time at
KOY(AM).

"That's funnier than any joke Icould
write. That kind of thing happened quite
often."
On another night, a lady in the audience opened asmall box and presented a
gift to Allen. "Oh, this is aboutonniere,"
he said, then jokingly added, " I'll give
you aboot in the ear, too!"
Earliest days
KNX was just one stop on Allen's
climb up the broadcasting ladder. He
began his radio career in Phoenix,
when he dropped out of college in
1942 and took a part-time job at
KOY(AM).
Allen worked at the station for acouple years and managed to save $ 1,000,
then quit and headed for the bright lights
of Hollywood.
He landed ajob at KFAC(AM), now
WKW, and then teamed up with
Wendell Noble, an announcer he had
worked with at KOY. Noble, who had
preceded Allen to Hollywood, was

Career Highlights
Long before Steve Allen became
atelevision star as the original host
of the "Tonight" show, he had made
quite a name for himself on radio.
Following are the stations and networks at which he worked:
1942-44
KOY(AM), Phoenix
1944-46
KFAC(AM) and
KMTR(AM), Los Angeles
1946-48
Mutual Radio Network,
"Smile Time"
1948-50
KNX(AM),Los Angeles
1949-50
CBS Radio Network,
"The Steve Allen Show" and
"Earn Your Vacation"

- 3320 Bering Drive. Hcxtston, TX, 77057 e-mail info@logitekaudio.com
Voi . Nortywerica 800.231.5870
Visit
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Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592

our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information

— Bob Rusk
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The Omnia ad claims
the Optimod is full of
digital grunge.
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he
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While digital offers advantages for storage and control,
it has severe limitations for dynamics processing.
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the Aphex 2020 FM Pro!

achieves the greatest possible loudness while retaining
musicality and naturalness.
No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot. No

Indeed, Cutting Edge® claims their Omnia unit sounds

subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping. Just the

almost as good as analog.

loudest, cleanest FM processing with the greatest

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of an all
analog signal path with the power of digital control.
Through its use of 11 patented circuits, the 2020

possible coverage area.
Contact Aphex today for ademonstration, and we'll
show you there is truth in advertising.
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Twin Cities Radio, More Than Weather
MARKETWATCH, continued from page 27

you feel achallenge to remain for a
few decades.
"In the Twin Cities, people come here
to stay," said Marc Kalman, general manager of Chancellor stations KDWB-FM,
WRQC(FM) and KTCZ-FM.
It would be unfair to connect the relative stability of Twin Cities radio to culture
alone. Observers say that the Twin Cities is
one of the most under-radioed markets in
the country based on signals per population — afact that makes each signal far
too precious to gamble on an unproven or
marginal format.
"People aren't going to take risks,"
said Tim Shears, general manager at
WMNN(AM), which has an all-news format. What hasn't been risky lately is
profits. In fact, according to the 1998
Duncan Radio Market Guide, the average
toes,

Two stations, WCCO and KQRS-FM
were dominant in radio ratings and revenue for a long time. In 1996, deregulation changed the marketplace as new

players made big plays and radio groups
like Nationwide Communications Inc.,
Colfax Communications and Shamrock
Broadcasting left the scene.
"You essentially have three competitors that dominate this marketplace —
ABC, Chancellor and CBS," Swartz said
Chancellor Media owns seven stations
in the market, accounting for about 30
percent overall. ABC and CBS have three
each but account for a greater share
because of their large flagship properties,
KQRS and WCCO respectively. Along

annual radio revenue has increased 9percent each year for the last five years.
"I think the entire market, including
WCCO, has enjoyed the overall growth
of radio," said Jim Gustafson, who
recently resigned as general manager at
WCCO(AM).
In 1997, Twin Cities radio stations
recorded $ 126 million in billings, up 12.5
percent from the 1996 total of $ 112.4 million and up 7 percent from 1995 totals,
according to Duncan's Radio Market Guide.

with
local
company
Hubbard
Broadcasting, owner of KSTP-AM-FM.
these four groups account for the ownership of the top 15 stations in the market.
Despite the concurrence of health)
revenue figures and increasing consolidation, radio execs say the two are
unrelated. Pounds said, " Rates have
gone up, but consolidation is just part of
the reason. What has masked this
process has been the fact that we're in
the midst of a great economy and an

Minneapolis-St. Paul
Radio Snapshot
Market Rank: 15
Revenue Rank: 16
Number of FMs: 19
Number of AMs: 22
Estimated Revenue:
1994: $ 100.7 million
1995: $ 111.8 million
1996: $ 119.4 million
1997: $ 127.6 million
1998: $ 136.5 million
Revenue Growth:
'91 - ' 96:
8%
'97 - ' 01:
7% (est.)
Local Revenue: 80%
National Revenue: 20%

Live Music at 104.1 The Point
explosion of product categories that
didn't exist before."
For decades, the core of the stability in
the Twin Cities was the " Good
Neighbor" slogan of WCCO, whose
tagline bears witness to the station wearing its wholesome Minnesota image on
its flannel sleeves. It features a mix of
news, sports, talk and weather. In 1991,
CBS bought the station from Midwest
Communications.
After implementing talent shuffles, it

KFAN's Chad Hartman and Dan Barnero broadcast live from Galyans.
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1996 Population: 2,766,000
Per Capita Income: $ 17,856
Median Income: $40,649
Average Household Income: $47,449

has worked hard to maintain the hometown appeal that kept it on top for
years. Its importance to the community
is obvious: A few years ago, the largest
See MARKETWATCH, page 44

Now available for Radio Stations
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Where are the
Bright New Voices
in Radio Coming
From?
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DBA is proud to introduce
BOB HARRIS, an award winning humorist and
commentator for KNX Radio - Los Angeles,
# whose loopy humor and keen journalistic eye
earned him a 1998 Associated Press award fo
Best Radio Feature and the L.A. Press Club
P award for Best Specialty Feature Reporting.
Bob's credentials for capturing the attention of
young adults is impressive
Nominated five times as Lecturer of the
Year by Campus Activity Today... Bob has
appeared on stage at over 250 college
campuses
• Widely published newspaper and magazine columnist including Mother
Jones On Line, The Funny Times, Zand National Lampoon.

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream

BELA,

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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Want more? - Bob is afive-time Jeopardy champion, author of " Cramming
10 -" and has received accolades like these: "wickedly observant" (Chicago Tribune), "One of the most talented political comics performing
today"- ( Cleveland Plain Dealer)
More Information Contact
David West at:
Dick Brescia Associates
164 Garfield Street
Haworth, NJ 07641
Phone: 201-385-6566
Fax. 201-385-6449
E-Mail: dbasyndicators@prodigy.net
Fcr

Another Fine Radio Program

Two minutes daily
(including commercial)
Monday — Friday
CD Format • Barter

from Dick
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Service Card

Brescia Associates
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Format Juggling in Minnesota
MARKETWATCH, continued from page 43
paper in Minnesota devoted significant
space just to readers bemoaning the
changes at the station. Despite the controversy, it's still at the top. Among
Arbitron listeners 12plus, it flip-flops with
KQRS, a classic rock
station, from book to
book for top shares
among all listeners.
Format juggling has
been abyproduct of consolidation here. Larger
players, in an attempt to
offer a unified front,
shuffled the formats of their stations. The
most recent switch came at KMJZ(FM),
a small jazz station picked up by CBS
early last year, which switched formats to
alternative rock. It now competes with
ABC-owned KZNR(FM). "There are battles here you don't see in man' markets

in this market." She said rock-tormatted
stations account for about aquarter of listeners in the total listening market.
"It's ayoung market and rock and roll
sells," she said.
The other big
seller on radio,
which Waggonner
attests to, is homegrown
talent.
KQRS' stellar ratings largely are
due
to
Tom
Barnard, the oftcontroversial
morning-drive host
who regularly posts shares of 30-plus.
Barnard's dominance sparked one of the
biggest wars in radio recently when
Chancellor's WRQC(FM) brought
Howard Stern to the Twin Cities.
When Stern came on air about 18
months ago, he easily jumped to the No.

Observers say Barnard's long-time
presence and hometown roots will make

economic trend, particularly in the last
five years, as stated in Duncan's Radio
Market Guide.
The Twin Cities has aburgeoning retail
market, driven by the success of the Mall
of America and ahealthy tourism industry.

93

PURE ROCK

The Leanne Rimes softball tourney is hosted by K102.
him tough to bounce even though the
shock jocks largely share the same
shtick. "It takes agreat deal of tenure in
the marketplace to find areasonable level
of acceptance," WCCO's Gustafson said.
While the area maintains a thriving
metropolis, the cities and the state itself
remain heavily linked to agricultural and
food-related industries.
Stability
Huge economic growth spurts, common in coastal areas, rarely are seen in
this region. But the area is relatively
immune to the punishments those regions
see in rough economic times. Annual
radio reviews reflect the steadily growing

2 spot for adult males in the market, but
he's had a difficult time carving into
Barnard's overall dominance.
"Bernard is aHoward Stern who grew
up in north Minneapolis," Pounds said.

Now available for Radio Stations

"Entertainment

Stations

"Encore"

Two minutes daily
Monday - Friday • CD Format • Barter

Call David West
201-385-6566
Another Fine Radio Program
from Dick Brescia Associates

e-mail: DBASYNDIGATORS' ,PRODIGY.NET
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1998 Est.
Station Revenue
in Smil

Format

Spring
1998
12+

19.5

FullService

11.8

KQRS-FM

ABC Radio

22.5

Clsc Rock

11.2

KEEY-FM

Chancellor Media

9.0

KDWB-FM

Chancellor Media

10.0

CHR

8.0

WLTE(FM)

Infinity

10.5

Soft AC

5.9

KSTP(AM)

Hubbard

5.5

Talk

5.3

KQQL(FM)

Chancellor Media

8.0

Oldies

5.2

KSTP-FM

Hubbard

AC

5.1

KTCZ-FM

Chancellor Media

7.0

AAA

3.8

WRQC(FM)

Chancellor Media

4.3

Rock

3.5

Rock

3.5

11.9

Country

8.1

ABC Radio

5.0

KMJZ(FM)

Infinity

4.0

Alternative

3.1

KFAN(AM)

Chancellor Media

4.0

Sports/Talk

2.2

KZNR FM

ABC Radio

1.2

Alternative

1.5

KLBB(AM)

Cargill

1.5

Nostalgia

1.4

KZNZ(FM)

ABC Radio

0.7

Alternative

1.0

WIXK-FM

Smith

NA

Country

0.8

KZNT-FM

ABC Radio

NA

Alternative

0.6
0.5

KSGS(AM)

Infinity

0.5

Urban/Olds

KXBR(AM)

Chancellor Media

NA

Country

0.5

WEZU(AM)

Smith

NA

MOR/Nostalg

0.5

KLCI-FM

HomeNet

NA

Country

0.3

NA

Nostalgia

0.1

WLOL(AM)

(including commercial)

Owner

Infinity

WCCO(AM)

KXXR(FM)

Tonight"

Tim Johnson is a Minneapolis-based
free-lance writer Reach him c/a RW.

Minneapolis - St. Paul
Radio Market Overview

Rock 100.3 WRQC hosted The Smashing Pumpkins' free outdoor show.
anymore," said Kalman.
Amy Waggonner, general manager and
president at ABC-owned cluster radio
stations KQRS-FM, KXXR(FM) and
KZNR(FM) said. "Rock and roll is huge

Radio has benefited from the Twin Cities
labor shortage. With one of the persistently
lowest unemployment rates in the nation,
employers have turned to radio advertising
to find workers.
The Twin Cities are also laden with
solid Fortune 500 companies such as 3M
and Honeywell, and it prides itself on
healthy arts and pro sports communities.
According to Duncan's, radio accounted for 18.6 percent of total media billings
in 1997, while TV and newspapers dominated with 38.3 percent and 37.7 percent,
respectively.

Cargill

Stations are ranked in order of Arbitron Spring '98
12+ share. Copyright 1998 The Arbitron Company.
May not be quoted or reproduced without the prior
written permission of Arbitron. Other information
provided by RIA Research through its MasterAccess
Radio Analyzer Database software.

Studio Sessions
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Mies Sound Better in the ' Valley'
Ed LaComb
This is a review dedicated to all of
those pieces of equipment that play a
background or ancillary role in the production studio.
These days, usually the fancy digital
editors and automated consoles create the
sparkle in aproducer's eye. But let us not
forget the basic gear that delivers day- in
and day-out, stuffed away in some rack
in the equipment room. This is the stuff
that makes apassable announcer sound

discovered that these mies can deliver
defeatable de-essing option for normal or
some ferocious pops with little or no
heavy reduction and agate/expander seceffort on the part of the voice talent. Even
tion which does a great job of cutting
on conservative compression settings, the
background noise.
401 does a great job of reducing the
Of course, there are also LED VU
effect of abig, fat pop.
indicators and the final output section.
You would not use the take in acritical
Overall, this is asolid package on which
recording session, but for general-puryou do not have to turn the dials very far to
pose radio, it is nice to have this on your
hear anoticeable change, whether dialing in
side.
Another thing Ilike about the 401 is
its simplicity. In asingle rackspace unit,
the Valley Audio 401 provides a nice -

Page 50
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some compression or altering the EQ. It is
just what radio needs.
Around the back
Ihe back panel has some great features too, not the least of which are separate external circuit and chassis grounding post connectors that protect the
signal ground from other gear that share
your rack ( hence your rack rails).
The 401 also has aseparate, dedicated
mie preamp output, plus an insert loop
See VALLEY, page 51

Compression: Is It
Necessary, Helpful?
Mel Lambert

Galaxy Valley 401 Microphone Processor
good and apro voice talent sound like the
voice of the Almighty.
This is the world of the mic processor.
Some of the best voice talent in the
country will tell you their philosophies
regarding the microphones that make
them sound their best, with little or no
notice paid to the audio processing
chain that was designed to complement
that microphone.

Kioet

Get
Down
With
Voyetra
eJay

sounding, balanced, transformerless preamp with plenty of headroom for everything from a low- output ribbon to
high-output condensers. Many consoles
do not provide ahigh enough quality preamp to handle some of today's best mies.
Noise often gets a free ride along with
your signal, especially with condenser
mies.
The Valley 401 provides you with a
preamp capable of 40 dB of adjustable
Good things from the Valley
range and aclipping LED to show overIn the next few paragraphs. Iwill talk
load. You also get a48 V phantom power
about one of those unsung heroes in the
source for your condenser mies and an
audio world: the Valley Audio 401
EQ section with response curves
Microphone Processor from the folks at
designed to improve the sonic perforGalaxy Valley Audio.
mance of the human voice. In short, you
Ihave a lengthy list of things that I will notice agreat improvement in fullreally like about this box. First out of the
ness, punch and brightness without added
gate is the ability of the 401 to "tame" a noise.
condenser mie.
The compressor section is nice and
Idon't know about you, but if you
punchy, and does not sound as if it is
have ever used a Neumann U87 or an
sucking the talent out of the chair when
Audio Technica AT4033, you may have
they pause for a breath. There also is a

Along with improved audio quality
and enhanced production techniques,
digital has brought its own set of technical problems.
The most obvious problem is that
digitized signals
require sizable storage space and data
capacity. The solutions are obvious:
Use one of the various digital audio
data compression
schemes currently
available to dramatically reduce the
number of bytes
required to store or
carry PCM audio
from one location
to another.
But that is just
the beginning of
the story, as an
increasing number
How do you
of users are discovering. Different types of data compression used in DAWs, playback
systems and STLs affect the audio
signal in different ways. Multiple
applications of the same type/brand
of compression produce audible

results, dependent upon the type of
data being stored or carried along the
data highway. And, even more vexing, different types of compression
schemes utilized one after the other,
in a predictable and/or random
sequence, can produce results that are

fit more data on the disk drive?
far from pleasant.
Of course, digital audio data compression, per se, is not the culprit.
Perceptual coders are extremely useful
for enhancing the record capacity of
See COMPRESS, page 55

Trash your carts, burn CDs
Give all your production material the
performance and reliability that only
comes from CDs. CDs are the new
standard in audio — compact, easy to
use and efficient.
CD Architect is the professional mastering software that's accessible to
untrained users. It verifies Red Book

Circle ( 101) On Reader Service Card

standard audio before burning, fully
supports PQ code editing, and lets
you prepare the material in its own
editor with multi- level undo.
From Sonic Foundry, the leader in
Windows- based digital audio. Visit
vvwvv.sonicfoundry.com or call us a:
800- 57- SONIC for more information.

•PRODUCT

GUIDE•

Products for Radio Production
Mail info and photos to:

RVV Product Guide, P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Big Fish Sample Catalog
ICS High-Volume CD
Duplicator
Intelligent Computer Solutions
(ICS) has the CD MASSter Infinity
CD- R duplication system, atabletop
device suitable
for syndicated
radio program
providers
and
advertising houses needing to create large volumes
of CDs.
A robotic pickand-place mechanism loads blank
CD-R media into
one
of
four
Matsushita 4xspeed CD drives
mounted inside the
cabinet.
Each
recorder can duplicate a 74- minute
CD in 18 minutes
or less. The robotic mechanism then
unloads completed media onto aspindle. Rejected or imperfect discs are
moved to aseparately fixed spindle.
Original content is stored on an

internal 4 GB hard disk. An intuitive
touchpad control surface programs the
CD MASSter Infinity for unattended
"lights-out" operation. All formats are
supported by the device.
The CD MASSter Infinity is avail-

Telect Patch Panels

able now for $ 10,995.
For information, contact ICS in
California at (818) 998-3190 or circle
Reader Service 56.

Tay
seriErreini0
REALLY
The complete multitrack
recording studio for Windows'?"

Big Fish Audio of Sun Valley, Calif..
released its Fall/Winter 1998 catalog of
sample CDs and sound-effects libraries.
Many products in the Big Fish catalog are
for sample-based music creation and audio
production. CD collections include drum
and music loops for creating the underpinnings of Hip Hop and Dance music beds,
synthesizer patterns and vocal effects.
Other CDs in the Big Fish inventory
include Asian and Mediterranean instruments, cathedral organs and vocal samples. Big Fish is also a distributor of
sound- effect collections from Sound
Ideas, including the Warner Brothers and
Hanna- Barbera cartoon libraries.
Catalogs and discs can be ordered via the
company's Web site www.bigfishaudio.com
For information, contact Big Fish
Audio in California at (818) 768-6115 or
circle Reader Service 186

bi

COOL I

The easiest way to:

Telect A/V Signal Management has a
line of audio patch panels offering analog
and digital performance at the same price.
Telect
an Umbilical Cable

available, appropriate to the needs of
the studio.
Panels come 2x24 or 2x48, with normals strapped, normals out or configured for half-normalled operation.
Harnesses between units feature

Harness that lets you place the front
and rear of the patch panel on top of
each other or in different locations to
gain easy access to both sides of the
unit. The panels can be ordered for
either conventional quarter-inch patch
cords or Bantam- style plugs. Punchdown or pluggable connectors are

Category 5cable with twisted pairs and
overall cable shielding.
Prices for the Telect patch panels
range from $755 to $ 1,625. depending
on features and configuration.
For information, contact Telect in
Washington state at (509) 926-6000 or
circle Reader Service 134.

Tascam introduced the CD-RW5000
Compact Disc Recorder, a $ 1,299
standalone recorder for studio use.
The recorder supports all currently

The Sync Start feature of the CDRW5000 allows the device to enter
Record Pause mode and wait for an
incoming Start ID from an external
audio source. Internal sample rate conversion automatically translates a48

available forms of CD media. A number of competing standalone units
require the use of CD- R-DA
(Recordable Digital Audio) or CDRW-DA ( Rewritable Digital Audio)
formatted media and do not support
the CD-R or CD-RW formats. The cost
of digital audio media is higher than
CD- R or CD-RW, due to consumer
marketing licensing.

kHz DAT to standard 44.1 kHz CD
sample rate. Front panel controls are as
simple to use as those found on aDAT
or cassette machine.
Details of the CD-RW5000 are
available at the Tascam Web site
www.tascam.com
For information, contact the company in California at (213) 726-0303 or
circle Reader Service 31.

Tascam CD Recorder

• Record and build spots,
news, and clips
• Add music and sound fix
• Stretch or caidense

'Cool Edit Pro has been
the dream come true
that we have wanted for
decades: a low cost
production studio software packaAm that has
the power of any hardware studio we have
worked in.
Our mornin«
shows across North
America now have the
capability of doinJi all
their show preparation
in their home studios
with Cool Edit Pro.
It
is nor just a new pro-,,-am, it's a revoluti
that has chaned t
way radio is done.
- Bob Mamilton,
Radio Star

*kW,

td,

Ne -

'It's difficult te anywhere in Cool Ed
Pro and not hear
self whisrerimq
,
ST. ...!this is

Check out our downloadable demo •:

http:/,

ww.syntr,

S'1 -11,041,h11

um.com
PO Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082-2255 USA
cepro@syntrillium.com
+1-602-941-4327
+1-602-941-8170 (fax)
1-888-941-7100 (uSic Ccwiada toll-tree

See PRODUCT GUIDE, page 47
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PRODUCT GUIDE, continued from page 46

EMU-Ensoniq PARIS Version 1.8
The PARIS hard disk recorder/editor
from EMU-Ensoniq is now available in
version 1.8. The new software provides
redesigned screen graphics, compatibility
with third- party plug- ins and multiplecard support.
PARIS is now compatible with DirectX and VST plug- ins for the PC platform
and all VST plug- ins for the Mac.
Processing programs such as reverb, EQ
and numerous specialty effects can merge
seamlessly into the PARIS environment.
Support for multiple soundcards or
single cards capable of multiple-channel
I/0 now enable the PARIS system to
record and play back up to 32 channels of
16- or 24-bit audio simultaneously.
Improvements to the graphics now
include color- coded knobs for easier
identification, and two insert effects
sections: one for native Ensoniq EDSbased plug- ins and the second for
Direct- X and VST plug- ins running on
the host computer.
For information, contact EMUEnsoniq in California at (831) 438-1921
or circle Reader Service 4.

Radio World

PRODUCT GUIDE
is a single-channel unit with selectable
Attack, Release, Threshold and Ratio controls. Inputs and outputs are on XLR connectors or Euroblock screw plugs.
Frequency response is to 60 kHz.
The 303 Interface Amplifier is a bidirectional IHF-to-balanced level converter for interfacing consumer equipment to +4 dBu studio components. The
305 Distribution Amplifier is a onein/four-out DA with less than .009 percent THD+Noise figures.
Finally, the 307 Dual Isolation
Transformer is a passive isolation box
with ground- lift switches and frequency
response to 100 kHz.
All 300 Series products are half rackwidth units, allowing two to sit side by
side in asingle rack space. List prices for
the 303. 305 and 307 is $ 199. with the
301 Comp/Limiter listed at $249.

For information, contact Symetrix in
Washington state at (425) 787-3222 or
circle Reader Service 108.

BTSG Cart Machine and
Automation Programs
Broadcast Technical Services Group
(BTSG) has the SpotMax digital cart
machine emulator for Windows 95.
The SpotMax places nine " cart
machines" on atypical PC monitor. Each
player can be triggered individually or
can be set to play in a back-to-back
sequence. A pull- down window with
scroll bar highlights available audio cuts.
A built-in audio recorder and digital editor are included in the $ 149.95 price tag.
BTSG also has the ClipMax instant
access clip and effects player, a $99.95

Galaxy-Valley Audio of Kansas introduced the Core PA5X140 miniature monitor and PA speaker, a I3-pound self-contained amplifier and speaker capable of
146 W at 4ohms. •

software package that places a32-button
immediate playback device inside astock
Windows 95 PC with soundcard.
The ClipMax is capable of immediate
playback of both WAV and MPEG files.
All buttons are user- programmable, as
are the PC keyboard's function keys Fl
through F12. There is no delay when an
on- screen button is clicked for audio.
BTSG is also the manufacturer of the
AutoMax 3000 VT satellite/live assist
automation system, designed to work
with conventional Pentium computers.
The AutoMax is capable of triple- layer
overlap for voice tracking and segues.
satellite integration and program log
importing with its own Max Log Utility
system, included in the $ 1,095 price.
For information contact BTSG in
Houston at (281) 812-2384 or circle Reader
Service 136.

When you need to nail the sound
COURIER, the portable recorder from Sonifex,

is the breakthrough in portable digital audio
recording that journalists and sound recordists
have been waiting for . The Courier records to
and plays back from o PCMCIA hard- disk or
flashcard. It records standard mpeg compressed,
linear ° way, or broadcast way files. With the
use of a scrub- wheel, graphical LCD waveform
and undo actions, non-destructive editing is the
easiest in the business with the Courier . The
Courier uses standard camcorder batteries or AA
cells, and comes with a power supply/charger
that can be used in any country . It's light weight
1 . 5kg ( 31b), so it's not going to be aburden in
daily use, and has professional XLR connectors.

Galaxy Mini- PA System

é

www.independentaudio.com
(ph)207.773.2424 ( fx)207.773.2422

INDEPENDENT

AUDIO

A built-in compressor and automatic
gain control keep levels tame and prevent clipping. Controls for three- band
EQ and volume for two inputs are the
front panel. The internal amplifier drives a Galaxy five- inch speaker.
Distortion is less than . 1percent with a
4ohm load.
The black case is made of a highimpact fire-retardant styrene. A cast aluminum grille is mounted over the speaker
and entire face of the Core. Two output
connections feed asecond speaker and a
Line Out.
See the RW review of the Galaxy Far
Outlet on page 44 of the Dec. 23, 1998,
issue.
For information, contact GalaxyValley Audio in Kansas at ( 316) 2632852 or circle Reader Service 83.

Symetrix 300 Series
Components
New additions to the 300 Series
from Symetrix have been created for
broadcast production and installed
sound systems.
The 301 Low Distortion Comp/Limiter

SONIFEX
www.inde.enderitaudio.com or 43 Deerfield Rd Portland ME 04101 - 1805 207 773-2424 Fax 207 773-2422
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REVIEW

New Book Offers V/O Foundations
Alan R. Peterson
There is a mighty wide chasm
between being a radio announcer and
being avoice actor. This point is driven
home quite often in these pages, courtesy of RW columnist "Travis the V/O
Guy."
A new book, " The Art of VoiceActing," by James R. Alburger ( 1999,
Focal Press) may be what is needed to
break out of the "radio" mold and forge
ahead with a successful career in voice
acting.
Alburger knows where he is coming
from. A director, sound designer and

audio producer for 25 years, Alburger has
nine Emmy awards and a solid track
record with an NBC TV affiliate in San
Diego. The information he imparts in the
256- page "The Art of Voice- Acting" is
clear and down-to-earth, with sample
scripts and points of analysis that make
commercial copy more than simply
words on apage.
Roll your own
Many jocks Ihave known have cut
together their own " voice-over" demo
reels with spots and promos from their stations. These efforts met with little success,
as every cut sounded an-nounced with no

variation or interpretation. A "disease of
the week" TV movie promo sounded no
different from anightclub commercial.
Alburger addresses this early in the
book, on page 12. A single-voice 15-second news promo script is followed up by
an analysis of the copy. Specifically, what
is the emotional hook, what visual images
are created by the copy, what sort of read
is most effective and many other points.
Followi/ng,this exercise, Alburger
directs the 'reader's attention to the basics
of breath control, diction, relaxation and
the need to begin liking one's voice and
getting used to hearing it on tape.
Included in the book are health tips for
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keeping the voice strong and resonant, as
well as arecipe for anasal saline rinse to
keep sinuses clear.
In the chapter "Taking Care of Your
Voice," Alburger included some warm-up
phrases that just may prove how unready
someone may be for this chosen career:
"She stood on the steps of Burgess's
Fish Sauce Shop, inexplicably mimicking
him hiccuping and amicably welcoming
him in."
Continuing through the chapter on
Character Copy, Alburger provides
suggestions and appropriate script
material to help the reader develop
voices for animation, commercial characters and celebrity impersonations,
including a piece of commercial copy
that would be right on target if read by
Robin Leach.
Underway
—The Art of Voice- Acting" leads the
reader through the procedures of creating
ademo tape, procuring an agent, unions
and payment, and what can be expected
.
at asession.
The voice performer brought up in a

"It doesn't matter if I'm at work,
home, or my son's little league
game, Iknow our transmitters
are on the air."

Introducing the
1.9 Network Module
TCP/IP for WAN/LANs

Now Available!

Remote Facilities Management

for Transmitters
The GSC3000 is the most reliable, intelligent
remote control on the market today— it can
even call you at the baseball park.

Gentner

Perfect Communication through Technology, Service, and Education!'"
1.800.765.9320 • 1.801.975.7200 • www.gentner.com
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radio environment would be surprised to see
the notation "Don't touch any equipment"
on aDos-and-Don'ts checklist, but indeed
there it is. The actual procedure in the professional environment is to leave mie placement, EQ adjustment and machine operations to the technician. The copy stand is the
voice performer's entire domain.
Watch your wallet
A book is not an entire education,
and Alburger recommends classes and
workshops to help hone and refine a
voice actor's talents. To his credit,
Alburger warns the reader of scams
where classes and workshops charge
high rates for producing and marketing
a demo as part of the educational
process. Among the reputable classes
and workshops available, there will
always be someone out there ready to
grab your money. Alburger's warning
may save you grief.
There are numerous texts available for
budding voice talents, but Alburger's
new book, "The Art of Voice-Acting" is
effective in its treatment of interpretation
and artistry as well as its emphasis on the
business side of voice work.
Focal Press is an imprint of
Butterworth- Heinemann and can be
reached in Massachusetts at ( 781) 9042500; Web site www.bh.com/focalpress
or circle Reader Service 161.
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The Secret of Voice- Over Success
of others who have written at length on
this subject.
The following message is amerging of
One of the first people Iencountered
five e-mails Irecently received. The subwith this point of view was asuccessful
ject of all these messages was essentially
actor, who was teaching my acting class.
the same.
He pointed out that, in an audition situa"Hi Travis. I've been in the voice-over
tion, you have no control whatsoever
business for about 10 years. However, I whether you will get the part. Too much
have been quite disappointed with the
is out of your control.
way my career has been progressing. I
He said one of the most important
know I'm good.
things aperformer must do at an audiI've done some excellent work, but it
tion, is to "let go," to allow the casting
seems that there are alot of people who
director or whomever to think whatever
get a more work than Ido who aren't
they are going to think. "You can't make
nearly as good as Iam. It sounds as if
somebody like you," he said.
you work all the time, while I'm lucky if
Ieventually realized that he was right.
Ican get acouple of small jobs amonth.
Ihad seen enough auditions at my studio
Ihave an agent who is supposed to be
to know that the people who got the parts
good, but Ialmost never get any work
were simply at the right place at the right
through him/her.
time. To put it in one word, luck.
Almost all of the work Ihave gotten, I
There are two things Iwish they had
got myself. Am I doing something
taught me in school: Most of what hapwrong, or is it all just luck?"
pens to you in life will be due to pure
luck, and you do have considerable conTime journey
trol over the kinds of luck you will
Before 1entered the field of voicehave.
over, Ioperated a production recording
Ibegan to notice that the performers
facility, where quite a few voice-artists
who worked to improve their luck did
came in to record.
better than those who attempted to conIrealized early on that the amount of
trol individual situations. The successful
"talent" that avoice-over performer posperformers, knowing that success comes
sessed did not seem to affect that perfrom being in the right place at the right
former's career success as much as I
would have expected. As Istarted working as a performer, these issues became
even more important.
As Igot to know a few voice-over
people and actors myself, Inoticed the
30 hours a week,
same factors — whatever they were — at
50 weeks per year,
work. Often, lesser-talented individuals
would do quite abit better than many I
into growing a WO
knew who were very good.
Iasked myself, what is it that makes a
business.
performer successful? Is it just luck? Is it
talent? Is it something else? If it was pure
luck, why did the same people always
seem to do well? Are they just lucky?
time, manage to be at the most places at
After years of studying this, Iam now
the most times. They all put considerable
convinced that, for all performers Iknow
time and effort into improving their luck.
— actors and voice talent alike, including
Idon't mean to suggest creating some
myself — success is just that. Pure luck.
sort of metaphysical magic to improve
Now if that were the end of the story, I luck. Iam referring to good-old-fashcould just zap this piece to RW, turn off
ioned marketing.
the computer and go home. But, as you
As aperformer, you are the product.
might expect, it is not. There is a lot
Nobody is going to market you but yourmore to this subject.
self. You might be the greatest voice-over
Iam not the only person to figure out
person in the world, but if nobody knows
that luck is the determining factor in
about you, you will never get hired. The
showbiz success. There have been a lot
more time you put into marketing yourself,
Travis

You must put

the better "luck - you're going to have.
Ihave been able to reduce this whole
"success" thing in voice-over/acting to a
simple, though somewhat approximate,
formula: In order for your business to
double each year you must put 30 hours

I
ll Comprehensive analog audio anal
• True digital domain analyzer with - 140 dB residual noise
• Independent analog & digital audio generators and analyzers
• Generate and measure interface jitter
• View AES/EBU status bits
• Loudspeaker monitor for
digital & analog signals
• Internal save and recall of 30 test setups
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distributing that voice-over demo. For
others, it means attending professional
meetings and still other individuals will
benefit from on-line or telephone communication.
If you are an on-air talent, you can
probably include some of your air-shift
material. Voice-over work usually
counts, but only if it is likely to lead to
more work.
Oddly enough, voice-over or acting
classes don't count, unless the teacher or
others in the class are connected in the
industry and might lead to your getting
work. Certainly, it is important to work
on your skills, but you need to do that
for other reasons than success in the
business. Iwill cover that in a future
article.

Name dropper
1once presented my "formula" to the
acting teacher Itold you about earlier.
He responded with, " Travis, that's
ridiculous. Idon't put in anywhere near
30 hours aweek. I've just been lucky."
Iasked him what he was doing yesterday. "Certainly not marketing
myself. Iwas playing softball!" Iasked
a week, 50 weeks per year, into growing
him, "Who with?"
that business.
"Well, Tom Selleck was on the other
So, for the typical person just getting
team," he said, then went on to list a
started, that means putting 30 hours per
bunch of actors, directors and casting
week, 50 weeks per year to get that first
directors for all kinds of Hollywood
voice job. If that person does not get dismovies and TV programs.
couraged and continues to put in 30
"What about the day before?" I
hours per week, that person will probably
asked. "Well," he said, "Ihad a couple
get two gigs. The following year, four
of auditions, and then Iwent to sing
jobs, and so on.
karaoke at alocal joint."
Irealize this formula may be extreme"And who was at the karaoke place?"
ly discouraging to many people. On a Iasked. He rattled off another list of
more encouraging note, however, you
actors and directors.
find that, after seven years, this formula
We then checked through the entire
shows that our performer should be getweek, then the previous week. While he
ting 64 jobs per year, or probably enough
was out having fun, everything he did
to "give up the day job" and go into
was in some way or another improving
voice-over full-time.
his "luck" in the business.
The business will continue to grow
And that's my point. It is important
until the performer either gets too busy
to find ways to spend that 30 hours in
working or gets too lazy to put in the 30
some way that is enjoyable, because if
hours per week. If the "marketing time"
you don't enjoy it, you won't continue
is reduced to less than 15 hours per week,
to do it.
the business will start to decline.
If you look for success in voiceNaturally, your mileage will vary.
overs, it is important to find enjoyable
activities that will improve your "luck"
Filling 30 hours
in the voice-over business. And to
Now consider what activities to
spend those 30 hours per week doing
include for those 30 hours. It depends on
them.
who you are.
33
One of the first things you will need to
"Travis the VIO Guy" is a veteran
do is to determine what works for you.
voice-over artist
writing from
Everyone is different, with different
California. Send e-mail to ttravis@
marketing skills. For some, it means
pacbell.net

True Dual Domain Audio Test
at an Attractive Price Point

• Digital interface analyzer
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Voyetra Makes PC Into
A Hip Hop Machine
Alan R. Peterson
Igot apretty neat toy for Christmas
last month: the Hip Hop eJay, developed by PXD Musicsoft and distributed domestically by Voyetra Turtle
Beach. This is amultitrack music loop
creator somewhat along the lines of
the Sonic Foundry " Acid" series, but
is available for about $40 list, or closer to $ 30 on the street.
Hip Hop eJay lets anyone create hip
hop music beds by clicking and dragging

color- coded drumbeats, rhythm loops,
bass slaps, vocals, effects and more into
an eight-track multitrack window. Instant
production beds and background textures
can be created in moments with little
more than your ears and amouse.
At 30 bucks, Iexpected afew omissions, and Iwas right. Hip Hop eJay
lacks the ability to stretch and transpose a
sample up or down in pitch without altering the -tempo of a loop the way Acid
does. But the Hip Hop eJay also gave me
plenty to play with for my $30.
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The CD-ROM comes with more than
1,000 samples, as well as acute virtual
turntable interface that allows the
"scratching" of an audio element with the
mouse. The turntables bear a resemblance to the deejay favorite Technics
SL1200MKII unit.
The Hip Hop eJay is one of three sample- based products created by PXD
Musicsoft. For the moment, only the Hip
Hop version is available from Voyetra
Turtle Beach, but there are demos of the
other two on the CD-ROM.
The Hip Hop eJay takes advantage of
Microsoft DirectSound, where multiple
sound files can be played back simultaneously under Windows. The program
requires aminimum Pentium 66 with 16
MB RAM and DirectX to function. Iran
the program on a333 MHz Pentium II.
For anybody used to programs such as
SAW or Cool Edit, Hip Hop day works
in asimilar fashion. Open aFile Fecr,
click on aWAV file and drag it into the
multitrack window. Hip Hop eJay automatically snaps each to the downbeat of
each measure (the timeline shown at the
top of the multitrack window).
The File Folders are labeled on-screen
with the names of each instrument. Click
the drum button, up come the drums. For
voices, click that particular button and a
scrollable window shows what vocal
events are in the queue.
Put it anywhere
You are not limited to where you may
place an event. For example, nothing in
the program says the drums must only
reside in Track I. For that matter, it is
possible to drag ashorter unrelated event
on top of alonger one. Hip Hop eJay will
play the longer one until it encounters the
shorter one and play that file.
The first evening Iused it, Ihad the
program open for five hours and had alot
of fun with it. The massive amount of
samples offered lots of variation within
the genre. The ability to drop a specific
audio event anywhere within the overall
composition permitted me to insert
stingers and ancillary drumbeats on
anticipated copy points.
The final mix can be exported to asingle WAV file, or can be recorded off-line
by plugging aDAT or MD recorder into
the soundcard on the PC.
Voyetra Turtle Beach is marketing this
product to consumers and computer users
to create modern hip hop beds, primarily
for fun or Web-posting. However, there
are definite production uses for the day.
When you think about it, the virtual
turntables are little more than adigital
scrubber. You find this feature in highSee HIPHOP, page 51
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HIPHOP, continued from page 50

products such as the Orban Audicy
and the 360 Systems Short/Cut, and also in
budget editors such as Fast EDdit from
Minnetonka Software. Having ascrubber
— even arudimentary one — in a $30 program is abargain.
While scratching with a mouse is an
unpredictable process at best, it is an easy
skill to pick up. And anine-dollar mouse is
cheaper to replace than blunt styli and torn
vinyl.
You may use your favorite WAV editor
or the built-in recorder to record and trim
your own files to use in Hip Hop eJay.
Drum sets can be made of bits from soundend
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busy to navigate through easy, although
there was one feature Iespecially liked in
the Rave version: the Hyper Generator.
This is amini-sequencer tied together
with sliders for low-pass filtering, echo and
distortion. There are asmall keyboard and a
series of holes resembling apianoroll on the
screen. Click the holes to fill in amusical
pattern, work the modifiers, and you have a
new sound to drop into your composition.
Again, for $30, you may believe there
will be some limitations to Hip Hop eJay.
You are basically locked into compositions in G Minor at 96 beats per minute
(bpm) when using the included samples.
Whereas the more expensive Sonic

gram's Quit command. This is too easy a
key to hit in the heat of battle.
Hip Hop eJay has no Windows Menu
bar, ergo no pull-down Exit commands. I
would feel safer if the program used the
less-common Alt-FX or Alt-F4 commands
as found in DOS and Windows to exit.
Finally, the startup for Hip Hop eJay is a
lengthy procedure that includes avideo
presentation/beauty shot of the program
every time it is launched. Ihit the Escape
key and it jumps right to the program.
For $30, Ihave alot to say about Hip
Hop eJay that is good. After all, most production folks Iknow drop more than that
per week for lunch.
The program is fun, it is versatile and
creates useable compositions that can be
used alone or as the skeletal framework for
more elaborate pieces. The samples found
on the CD make it worth the price; dedicated sample discs cost $99 elsewhere. If you
have some existing sample CDs clocked at
96 bpm, you may still use them in Hip Hop

eJay for even more creative play.
Should PXD and Voyetra Turtle Beach
decide to release the Rave and Dance versions of eJay, Ihope they address the
graphics issue; the visuals in both programs are too game-like and distracting to
sit in front of for very long.
Hip Hop eJay is anew product and is
likely to be found in acomputer retailer or
amusic store near you right now. A demo
can be downloaded from the Voyetra
Turtle Beach Web site, but the demo is 25
MB in size and may take up to two hours
to download.
If you have 30 bucks burning ahole in
your pocket, pick up Hip Hop eJay. It
will make you smile and make everyone
around you at the station think you are
down wid it.
For information contact Voyetra Turtle
Beach in New York at ( 914) 966-0600;
visit the Web site www.voyetra.com or
circle Reader Service 211.

Processing Vocals
With Valley 401 Unit
VALLEY, continued from page 45

The turntables let you scratch an effect against the finished piece.

4

effect CDs and vocals replaced by historic
Foundry Acid program can independently
actualities or TV sound bites. There are a transpose and stretch samples in pitch and
couple of technical caveats Iwill explain
tempo, Hip Hop eJay slides both together,
in afew moments.
much like the pitch control found on
Do not use Hip Hop eJay as your only
turntables. If you intend to create your own
production multitrack recorder. Its tendensamples to use in Hip Hop eJay, you must
cy to snap audio events to marked time refedit and trim them to work within 96 bpm.
erences and its limited pan abilities ( hard
The CD-ROM must remain in the
left, hard right and two- channel mono)
drive to run the program. This can be a
negates any such use. But then again, you
pain when switching between other audio
already have aDAW for that, right?
programs demanding the drive for instrucDig into the CD-ROM and you will
tions or as part of each one's copy protecreveal two demo programs, Rave eJay and
tion scheme.
Dance eJay. Both have small sample
Iwas glad to find the accepted convenlibraries and time limits on use. Ifound the
tion of "Spacebar = Stop/Start" used here.
graphics on both very distracting and too
but noted the Escape key activated the pro-

Omnia.

input and output patch points on balanced quarter- inch TRS connectors
that allow you to connect other outboard boxes to the 401. Inputs and outputs are all balanced XLR connections.
The output can be switched between
low-impedance, high-level +4 dB and
mic level -50 dB. This is ahandy feature if you run out of mic input channels on your mixer and need to latch
onto aline-level input.
One thing Iwish was different is the
choice of frequencies the three- band
EQ section addresses. To my ear, Ilike
the midrange section to play around in
the upper- 3-kHz- to- low-4-kHz range.
That frequency really pops out on the
air. Instead, the Valley 401 tweaks the
mids in the 2kHz range, ± 15 dB. It's a
subjective call, but it's my two cents.
Ido like the tag- team performance
of the compressor/expander sections.
Even when set aggressively, the noise

gate releases slowly enough to hear the
whole word without up-cutting.
The de-esser section has two modes.
Normal, for mild problems, is typically
where Ileft it set. In the Normal mode,
sibilance is addressed from 8 kHz and
above. For abnormal situations, the
Valley 401 offers aheavier de-ess mode
to handle sibilance from 4 kHz and up.
Crank the compression and you will not
notice much de-essing going on.
Even if mic processors are not the
first things that catch your eye in the
studio, there is no question that they
catch your ear. In the battle for listener
attention, the Valley 401 mic processor
is aformidable weapon.
IIII III
For information contact Galaxy
Valley Audio in Kansas at (316) 2632852 or circle Reader Service 185.
Ed LaComb runs his own voice-over
and imaging business in Syracuse, N.Y.
He can be reached at edlacomb@aol.com

The promise of digital... delivered.

The all-digital Omnia fm processor from Cutting Edge delivers all the clarity and precision of digital, with the fullness and depth of analog
And loudness that blows the suits right out of their.. well, suits. Demo the Omnia in your station for 30 days*
makes your station sound better than ever. If not, you have a money-back guarantee from Cutting Edge

CUTTINGEDGE

Demo requests must be submitted as a purchase order.
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We think everyone will agree that the Omnia

Call Jack Conners at 1-800-999-9281 to arrange
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Shown with
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optional Rack Mount

the automated monitoring,
reporting

and

functions you need to keep

The CircuitWerkes DR- 10 Dial- up controller

your site(s) operational and

is perfect for studio & automation control.

legal

Our

practical

systems

are

they are sized for

every type of operation from
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facilities,

with

operational

set-up

software

and
that

even casual computer users
can understand

Call us today
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control

for more information!
Toll Free : 1.877.327.4832
( 609) 653.1065

Elimin
ate nce.
'no
Eliminate Out- of-Band
Interference at your
C-Band Receive Antenna

• 10 dry relay contacts out (2are DPDT for switching bal. audio, etc.).
-• Auto-answers on setable hng # and auto-disconnects with telco CPC.
•
Each relay can be assigned to any tone & can be set to function as
momentary, latching closure with distinct on/off codes, or interlocked
latching with other relays. Any relay can be asigned to any tone(s).
.•• Up to 8digit user set password prevents pirating.
• Each relay is programmable to close at beginning or end' of tone and
can beep when activated. End of tone closures are after the beep!
• Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing for remotes, etc.
-• 4Status inputs beep when quehed, dial 4numbers & control relays.
•
• Asimple, built-in audio hybrid , with active, balanced input & outputs,
lets you control your equipment while monitohng local audio sources.
• All audio & control connections via easy to use screw terminals.
• Retains its settings & prior state after apower failure.
.• Silencer option removes DTMF tones from output.
▪ List phce only $449.00. Compare our features & price to anyone else!
The DR- 10 can do alot more than space allows us to print. For complete into &
downloadable manuals, check out our web site • http://www.circuitwerkes.corn/
•
end of lone closures function in momentary mode only

The model 7892 bandpass
filter suppresses interference
caused by radar systems.
For more information on
interference filters for C &
Ku- Band request our catalog
TVRO Vol. 1No. 4.
Toll Free: 800-448-1666
(315) 438-4700
Toll Free Fax: 888-411-8860

Photo of 7892% mounted
between antenna feed and
LNA's ( both Vertical and
Horizontal Polarization).

CircuitWerkes - (
352) 335-6555 / Fax 380-0230
3716 Southwest 3u1 Place, Gainesville, FL 32607

MZ

Microwave Filter Company, Inc.
6743 Kane Street
East Syracuse, NY 13057
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Broadcast Furniture
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START UPS
TURNAROUNDS
$100,000
$1,560,000

TEL: 610-640-1229
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BOSTON FINANCIAL & EQ UITY CORP.
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32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

web: www.studiotechnology.com
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Exciters/Transmitters
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email: sales@studiotechnology.com

LOW COST FM TRANSMITTERS
& POWER AMPLIFIERS

Power Amplifiers
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300W
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1000W

CALL 888-411-5174
FOR DETAILS

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE, SAN JOSE, CA 95124. 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951
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tubes since 1940
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Even More Gourmet Tape Tips
When Irreplaceable Recordings Are on the Line,
Think Twice Before Putting That Tape in the Oven
Al Quaglieri
In October 1998, RW printed an article from jingle producer Ken R. describing how he saved a classic jingle tape
from degradation by baking the reel at a
controlled temperature (" Tape Baking
Tips for Production Gourmet," Oct. 14).
In the interest of preserving great and
irreplaceable recordings, music reissue
producer Al Quaglieri sent the following.
Iproduce reissue CDs for Sony Music
and must deal with the sticky-tape problem every day.
Iwould like to offer some additional
points to Ken's timely advice.
Even if you can get a vintage tape to
play and all appears well, start by playing
either ablank or unimportant segment of
the reel for afull minute.
Stop the tape and swab your heads and
rollers. If they come back black or
brown, hake the tape.

Damage on an unimportant part of the
tape means nothing is lost. But whatever
high frequencies that tape once held in an
irreplaceable passage of audio will end
up stuck to your heads, irretrievably lost.
The stickiness is both achemical breakdown of the tape binder and the presence
of moisture. Baking in aconventional oven
stabilizes the binder, but does not go far
enough in removing the moisture.
The best appliance for that is a consumer- model air-convection oven such as
the Farberware.
This costs only acouple of hundred
bucks and is well worth the investment- if
you deal with old tapes on a regular
basis.
Watch the temperature
Temperature regulation on home
ovens and convection ovens is not as
accurate as it should be. Buy a meat or
photographic thermometer, keep it visible, and adjust the temperature accord-

ingly. You do not want to bake the tapes
above 130 degrees F.
Although eight hours has become the
de facto standard baking time, reels with
less severe problems often play quite
well after four, five or even one hour of
baking time. The less time atape has to

32 kHz
44.1 kHz
24/96

amount of platter capacity consumed by
one minute of linear ( uncompressed)

3.2 GB

4.5 GB

6.4 GB

8.6 GB

6.9 hrs.

9.7 hrs.

13 hrs.

18.6 hrs

22 hrs.

27.5 hrs.

39.5 hrs.

5 hrs.

7 hrs.

10 hrs.

13.5 hrs

16 hrs.

18.6 hrs.

28.6 hrs.

1.5 hrs.

2.2 hrs.

3 hrs.

4.2 hrs

4.9 hrs.

6.1 hrs.

8.7 hrs.

standard? Hope you have alot of hard
drive space.
The storage requirements for 24/96
are 4.5 times greater than the 16-bit, 32
kHz sample rate generally used for
radio production and about 3.26 times
greater than 16-bit/44.1 kHz. A I6-bit,
32 kHz stereo recording normally occupies 7.68 MB of drive space. The

P

10.2 GB

12.7 GB

18.2 GB

stereo audio in the new 24/96 format Is
asurprising 34.56 MB!
Put another way, acommon 3.2 GB
computer hard drive — normally
enough for seven hours of 32 kHz
stereo audio — is now only large
enough for roughly 90 minutes of 24/96
audio.
According to Bob Lentini, president

rmelce By Design

problems. Actually. the problem tape began
production around 1971, and — here is the
scary part — is still being produced.
Observations
This means that brand-new reel of
your favorite formulation will likely
break down into a sticky mess in due
time. Inow routinely have to bake tapes
made anytime in the 1980s and have
heard of tapes made just three years ago

The problem tape began
production around 1971, and the scary
part is that it is still being produced.

spend in the oven the better.
Tapes can be baked more than once: I
have played reels baked four or five
times. However, after each play they lose
a little more HF information and along
with it some perceived "snap" and audio
presence. Archiving after the first baking
is agood idea.
Ken R. stated that the tape formulation
was changed in the mid-I970s, and implies
that only tapes of that vintage will pose

24/96 Standard Means Bigger Drives
Giving some thought to doing production under the new 24-bit, 96 kl-1/
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ol Innovative Quality Software —
makers of the SAW line of digital
workstation programs — the math
behind 24/96 is not deep, but it does
wake you up.
"There are three bytes per sample,"
he said, " times two for stereo, then
times 96,000 samples per second, then
times 60 seconds for the minute." The
latest IQS product, SAWPro, is capable
of 24/96 recording and editing.
Shown here is a table of popular
drive capacities and the approximate
amount of time available on each,
based on sample rate. Refer to this table
for storage requirements if you decide
to investigate 24/96 in your studio.
—Alan R. Peterson

needing similar treatment. This is aserious problem.
Tape stickiness and shedding often are
brand- related. Nearly all Ampex reels
from 1971 onward need some sort of
treatment. Scotch is much less problematic, BASF is 50-50 and Agfa is the most
stable. This is a fact-based observation
and should not be construed as endorsement of any brand by either Sony or me.
Redo splices
Contrary to Ken's experience regarding splices, Isay be prepared to replace
all the splices in abaked reel. The baking
process tends to dry them up as well.
Play it safe.
Iwould not recommend re-archiving to
DAT. which is as yet unproved as alongterm storage media. Ihave two-year-old
DATs that will no longer play. CD writers
are so cheap now, Iwould go that route.
As time marches on. Ibegin to find
reels that are no longer cured by baking
— most recently, the single master for
Wild Cherry's "Play That Funky Music."
This is an ominous sign and bodes ill for
an entire generation of tapes.
If you have jingles. airchecks or programs from the ' 70s or ' 80s sitting in
your closet, save them now if you ever
plan on listening to them again.
is
Al Quaglieri is a reissue producer.
Reach him via e-mail to alcue@albany.net
RW welcomes other points of view

MANUFACTURER
OF RF COAXIAL LOAD RESISTORS.
DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

ALTRONIC RESEARCH INC.
P.O. Box 249 • Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax: 870-449-6000
E - mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site:http:i,www.altronic.com
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CDA-1
Composite Distribution Amplifier
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Shively Antennas Deliver
Coverage!
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This 1in, 3out distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.

•Superior Engineering
•Multistation Solutions

AblIOLIfle

•Filters & Combiners
•Translators

• DC -100 kHz frequency response

•Reliable Pattern Studies

• 90 dB signal/noise ratio

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment
Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR toldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

because

Frequency agile.
Digital display.
Easy Installation.
Modular construction.

Fax

it pays to be heard!

• Individual 20- turn output trimmers
• 13
/
4" rack mount enclosure

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: ( 207)647-3327

FAX: ( 207) 647-8273

1•888-SHIVELY
e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com

1-800-986-9700
www.svpa.com e-mail: sales(Msvpa.com

• + 6 dB to - 20 dB gain range

1-408-986-143B

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA
Please circle our bingo numberfor adata sheet and adealer list.

-An Employee-Owned Company -
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WATTCHMAN®
TRANSMITTER
PROTECTION SYSTEMS

Designed for
Broadcasting!
MINI- MIX BA

-

QUALITY ANTENNAS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

WATTCHNIAPI protects your transmitter and
transmission line system. A permanent 19" rack installation used with any dual socket line section 7/8" through 6
1
/
8"and elements ( additional) to monitor CW, TV, and FM
power. Model 81070 features two easily read meters to
monitor both forward and reflected power. Abnormal
conditions quickly cause transmitter shut down.
TERMINATING LIQUID/MR LOADS
(84000/85000 series) available to cover CW
gib
power ranges of up to 10,000 Watts over a
frequency range of DC to 2.4 Ghz. All models are
available with optional thermal overload switches to
interface with the user's interlock or warning circuit.

» Power Levels from 500W to 50 kW
» Multi Station Antennas
» Circular or Vertical Polarization
» Directional Antennas

'12
Web Site http: otrin.vw.coardaLcom
Email: coaxtal@apk.net

psiba@surfshop.net
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SS 124
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo
inputs and 4stereo outputs.

Telephone Audio Interface

Simply connect lnline Patch between your
telephone and the wall jack. You will get
separate control over your voice and the
caller's voice. A great little hybrid!
List Price
$270.00

JK

one stereo output or vice-versa.

SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8stereo inputs,
2stereo plus 2mono outputs.

Auct....

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers
offer excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial
remote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessories.

•

8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8stereo inputs, 2
stereo and 2mono outputs

WPM

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6stereo inputs and
one stereo output, or vice-versa.
SS 2.1/BNC
Passive switching/routing with 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU outputs, or vice-versa.
3X2B
Active crosspoint switcher with 3stereo inputs and
2stereo outputs.

•* :
ii:

Audio

800-JK Audio ( 815) 786-2929
800-552-8346

10X1
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and

( 972) 424-8585

READER SERVICE NO. 98

READER SERVICE NO. 20

NO. 99

Your New Interview Tool

INLINE PATCH

1500 Capital Avenue

Plano Texas 75074-8118
1-800-327-6901
FAX ( 972) 423-6334
info@autogramcorp.com

"oil Free 1-800 COAXIAL (262 9425)

814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
Email:

CIIC)R.3PitC)X:t.A.°X• X C1,1•7

leveland, Ohio 44135 (216) 267-2233

719 Pensacola Road

2Stereo Outputs
1Mono Output

A111110DGRAM

5210 Industrial Parkway

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA

12 Stereo Inputs
2Dedicated Mikes

Service 8i Affordable Quality for Over 28 Years

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.

$2499
List

Be
R
romao
dt
c
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Gear

www.jkaudio.com

Fax: ( 815) 786-8502

READER SERVICE NO. 19

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs
to split outputs.

Check out our web site for
product information, list pricing
and alist of distributors!

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs
to one stereo output or vice-versa,

BROADCAST
Internet www.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti@ broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

READER SERVICE NO. 100
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Compression and When to Use It
COMPRESS, continued from page 45

hard drives and optical media, accelerating
the transfer rates of such devices, or for
improving the data capacity of asatellite or
terrestrial link.
Available algorithms from APT,
Dolby, Musicam licensees and others do
agreat job of removing redundant data
from digital bit streams, through acombination of masking and related techniques.
Applied one, twice, or possibly three
times to audio material, they produce no
discernible effects. Perform the process
several more time times, maybe
between formats, and you soon realize
that something is decidedly odd.
No free lunch
It is a given that all perceptual data
compression systems are going to
degrade audio quality. There simply is no
free lunch. Some systems can produce
noticeable artifacts on previously compressed material; post-compression signal
processing, including EQ, will also alter
the signal in predictable ways.
Other factors to be considered in
broadcast-related applications include:
Encoding delay: Musicam involves an
encode delay of around 20 ms, and a
decode delay of just under 20 ms; timebased compression schemes, such as the
apt X 100 system, for example. require
3.8 ms to perform acomplete cycle;

becomes large or unpredictable. When
itself. Usefully, there exists within a
different compression schemes are used
standard AES3-format signal sufficient
during asignal's passage from source to
bits to encode a great deal of informaair, we begin to see the magnitude of
tion about the signal's source and proour problem.
duction history.
How is a broadcaster to know how
many generations of data-compression a Up to date
particular signal has suffered? Currently,
When a situation exists that such
the only way is to document carefully the
data can be updated each time it
types of compression used at each stage
encounters a recording boundary —
in its production, and hope that such
such as transfer to new media or subinformation remains with the data.
jected to a data- compression process
If the label attached to the playback
— then this information could also be
media is sufficiently large — and the
updated by aDSP chip.
engineering staff sufficiently diligent —
Also it makes sense to carry data-comthen we might be able to track the
pressed bit streams over digital interprocess.
faces, rather than implementing an adçliWhat makes more sense would be to
tional stage of decode/encode. If the
attach such information to the data
recorder is holding data-reduced audio,

why not simply connect it straight into
the hard disk?
Specific bits added to the data stream
easily can identify the encoding scheme
and compression ratio used on the
source. Such data then can be detected
at the workstation's input section, and
used to make rational decisions about
its fate.
The plunging price of hard-disk storage means we can go uncompressed for
less money than before. Compression is a
moot point.
But if you need to use compression
within your facility, apply enough to
strike acompromise between fidelity and
storage limitations, and keep depression
cycles to an absolute minimum.
Mel Lamben is international marketing director at Otan Corp. and a regular
contributor to RW.

Tascam là Bradley
Turn The DAT World
nbeme-clomu

Stereo imaging: Adaptive bit allocation offers enhanced levels of data compression, by individually processing
channels, rather than treating them as a
stereo pair, but can cause audible image
shift on twochannel signals;
Multiple generations: While lessaggressive sub- band ADPCM systems.
for example. could be used safely up for
as many as eight to 10 encode/decode
cycles, others with enhanced reduction
ratios might need to be limited to one or
two generations.
Tandem or sequential coding is a
more important factor. The overall effect
of Coding Scheme A followed by Coding
Scheme B is virtually impossible to predict. because it is highly dependent upon
amyriad of variables.
Reality sets in
Maybe we need to face an inevitable
truth. For single generation recording
and playback, the majority of new datacompression schems perform extremely
well. But in many applications, we need
to ensure that we understand the full
implications of living with multiple generations of data compression, tandem
coding and the other practical realities.
Many AM and FM stations have
installed recorders, automation systems.
STLs and other components that base
their operation on data- compression
schemes. It behooves us at least to calculate the maximum number of stages of
encode/decode data compression during
the passage from source to air. If small
and predictable, it makes sense to use
data compression — with aword of caution regarding sequential coding with different types of transform and/or
ADPCM-type compression schemes.
Many stations are going to run into
problems. however, where the number
of generations of sequential coding

IMO

DA-45HR

With The World's First 24- Bit DAT Recorder
Leave it to Tascam to expand the possibilities of what a DAT recorder can do.
Rather than merely offering conventional standards and features. Tascam gives you
a family of DATs that provides unparalleled performance and compatibility, versatile

DA- 302

interface options, and classic Tascam value. They range from the full-blown. multipleresolution DA-45HR Master DAT Recorder, the only DAT recorder to offer the ultimate in high- fidelity- 24- bit DAT recording, to entry-level recorders— like the DA20

DA- 60

MKII

DA- 30

MKII

mini which combines professional features with a surprisingly low price. The amazing
DA 302 dual- deck recorder performs simultaneous recording using both decks, and
dubs even your 24- bit recordings with ease. Take your pick: they're all bound to
change your mind about what you can expect from a DAT recorder. We offer the
entire Tascam DAT line at Bradley—call us for more information.
DA- 20 AIKII

111 BROADCAST

& PRO AUDIO

73
0444 Se)uxice Maize.4 The 3iikte•ice
13-G Grove Road. Frederick MD 21704 • Toll Free: 800-732-7665
Tel: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377
http://www.bradleybroadcast.com • E- Mail: info@bradleybroadcast.com
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compression options than did Sound
Forge 4.5, and allowed me to fit amore
relaxed 1.4 MB of data onto the floppy.
There are benefits and drawbacks to
compressing
an aircheck to afloppy. The
facts and noise, but this is not untamiliar
After editing aWAV file in either of
medium
is
a
standard — with the excepto
RealAudio
users.
This
setting
also
prothese software editors, it is possible to
tion of the Apple iMac, practically every
vided reasonable fidelity through typical
save a version in any variation of the
commercially available computer has a
small computer speakers.
RealAudio (RA) format or MP3 scheme.
floppy drive.
Similarly, the same four- minute WAV
A typical demo reel or aircheck of up to
The biggest benefit is saving money. A
was
squashed
down
to
a
784
kB,
32
kbps/16
four minutes can actually be stored on a
floppy
disk weighs and costs less than a
kHz
mono
MP3
file
in
Sound
Forge.
single 1.4 MB floppy disk. The savings
Both formats sounded as good as a cassette with soft plastic case. The disk is
in postage and packaging can be signifinot as fragile as acassette and can
cant, with better than 50 percent savhandle adegree of flexing as it travings realized in stamps alone.
els through the mail.
Further, the dimensions of afloppy
Cutting edge
disk eliminate the need for aheavy
It is not uncommon for stations —
padded envelope. A stiff cardboard
especially those programmed as cutmailer or letter-size envelope with a
ting- edge and progressive operations
cardboard stiffener is enough rein— to have PCs configured for
forcement to assure asafe arrival.
RealAudio or MP3 playback. A proA lighter package is also cheaper to
gram director or voice casting director
GO WAN GREY
mail. Using 1998 postal rates, acaswould do little more than insert aflopAIRCHECK
sette, case and padded envelope could
py and click "Open File" on the player
4:00
cost $ 1.01 to $ 1.24 in postage, while
to play back ademo in either format.
afour- minute floppy containing a
Ihave tried these methods on three
MP3
/
RealAudio
RealAudio segment runs up a55- to
computers and found the disk drive fast
Format
78-cent postal bill.
enough to stream the audio in real time
Important but of lesser concern is
or even dump the entire file directly
time.
The encoding process takes a
into RAM for playback rather than
few
minutes
depending on scheme,
Pursued
Aircheck
on
a
Disk:
Possible,
but
not
buffering shorter portions of it.
length of program material and CPU
When saving an RA file in Cool
speed. But when complete, the drag-andcassette, and there was enough room left
Edit, Ihave ascertained my optimum setdrop
dubbing process is faster than any
over
on
the
MP3
floppy
to
include
a
secting to be " RealAudio 3.0 — ISDN
cassette
process. A finished diskette can
ond
cut.
Voice-over
talents
could
include
Mono, 22,050 Mono," which can be
be produced every 30 seconds.
an alternative demo, while radio talent
found under the "Music" encoding menu.

Compression Saves Jocks Cash
Gowan

Grey

The current interest in — and debate
over — compressed audio has revealed
an interesting side benefit: It may now be
alot less expensive for voice or air talent
to go looking for that next great gig.
The popular Cool Edit audio editing
product from Syntrillium Software comes
with a RealAudio encoder, and Sound
Forge version 4.5 has abuilt-in MPEG
encoder. By applying the proper compression settings, an aircheck or demo reel can
be squeezed down to fit on aconventional
1.4 MB floppy disk, with better quality
than standard cassette demo tapes now
mailed out by prospective talents.

Save Your Issues
of Radio World in

St[e

My four-minute music sample, originally
a 15 MB mono WAV file sampled at 32
kHz, was compressed to 1.212 MB.
The recording picked up some arti-

Now there's an easy way
to organize and protect your
copies of Radio World, the
industry's best read newspaper,
keeping issues readily available
for future reference.
Designed exclusively for
Radio World, these custom-made
titled cases provide the luxury
look that makes them attractive
additions to your bookshelf. Each
case is sized to hold ayear's
issues (may vary with issue
sizes), and is made of
reinforced board covered with
durable leather-like material in
blue, with the title hot-stamped
in gold. Cases are V-notched
for easy access and free
personalization foil is included
for indexing the year.
frseedeslas,

1-$8.95

Cases
3-$24.95

could provide aproduction sampler.
A more elaborate MPEG encoder, the
AudioActive Production Studio from
lelos Systems, provided me with more

We Design
Reliability
Make your transition to 1371/ with
Systems With Reliability, Inc.
SWR products and services continue to
surpass industry standards. We offer
new systems as well as provide service
and upgrades on existing ones.
Stations all over the world depend
on SWR technology to meet broadcasters' needs.
SWR designs Reliability into
Analog or Digital for:
• UHF, VHF, and FM antennas
• Coaxial and waveguide
transmission lines
• Combiners and Filters
All SWR products are
supported with turn- key
installations and 24 hour
emergency service,
focusing on service
before, during, and
after the sale.

6-$45.95

Call Toll Free
7 days, 24 hours
1-800-825-6690
Charge Orders ( Minimum $ 15):
AmEx, Visa, MC, DC accepted.
Jesse Jones Industries,
Dept. 95RW
499 East Erie Ave.
Philadelphia, PA 19134
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Add $ 1.30 per case far poetoge & handele
Outside U.S. (Inctuding AK a HI) $ 3.50 per ease
(U.S. funds only).
PA residents add 7% sales tax

Our Priority
is Your

Satisfaction
INC
Antennas and Transmission Line Systems

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
E-Mail: dsvvrethird-wave.com
Website: www.suvr-rf.corn

Keep it simple

The single most important drawback is
that the method is too new. Nobody is
doing it, at least not yet.
The people in charge of auditioning
voice talent — whether for radio or for
voice-overs — keep the process simple in
the interest of speed. CDs and cassette
tapes are industry default standards. More
esoteric formats such as DAT, MD and
yes, even quarter- inch reel, are ignored,
discarded or left on a slush pile to go
through "someday." Compressed diskettes
are bound to suffer the same ignoble fate.
Decision- makers also want to see if
job- seekers can follow directions. If
they ask specifically for a tape and
you send an MP3 or RA file, you're
history.
Setting up acomputer to play back a
RealAudio or MP3 file can be laborintensive at best and impossible at worst
if the receiving end does not have aplayer. Machine configurations at the user
end may be such that an audition on floppy disk may stutter or fail outright.
During my early tests, the RA encoding process caused "Illegal Operation"
flags to appear on my screen, crashing
my Cool Edit session. This was resolved
when Ichanged RA encoding settings to
the values described earlier.
Whether or not ajob can be obtained
by this process is agamble compared to
sending a tape or CD- R, but the point
is, technically it can be done. MP3 and
RealAudio are buzzwords for broadcasters and audio pros right now.
Forward-thinking jocks or hopeful liner- guys that want their demo to "jump
out of the pile" and get attention may
wish to try this method to see if it
works for them.
Just be careful. The process is built on
so much new ground that it may position
one as someone ahead of the pack, or
could completely eliminate one from the
running.
Gowan Grey can be reached do RW.
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Transmission Support

Make Valid Protection Decisions
Chris Constance is the electrical engineer for Northern Technologies and an
IEEE Surge Protection Device Committee
member Here, Constance provides a case
study in radio power protection.
You are the operations manager for a
radio station. At 2 a.m., you awaken to
that dreaded call: A lightning storm has
taken down your entire site.
Once at the station, you assess the
damage and find all rectifiers powering
essential DC loads have been damaged.
You have little battery time remaining
when you realize your series protection
panel also has been blown and there is no

means of bypass to pass through backup
generator power, much less commercial
power that has now been restored.
Further, various telephone and communications equipment have been fried.
You cannot help but wonder, "How could
this have happened and what should I
have done differently?"
Countless operations and maintenance
managers have been faced with similar
situations. It is essential that adequate
research and study be done to make
informed power-protection decisions.
The first step toward improvement is
scheduling a site survey inspecting "asbuilt" grounding and bonding integrity
and site transient preparedness.
Some concern areas of the original

USER REPORT

May IHave Six Kintronic
ATU Buildings to Go?
by Greg Urbiel
Chief Engineer
VVVVJ (AM)
DETROIT Our sister television station was out to improve its NTSC
facility and provide DTV with anew
super tower to be built at the existing
WWJ(AM) transmitter site.
Vendors gathered at an August 1997
meeting to bid on anew turnkey, sixtower directional, 50 kW transmission
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Chris Constance

Pages

schematic, or one- line, were as follows:
the metal oxide varistor ( MOV)-based
transient voltage suppressor ( TVS)
installed at the main distribution panel
(MDP) for Utility Feed No.1 with about
15 feet of lead- length, aseries TVS prior
to panel LPB with no means of bypass,
small MOV-based devices protecting
critical-load Panels LPB and LPC, newly
installed Utility Feed No. 2feeding computers and office equipment and networked computers across the site (feeding outside) were unprotected.
The deficiencies in the transient protection system obviously required attention, but careful consideration had to be
given to the site grounding system.
Without adequate grounding fundamentals, even the most comprehensive transient protection strategy is undermined.
Grounding at the site had been done in
isolated stages. Ground reference points
for the tower, separate utility power feeds

and equipment reference buss bars are
installed but completely isolated from each
other. Further, N-G bonds and other connections to driven ground rods were
observed to have been made with partially
loose, corroded mechanical clamps with
many tight bends in the ground leads.
Novel ideas
An entire book could be devoted to proper grounding techniques. so only a few
major recommendations are listed here.
First, the isolation of the separate grounding
systems created the possibility for ground
loops because the ground path for several
systems could be traced to different isolated
rods. Additionally, this scenario facilitates
potential equipment damage due to uneven
ground-potential-rise when ahigh-energy
transient or surge is introduced either on the
tower or incoming AC transmission lines.
This situation was remedied by bonding the separate grounding rods and halos
together creating a "single-point - ground.
This way. when transient energy is introduced at the site and diverted to ground,
the site will rise and fall together in
See PROTECTION, page 61

before the first ground freeze.
The winning bid came from the
team of locally based Broadcast
Design and Construction and
Kintronic Labs (
KTL).
BDC would get the towers up, handle the building and its HVAC and
electrical systems, the ground system,
and trench and lay coax to the towers.
KTL was responsible for the phasor,
array and site controller, dummy load,
iso-couplers and the six antenna tuning

T
.
Easy on-line playlist editing_capability.

The Prefabricated Tuning House for WV/J(AM) in Detroit
site, with separate day and night patterns, located on farmland south of the
Detroit metropolitan area.
Reclassifications and approvals
pushed our start date and award of
contract to late May 1998, with nondirectional proofing to begin in
September. Directional patterns would
have to be "brought in" and all measurements needed to be complete

units. This team promised a working
array tuned to theoretical parameters
by midOctober.
In a blur, foundations, trenches,
cabling and ground system all went in.
As the transmitter building and towers
were going up, things were just as busy
at Kintronic Labs in Bluff City, Tenn.
KTL fabricated our phasor in afiveSee KINTRONICS, page 61
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Radio Tacuari Upgrades With LBA
by Mauro Guerzoni
GM, Radio Tacuari
and Hernan Rodriguez
Consultant
MELO, CERRO LARGO, Uruguay
Before describing the experiences
Radio Tacuari had upon the installation
of its LBA UP-61I Tunipole, it is important to provide an idea of our surroundings, technical equipment and facilities.
Radio Tacuari operates from the city
of Melo, capital of the department of
Cerro Largo. It is located in northeastern
Uruguay, an area enjoying great development in agriculture and cattle ranching.
Our station is authorized to operate on
1470 kHz AM at 1kW. We have an
Orban 9200 digital audio processor and a
solid-state Sender transmitter. The tower
is one-quarter wavelength, upon which
we have recently installed an LBA UP61 ITunipole antenna.
Uruguay is one of the few countries
with a 100-percent digital telephone network and complete cellular coverage, and
has soundly developed its telephone
communications network in recent years.
Still, radio remains the dominant means
of local communication. It is the only
source that covers regional news with the
depth that the people require.
Broadcasting brings information not only
to the populated areas, but also to the isolated rural and cattle ranching areas.

This intimate contact between local
radio and the people within its coverage
area generates a close relationship
between the broadcaster and its audience.
Thus, the challenge faced by the broadcaster is to deliver the strong radio signal
that its audience deserves and expects

The LBA ColoPole, Based
on the Tunipole
Consequently, field intensity, modulation
and quality of broadcasting are also critical aspects for market competition.
Interference with other stations is
another crucial concern. Stations on the
same or adjacent frequencies with equal
or greater power levels can generate
interference and noise that corrupts

reception of the intended broadcast message in the desired station's coverage
area.
Our case at Radio Tacuari is aparticularly critical one, as we only operate with
1kW. Our goal in using the Tunipole was
to provide strong services throughout our
region. We needed to radiate each and
every watt as authorized in our license.
Furthermore, Radio Tacuari had to contend with interference from a 10 kW station about 200 miles away that also was
on 1470 kHz.
After we finished the installation and
tuning of the Tunipole equipment and put
the new signal on the air, we experienced
what we might call arevolution at Radio
Tacuari. Our phones began ringing, with
calls from 100 to 125 miles away. Our
coverage area exceeded our expectations.
While our primary objective had been
coverage of the Department of Cerro
Largo, we ended up totally or partially
covering seven departments, over an area
of roughly 27,000 square miles. To our
great delight, we went from being alocal
station to aregional radio service.
Beneficial aspects
We v, ere particularly impressed by the
big improvement in sound. Our signal is
easier to tune because we improved our
bandwidth. Listeners no longer overlook
us and confuse Radio Tacuari with distant stations. We also discovered an
entire spectrum of midranges and highs
that were not audible in our signal before.
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The fear of electrical storms we had
with our old series-fed insulated tower is
gone. Because of the Tunipole antenna,
we are able to ground our mast. Our signal is more reliable now as well, because
our transmissions are no longer interrupted during astorm.
Other stations in Uruguay have tried to
save money by building homemade folded
unipoles with unpredictable performance
results. Shortcomings of this practice are
caused by uncertain quality and reliability
of the mounting hardware, and the longterm performance of the system. For
instance, the homemade systems do not
have adequate tensioning devices, and in a
short time the foldwires become loose.
This results in erratic transmission performance and impedance changes, depending
on which side the wind is blowing.
Generally, these homemade unipoles
use thin cables not suitable for the transmitted power and lack the shorting ring
devices to adjust antenna impedance.
This deficiency complicates the tuning
process, especially when the tuning unit
bridge-measured impedance is not known
in advance.
Cost estimates given to us for ahomemade clone of the LBA Tunipole were 30
percent lower than buying from LBA
Technology. With the risks and critical
time factors involved in upgrading Radio
Tacuari, we decided to do the right thing
from the beginning to insure our upgrade
would work the first time. Thanks to the
Tunipole UP-611, Radio Tacuari is now a
true regional radio station.
For more information contact LBA
Technology in North Carolina at
(252)757-0279: fax (
252) 752-9/55 or
circle Reader Service 27.

Powerful
Efficient Nott Fights Tower
Digital Tuning Challenges
USER REPORT

SOLID STATE
FM TRANSMITTERS
FROM 4kW to 10kW
COMBINED 20kW

by Larry Waggoner
Broadcast Technical
Consultant
WICHITA, Kan. Your most memorable holiday gift was the new 400foot tower across the highway from
your three-tower DA, in the middle of
your major lobe. Now you have started
the new year with your critical monitor

offers a line of custom-built detuning
assemblies and advice to help solve
this type of AM directional terror.
The owner of the new tower —
radio, cellular or personal communications — has FCC- mandated responsibilities to protect your directional wellbeing. Part 22 of commission rules
requires "certain precautions" when
planning to construct or modify atow-

Nautel
Model FM10

•Solid state modular FM
transmitters with Direct Digital
Synthesis exciter
•AES/EBU direct digital input via
electrical or optical connection
•Optional Ato Dinterface for
conventional composite input, field
upgradable to digital
•Low power consumption, cool
reliable operation with 65% overall
efficiency
•patented single stage combiner
permits safe on- air module service
•Transmitter specialists available
for technical support 24 hours
every day
Circle ( 168) On Reader Service Cord

nautei
NAUTEL
RR # 1Tanta/Ion, NS,
Canada BOJ 3J0
Ph: (902)823-2233
Fax: (902)823-3183
201 Target Ind. Circle,
Bangor, ME, USA 04401
Ph: (207)947-8200
Fax: (207) 947-3693

Larry Waggoner at the Cellular One Tower in Wichita, Kan.
points showing four to five times the
FCC limits.
Fear not. Or should Isay "Nott," as
in Ron Nott of Nott Limited in
Farmington, N.M. This company

er witlipi three kilometers of an AM
directional station and one kilometer of
anon-directional AM.
These precautions include the cost
See NOTT, page 59
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conducting apartial RF proof-of-performance before and after the tower construction. The tower owner is also
responsible for installation and continued
maintenance of any detuning apparatus
necessary to restore proper performance
to the AM station array.
New tower owners might not be aware
they are constructing in your backyard.
Keep aclose, regular watch around your
AM site for any new construction. On one
project Iworked on, the station engineer
found anew 400-foot tower halfway completed between his weekly transmitter visits.
Ihave been involved in the installation
and tuning of Nott Limited detuning
skirts on everything from 100-foot cell
of
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observed remotely by plugging one
end of a long speaker- type cable into
the recorder jack.
With the VOM connected at the other
end, the reading at the tower base can be
observed. Setting the FIM meter switch to
the LOG position might save several trips
back to change attenuator scale settings.
My use of the field-strength meter along
with the Nott sample circuit is apersonal
preference. Ihave had the Nott sample disagree with the FIM only once: Iwas
adjusting athree-wire skirt on a 150-foot
cell-site pole. Two wires were tuned to the
frequency of one nearby AM station and
the third wire tuned to asecond station.
The single- wire skirt readings on
the VOM and FIM dipped at slightly
different capacitor settings. Iam sure
that the actual resonant dip on the Nott
sample was masked by RF from the

stronger second station.
Guy wires also are asource of re-radiation. Your consulting engineer can direct
you in breaking up the electrical length
with insulators. The detuning skirt is of
no value if guy wire problems are not
addressed first.
The only serious problem Ihave experienced with wire-type detuning skirts is
when the wire blows in the wind and
touches an antenna close by. This problem can be addressed during installation
with additional insulated standoff downlead brackets. Careful routing of the skirt
wires around obstacles is also important.
Ron Nott has been helpful in providing telephone assistance before and
after the sale. Ididn't wear out my welcome with Nott even during the installation, adjustment and licensing of a
combination folded unipole feed and

detuning assembly. This special unit
was installed on areplacement tall tower, which was an active part of adirectional array.
Nott Limited also manufactures folded
unipole feeds. If you are an Amateur HF
mobile operator, you will be interested in
the company's all-band, remote motorized tuning antenna to mount on the station engineering vehicle.
Ihave found the Nott Limited detuning skirt assemblies to be acost-effective,
easily installed, easily adjusted and
proven method of solving tower re-radiation problems. The bottom line is that
they work. It is always quite satisfying to
see the monitor points return to normal.
For information contact Nott Limited
in New Mexico at (505) 327-5646; Web
site www.tjantenna.com or circle Reader
Service 1.
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The KLEY(AM) Unipole/Detuning Skirt
site monopoles to the above-mentioned
400-foot communication tower. Each
assembly is custom-made for the tower
requirements and AM frequency. The
system includes skirt wires, upper and
lower mounting brackets, insulated skirt
wire downlead brackets, tuning box and
mounting hardware. Ihave always been
pleased with the completeness of each
Nott system.
Ihave only ordered additional parts
once, when more of the downlead brackets were necessary to weave the skirt
wires around large dish antennas.
Rigged up
My claim of involvement in the installation of many Nott skirts is abit of an
overstatement. The instructions are very
complete and easily understood by tower
installation crews. Iusually return to the
site to find the assembly installed and
ready for the actual detuning process.
My on- site involvement begins with
attaching the skirt wires to the termination box at the base of the tower. The bottom of the skirt may be hot with RF, so it
is important to proceed with care. The
box contains avacuum variable capacitor
connected in series between the skirt and
the tower leg.
Nott selects the value of the capacitor
for correct operation of each assembly.
There is also an inline pickup unit that
converts the skirt AM RF current flow
into a DC sample. Iprefer to tune the
skirt with both the DC sample and
Potomac Instruments FIM-41 fieldstrength meter.
Iset the FIM near the base of the tower, broadside to the AM station and inline
for maximum indication of the re-radiated tower RF. Ialways bring an old
Simpson 260 VOM to plug into the Nott
sample circuit. As resonance is
approached, there is adip in the readings
on both the FIM and VOM.
Imove the FIM to apoint about 100
feet from the tower and make my final
adjustment. The FIM reading can be
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Affordable Digital ... Here Today
THE DBX-DDP DIGITAL DYNAMICS
PROCESSOR WITH OUR CLISTON BROADCAST
PRESETS INCREASES LOUDNESS AND
IMPROVES QUALITY WITHOUT SPENDING
THOUSANDS ON A NEW PROCESSOR. NEXT
GENERATION DIGITAL IS HERE TODAY.
• Compressor, Gate, Peak Limiter,
Parametric EGI
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Fits In Even "
STINGY" Budgets!
your single source for:

The HOT NEW -DELUX",„
quality built
SPACEWISE system!
HOME OF
VOLUME
VALUE
PRICING

FM Antennas and Filters

BASIC SYSTEM S1555!
FULL SYSTEM $3195!

X Mounting System
Towers & Poles

GENERAL FEATURES: Basic system consists of main counter top and
two PC system pedestals ... then you add on what you need from there,
such as racks and shelf wings or talk table wings for afull system.

Structural Analysis & Reinforcing
Lightning Protection

USER FEATURES: Two PC system base pedestals ... heavy rack rail systems with easy access standard ... passive ventilation systems
throughout ... adjustable shelves ... wiring block backplane
customizing ... quick installation.

Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

DURABILITY BUILT IN: Top counters are two ply 11/2" thick with quality name brand laminate with protective 11/2" solid wood trim raised
on the outside perimeters. Plus ... generous vertical and horizontal
solid wood trim and recessed kickboards.

Call for special package price.
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Visit our web catalog:

www.spacewise.com
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Solid ATU
Buildings
For W1A/J
KINTRONICS, continued trom page 57

bay cabinet. Out in the company parking lot, six ATU buildings to house
towermatching networks and lighting
controllers were fabricated from the
ground up.
EaCh- Weateerproof r2=by-9.5-by-Itz
foot enclosure has a 7- foot interior
height. They are aluminum framed
with thermal insulation placed in the
roof, walls and floor. A thick aluminum.,
roof serves as an ice shield.
Filtered. unpowered ventilation and
thermostatically controlled baseboard
heaters provide stable environmental
conditions during Michigan's seasonal
weather changes. Coax, control and
power cab4ing come up into the buildings through floor- mounted insulated
bushings.
Big and brawny
Each ATU building has akeylocked
front steel door along with a suitably
sized dooropener, preventing one
loaded down with test gear from getting knocked down in the wind. Inside
is a screened and shielded entry area,
where all nonRF components such as
AC disconnects and breaker panels,
ATU power circuits and tower lighting
controllers are located.
Routine antenna current readings
are taken with a Delta toroidal base
current meter mounted in a grille
opening separating the protected
area from the business side of the
ATU. Interlocks allows entry to the
matching network components, jplugs and contactors. Overhead
lighting and AC power receptacles
are abundant.
The construction of the networks is
top-notch. The hardware is stainless;
the tubing bends clean and well thought out. Exposed end threads are
capped with acorn nuts. Lock and flat
washers abound. This is good stuff.
Four equally spaced aluminum I
beams run the length of the bottom of
each ATU building. These beams form
a rugged mounting mechanism with
the six building footing piers.
The piers keep the buildings two feet
above the ground. The site is in the 500year flood plain of Lake Erie, and
Michigan winters can bring copious
amounts of snow. High-traction fiberglass
stairs are mounted at the entrance doors.
The ATU buildings arrived in a
"just- in-time" fashion. As each tower was stacked to completion, an
ATU building would arrive and be
lifted by crane and guided onto the
piers.
With everything in place, Ron
Rackley, of duTreil, Lundin and
Rackley, adjusted the array to theoretical values on the antenna monitor.
Because the phasor and ATU networks
had been pretuned al Kintronic Labs,
we came out ahead of schedule.
For more information contact
Kintivnic Labs in Tennessee at (423) 8783141 : fax ( 423) 878-4224 or circle
Reader Service 109.
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Providing Protection for Your Station
PROTECTION, continued from page 57

potential. Further recommendations
involved guaranteeing that ground bonds
were made in away to support long-term
integrity; exothermic welds or compression clamps were used for critical bonds
to driven rods, mechanical clamps were
treated with non-oxidizing lubricants and
made with double- bolt lugs to prevent
loosening and all ground connections
were made with large, straight conductors to minimize circuit resistance.
Fre-1- Shows th-e— sitigre-pointgrounding philosophy implemented.
It was discovered that the series TVS
device and the small hard- wired MOV
units had sacrificed. The front-end "brute-

force" MOV unit off of the MDP had not
been damaged at all, however. Even with
so-called "adequate" protectors in place.
better choices could have been made
regarding technology used and installation
to increase site survivability.
A popular configuration for atransient
suppression device or system is to electrically place it in parallel with the critical
system or equipment it protects.
This scenario provides an unobtrusive
means for the suppressor to influence the letthrough voltage seen-by "the -downlitie load
without the possibility of leaving that load
without power if the suppressor sacrifices, as
in the case of aseries protector which at the
station had no means of bypass.

Under conditions where the voltage is
within safe operating tolerances for vital
equipment, the parallel suppressor remains
in ahigh-impedance state which restricts
the flow of any current through the device.
When the voltage varies outside safe
levels ( usually 25 percent above the nominal peak voltage), the device will change
to avery low-impedance state, and divert
the harmful transient energy away from
the sensitive downline load for the duration of the overvoltage condition.
- For adeqüate protection of extremely
sensitive solid-state devices, the most critical element is to limit the above-nominal
voltage seen across their terminals, often
See PROTECTION, page 65

Then why leave
this unprotected?

Would u eave
this unprotected?
WHR Series STABILINE Voltage Regulators
for radio and television broadcasting installations.

Superior power conditioning to safeguard your business investment.
All delicate electronic devices, including your station
transmitters, are designed to perform within acertain voltage range.
More often than not, however, the voltage that reaches
your critical operating equipment is highly inconsistent
or "dirty" because of power line disturbances like sags,
surges, spikes and brownouts. And dirty power can wreak
havoc with your broadcast system, mobile production vehicles or remote transmitter sites causing equipment malfunction, hardware/software damage or reduced power
tube life.

Don't become avictim of polluted power lines!
Cost-effective WHR Series STABILINE° Voltage Regulators prevent power quality problems from attacking your
vulnerable electronics. The preferred choice of broadcasters worldwide for use with transmitters, receiving stations, studios and mobile
production units, these high
power regulators automatically feed voltage sensitive
equipment aconstant voltage level - even when the
power line input voltage
and system load vary
widely. STABILINE° - the
preferred choice of broadcasters worldwide.
3-phase, 500 kVA model.
Circle

The industry's most extensive list of standard
options and features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Output voltage maintained to ±1%
Power ratings from 2to 1680 kVA
99% typical efficiency
High overload capacity
No waveform distortion
Maintenance bypass switch
High energy transient suppression
Zig-zag neutral generation
Input voltage range alarm contacts
Frequency trip meter and ammeters
Analog or digital control
Single or individual phase control
Single or three-phase models
19-inch rack mount versions
All voltages up to 660 V
Tropicalization treatment
For catalog or more information,
call, write or fax Ted Gladis.

WARNER ELECTRIC•
MOTORS AND CONTROLS
DIVISION
383 Middle Street
Bristol, CT 06010 USA
Tel: 860.585.4500 • Fax: 860.582.3784
Toll-Free 1.800.787.3532 USA & Canada
Nwww.warnernetcom/sev_mainiginl
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THE ONLY OFFICIAL
DAILY NEWSPAPER
OF 1999!

The NAB99 Daily News covers
every inch of the NAB99 convention,
with two issues on site daily, morning
and afternoon. Inside you'll find
daily convention news, product
coverage, exhibit maps, exhibitor
listings, late-breaking news,
and more!
If it happens there,
it'll be printed here.

Produced by

The WHR Series from Warner
Electric is an extensive line of voltage
regulators designed for AC power sys-

which hold output voltage to ± 1percent
and a typical efficiency of 99 percent.
Waveform distortion and power factor
restrictions are nil.
An all-buck, or all-boost capability is
featured, as are two voltage ratings and
shifted input ranges for greater low-

tems up to 660 VAC and is suited for
several broadcast applications requiring
protection, including transmission.
Manufactured under the Stabiline
trademark, the regulators in the WHR
Series maintain constant voltage to sensitive electronic and electrical systems
— even when the input voltage and system load vary widely. Models range in
power rating from 2 to 1,680 kVA,

voltage protection. Numerous standard
options are also available: analog or
digital control, zigzag neutral generation, single or individual phase control
and tropical environmental treatment
are among the choices.
For more information contact Warner
Electric in Connecticut at (860) 585-4500;
fax (860) 584-1483 or circle Reader
Service 105.

Warner Electric

Cortana
Cortana offers the Stati-Cat lightning
prevention system for protection against
tower and equipment damage and potential loss of air time.
The Stati-Cat system
works through the principle of charge dissipation.
It provides an uninterrupted, low- resistance discharge path for the static
electric charge present on
tall structures. The system
reduces the high- voltage
gradient between clouds
and the tower that can
lead to lightning strikes.
Several components comprise the
Stati-Cat product line. Two such exam-

Litton Life Support

IMAS Publishing Gr ou p
, the publisher of Radio World,
TV Technology, Pro Audio Review,
Pro Video Review, Broadcast & Production,

AND MORE!

Don't forget to pick up
YOUR copy!
Advertising in the daily is the best way to turn attendees'
attention to your products and your NAB exhibit.
Ad space reservation deadline: March 12
For more information, call your ¡MAS Publishing sales
representative or 1-800-336-3045 x151

Litton Life Support offers the
InstaGas nitrogen concentrators for
remote radio broadcast tower stations_
The company uses pressure swing absorption
(PSA) technology to
make the concentrators,
which produce nitrogen
and oxygen around
transmission equipment.
The company offers
three types of turnkey
InstaGas systems. If compressed air is not readily
available, an 11, 22 or 42
sct'h InstaGas system
comes equipped with its
own compressed air
source. If compressed air
is available, four separate systems will
concentrate either 11, 21, 31 or 42 scfh of
nitrogen.
Each turnkey system includes an

ples are the CN-1 Crow's Nest, designed
to protect the top section of atower from
lightning strikes and the Stati-Kitty SC-3,
which reduces noise in receiver antennas
and attaches to atower guy wire.
According to the company, all StatiCat components are made
of aluminum and high temperature stainless steel,
and should enjoy alife as
long as the tower and
antenna. Up to four StatiCats can be installed in
place of the mounting
bolts of astandard tower
beacon.
For more information
contact Comma in New Mexico at
(505) 325-5336; fax (505) 326-2337
or circle Reader Service 157.

InstaGas PSA concentrator; aceramic
oxygen switch for proper operation; a
regulator for plenum output pressure
and a storage plenum selected to
match the user's application. The
InstaGas system maintains the plenum pressure between 40 and 50
pounds per square inch
gauge ( psig); a second
pressure switch is set at
30 psig to provide a
switch closure that
alerts the engineer of
power interruption or a
major increase in flow.
The InstaGas system
must be located in a
well- ventilated area,
with a temperature
between 38 and 104
degrees Fahrenheit.
For more information contact Litton
Life Support in Iowa at (800) 553-1860
or circle Reader Service 183.
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Micro Communications
MCI coaxial transfer switches
from Micro Communications are
four-part transfer switches that can

switch two signal sources between
loads. They can also be used as SPDT
switches, so complex switching
matrices can be assembled.
According to the company, the
coplanar port configuration of the

Delta Electronics
The Model 6740B and Model 6742B
coaxial transfer switches from Delta
Electronics are double- pole, doublethrow high-power switches for use with

3-1/8 inch, 50-Ohm transmission line.
The switches, which can be operated both manually and remotely, alter
coaxial connections with little

ID-ER Antenna Products
ID- ER Antenna Products offers its
Guy Wire ID Marker Balls for prevention of accidents related to radio
broadcast towers. They help avoid
machinery and prevent unaware personnel from striking or running into
guy wires and anchors.
The 12- inch marker balls are
installed on the lowest wires of a
guyed tower by tightly wrapping black
strip-bushing at both ends and applying tape to hold the bushing in place. A
strap holds the lower half of the ball to
aguy wire while bolting together the
upper half. The halves are then bolted
together using supplied black nylon
hardware and two washers.
The ID marker balls are constructed
of aheavyweight, reinforced fiberglass
plastic with aweather-resistant orange
gel coating. Night- reflective, white

Radio World
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switches is a unique feature, providing neater, more compact layouts in
most installations, and requires fewer
elbows. Usually Mre-half to one-third
the weight of other switches, they
occupy amarginal amount of space.
Each switch incorporates independent interlock/logic
circuits for transmitter blanking, logic
input or position
indication. Internal
interlocks are also
included for removal
of drive power at the
end of the switching
cycle to avoid drive
motor damage.
Action is accomplished with a standard high- torque
gear motor and is bidirectional to positive stops. If control
power is lost, the
switches can be operated manually.
For more information contact
Micro Communications in New
Hampshire at ( 603) 624-4351; fax
(603) 624-4822 or circle Reader
Service 2.

changeover or off-air time, with transmission line switching taking less than
two seconds. Model 6740B operates
with 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz main power;
Model 6742B works with 220/240
VAC and 50/60 Hz main power.
Both switches can be pressurized up
to 15 psi. Each terminal has abuilt-in
gas barrier, and an air inlet port is provided for each model. Two isolated
interlock circuits for each switch connection duplicate the RF path exactly.
All interlock switches open before the
RF contacts open, and close after the
RF contacts seal to prevent switching
with RF power applied.
Additional internal switch contacts
allow remote control and status indication. All interlock, indicator and control circuits interface the transfer
switch through aconnector.
For more information. contact
Delta Electronics in Virginia at ( 703)
354-3350; fax ( 703) 354-0216 or circle Reader Service 106.

industrial tape is applied in across pattern. The black rubber- strip bushing
adjusts to fit guy wires up to 3/4- inch
in diameter.

Systems With Reliability
The digital- compatible " K--Line
transmission line from Systems With
Reliability transfers digitally generated
signals. with no electrical
disturbances, smoothly
along its path. According
to the company, it is reliable enough to never have
to be replaced.
The line features a
heavy wall inner conductor,
with afast heat flow due to
the thermocoupled inner
conductor. There is no finger bullet — awatchband
spring offers only one joint per section of
line. Normal-wear dust is collected in a

Econco
Econco, which recently acquired
Vacuum Tube Industries, is a large
independent manufacturer of rebuilt
electron vacuum tubes. The recent
acquisition doubles the company's
manufacturing capability.
Vacuum Tube Industries brings the
CQK 650-1, a500 kW shortwave radio
tube, to the existing Econco A.B.B.
product line, which includes the CQS
200-3, the CQS and CQK 50s and the
CQS and CQK 25s.

63

cup instead of on the insulator.
Sections of the transmission line can
be cut to the user's needs, and supported
reinforced elbows — 45 or 90 degrees
— can be matched to the user's system.
Heavy-duty spring hangers
are supplied for both vertical
and horizontal runs, and fixed
hangers secure the top of the
vertical run and the elbow
complex. A fail-safe gas barrier is also provided, as are
two end caps for temporary
closing of the line.
For more information contact
Systems With Reliability in
Pennsylvania at (814) 4725436; fax ( 814) 472-5552 or circle
Reader Service 28.

The combined staff of Econco-V.T.I.
will also continue to work on newer
products, particularly the Thomson TH
558 and the Siemens YL 1490, both
500 kW shortwave radio tubes. Other
tubes are expected to be introduced later in the year; initial tube types will
center around the Eimac product line,
with the first tube being the
3CX15,000A7.
For more information contact
Econco in California at ( 530) 6627553; fax ( 530) 666-7760 or circle
Reader Service 54.

Simple Connection
Simply connect to Broadcast
Richmond for 200+ product
lines integrated to your exact
needs - from input to output.
As a leader in the supply of
pre wired program racks for
AM, FM, & TV - and pre wired
console and mixer harnesses
for air and production studios,
our daily mission is to make
your job simpler.
Our product expertise and
equipment integration will
save you time and money.

Simply Connect to
the Turnkey Distributor...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
For more information call or fax
ID- ER
Antenna
Products
in
Pennsylvania at (610) 458-8418 or circle Reader Service 132.

Tel 765-966-6468

Fax 765-966-5505

E broadcast@infocom.com

PO Box 1423. 1821 West Main, Richmond, Indiana 47375

USA

Connect to www.broadcast-richmond.com
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Lightning Deterrent Corp.
The Lightning and Static Deterrent
systems from Lightning Deterrent
Corp. are comprised of thousands of
points of stainless steel arranged in
various configurations. According to

six pounds.
The Lightning Deterrent systems
protect astructure by deflecting lightning from the building, thereby preventing damage to the structure and
equipment inside. A positively charged
corona is formed, deterring positive
lightning energy and static buildup.
The units are made of noncorro-

Freeland Products
Freeland Products manufactures
rebuilt power tubes for
the radio industry. The
company offers several
models
of
triodes,
tetrodes/pentodes and
tetrodes, as well as several miscellaneous models.
Rebuilt or reprocessed
tubes are guaranteed
against defects in materials
and workmanship for up to
3,000 hours or one year.
Mechanical damage, open
filaments under certain
conditions, cracked ceramic or glass, glass punctures
from cathode rays and damage from
improper operating conditions are coy-

RFS Broadcast

the company, the systems are successful on structures of all types in
virtually any environment.
The systems have the flexibility of
design to enable varying lengths and
length of bristle. A single unit comes
with a leg mount and three elements
of bristles, each weighing about three
pounds. The double unit features six
elements of bristles, each weighing

sive stainless steel and galvanized
mounting materials. According to the
company, they have been known to
withstand winds of 235 mph, as was
the case with Hurricane Hugo. Wind
load effect is minimal.
For more information contact
Lightning Deterrent Corp. in Illinois at
(800)776-7150; fax (815)458-3057 or
circle Reader Service 158.

RFS Broadcast manufactures a
range of constant impedance adjacent
channel combiners for transmission support, including models CU31C6XA and
CUW115E4XA31.
Both models allow digital and analog
services to operate from one antenna
through adjacent channel combining,
maintaining aconstant signal-strength
ratio throughout the service area.
Operation from asingle antenna minimizes the competition for premium
locations on atower.
The combiners are characterized by a
range of cross-coupled filters and high-

ered in the warranty, as well as loss of
vacuum due to bad contact at tube connectors.
The company will appraise
for rebuilding tube types
which do not appear on its
price list. Tube specifications can be faxed in
advance for review.
Additionally, the company encourages engineers who do not use
rebuilt tubes to send
expired tubes to its headquarters for purchasing
considerations.
For more information
contact Freeland Products
in Louisiana at (800) 6247626; fax (504) 892-7323 or circle
Reader Service 184.

directivity hybrids in both coaxial and
waveguide versions. Available in compact sizes, both models feature high isolation between inputs and are available
in 6, 7and 8MHz channel bandwidths.
They can be cascaded for multichannel
operation and custom designed to fit the
needs of the use':
The company also offers Flexwell
transmission line, pressurization equipment and transmitter and antenna
switching units for flexibility in configuration of patching arrangements.
For more information contact RFS
Broadcast in Connecticut at ( 203)
630-3311; fax (203) 239-9260; or circle Reader Service 135.

RADIO FREQUENCY
SYSTEMS
Offleeemilo
emialemig RFS Broadcast

Electro Impulse Lab
Electro Impulse Lab offers several
dry FM loads, including models DPTC25KFM, DPTC-50KFM and DPTC75KFM.
All models have an operational frequency of 110 MHz and aVSWR of
1.15:1. Positioning of all units is upright
with operational ambient temperatures of
-40 to 45 degrees Celsius. Each model is
interlocked for line power, air flow and
overtemperature. A reject load option is

1111111111

available for each unit.
Each model has differences in power
and weight: The DPTC-25KFM has a
power rating of 25 continuous kW and a
weight of 92 pounds, the DPTC-50KFM
has apower rating of 55 continuous kW
and weighs 115 pounds, the DPTC75KFM has apower rating of 75 continuous kW and weighs 198 pounds.
For more information contact
Electro Impulse Lab in New Jersey at
(732) 776-5800; fax ( 732) 776-6793 or
circle Reader Service 162.

AP

Total Systems Solutions
for FM Radio

Has Your Automation Sailed... Without Your Weather?
Face It

• Complete RF Systems
for FM Radio
• Broadband or Single
channel
• Feeders, rigid line,
switching units, pressurization equipment
• Range of combiners
from Starpoint
through to Balanced
• Horizontal, vertical
and circularly polarized applications

Av automat on systee sn't very automated when someone has to manually

track and record constantly changing weather Now. Isteneis can hear up-to-theminute weather inforrnabon in high-fidelity with no staff-intervention what- so-ever
The solution? A Digital Weatherman'. from W•athanclice`.!
No Equipment to
purchase One low monthly tee includes system, data, and local weather sensors
Interfaces directly to EAS , Used daily by more than 35C radio stations as well as by
AccuWeather'.. Broadcast Electronics. Citadel. Capstar, Register Data Systems,
Smarts Broadcast Systems. and many more Call today for information'

DIAL 1800-728-4647
RFS Broadcast
59 Dodge Ave
North Haven CT, 06473
tel + 1203 239 3311
fax + 1203 239 9260
info@rfsbroadcast.com

›--r Tom Churchill's .

weaTheracho.
Po You Want Weather With That?
DEMO EXTN 199
SALES EXTN 100
READER SERVICE NO. 126
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Clean Power Protection
PROTECTION, continued from page 61

called "let-through" voltage. This value
characterizes the suppressor performance
and yields its UL 1449 rating under specific testing conditions. The most determinant
factors for favorable let-through voltage
values are suppression technology utilized
and method of installation.
Two popular technologies used in AC
power TVS devices are MOVs and Silicon
Avalanche Diodes ( SADs). Each has its
own characteristic impedance while conducting transient current. Though these
resistances are quite small, when multi-

In regards to installation, resistive
components of the parallel connection
path such as wires and connection hardware may play even alarger role than the
resistance of the technology.
This explains why the MOV device at
the station had not sacrificed even when
downline equipment had. The overall turnon voltage for the suppressor was dramatically increased because of the V = IR
effects of the I5-odd feet of lead-length.
Consequently, it barely responded to the
incoming surge while letting through hundreds of volts of damaging energy.

208Y/I20 V
3- Phase Service
Gmereter

Equipment Room
Ground Bar and Rod

I. Wily Feed ttl
400 A

b.

Radio World

BUYER'S GUIDE

Critical Panels

4Ts •••

'.MP

'
•-

5-6

Rectifiers
Critical Racks
Inverters

%MN* TVS I

LPC
HVAC

LPA

:

SAD/1110V
TVS,

Lighting

Tower Ground Rod and
Buried Ground Ring ( BGR)

Panel

Ulitiry Feed #2

Office
Critical Panel

Computers
AS/400
Tower Lights

Computers

be aback door for transient energy.
Data line protection devices were
therefore placed on both ends of cables
connecting computer equipment, again
shown in Figure 1.
All sensitive systems at the site have
enjoyed comprehensive protection since
the audit recommendations were followed. Periodic maintenance or replacing modules may be required, but these
items are easy to replace compared to
the monetary investments of network
infrastructure and lost revenues — not
to mention an even more critical asset:
the trust and confidence of customers
and advertisers.
Goals of assuring adequate power
quality and sufficient transient preparedness are well worth the time and monetary investments. As solid grounding fundamentals are the foundation upon which

foe

subsequent power- protection strategies
must be constructed, careful consideration must be given to make that foundation sound — otherwise the entire structure will be undermined.
Lightning and transient protection
fundamentals should focus on limiting
let- through voltage seen by sensitive
loads. This is accomplished by utilizing
the best performing technology and
installing it in away to optimize its performance. Attention should be given to
protect every possible entry point for
transient energy. Most manufacturers of
TVS equipment should serve as
resources for providing site audits and
custom engineering solutions for total
site protection.
al
Log onto www.rwonline.com for additional images related to this story.

And You Thought
You Knew Us

Dateline
Connections
(Run Outside)

250 A
OFS

Computers
Printers
Office Equip
Lighting

Dataline Protectora
On Each End

SAD/MOV TVS

Figure 1
The revised electrical schematic, after the station's grounding and transient
protection was updated, features an integrated "single-point" ground system and transient
protection on all incoming lines.

plied by the tremendous amount of current
typical of alightning event — 3to 10 kA
— the effects can be catastrophic.
Referencing Ohm's Law ( V = IR), the
larger the On resistance, the larger the letthrough voltage and the greater the potential for equipment damage. Industry standard test results show SADs exhibit much
lower resistances during transient events
and yield superior let-through voltages.
When it comes to sensitive equipment
protection, every volt counts: choosing a
primary technology with minimal residual voltage is essential.
Because they are relatively inexpensive
on an energy-rating basis, however, MOVs
serve as an excellent backup stage in TVS
designs. Further, as is commonly known,
MOVs degrade with current flow. Lifetime
ratings can be obtained from MOV manufacturers showing expected longevity
based on amplitudes and durations of
applied transient waveshapes.
SADs, on the other hand, will operate
indefinitely, provided its energy ratings
are not exceeding by an incoming pulse.
Consideration to system vulnerability and
exposure levels must be accounted for to
make adequate recommendations.
TECHNOLOGY

UPDATE

Myat
Myat manufactures the E Star NWay common frequency power combiner for achievement of desired power
levels on parallel transmitters as well as
adegree of fault tolerance.
The E Star N-Way combiner is characterized by low insertion loss, high isolation between output ports, matched conditions at all ports, external high power
load resistors and monitoring capabilities

An effective strategy for many larger
installations is to have amulti- layered
approach for protection. This means to place
a "brute -force" MOV-based device near the
AC service entrance, where less-sensitive
motorized loads are located that do not
require the same tight clamping characteristics as vulnerable downline equipment. For
those locations, TVS devices utilizing SAD
technology are required.
Further, this approach allows the frontline protectors to knock down apotentially
catastrophic incoming lightning transient
to allow subsequent SAD primary suppressors to clean up the residual disturbance.
This approach was employed at the
station ( Figure 1) and has proven very
effective. Each protection system should
be engineered on acase-by-case basis to
guarantee recommendations account for
all vulnerabilities and variations.
Comprehensive site protection must take
into account every possible entry point for
harmful transient energy. The AC and telephone utility lines are the most obvious
"front doors" to the outside world. Data lines
connecting LANs, printers or other peripheral equipment which may connect co-located
structures or have exterior runs of cable may

for imbalances at the input ports.
According to the company, the E Star
will provide fault tolerance that hybrid
combiners are unable to achieve, when utilized with solid-state and/or tube transmitters and when one or more power amplifiers should go off line. The symmetrical
port isolation of the E Star automatically
handles input faults without affecting output or adjacent input port match.
For more information contact Myat in
New Jersey at (201) 767-5380; fax (201)
767-4147 or circle Reader Service 29.

Low Power Transmitters

Solid- State
and
Single Tube Transmitters

Digital STL / TSL Systems

à

Modulation Monitors

Pre- Built Modular Transmitter Sites

For More Information Call Us Toll- Free At (800) 334-9154
QEI Corporation

Toll- free Sales (800) 334-9154

One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094

Fax (609) 629-1751
Emergency Service ( 609) 728-2020

e-mail: geisales@gei-broadcast.com
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Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUTOMATION

Want to Sell

EQUIPMENT

ACOUSTIC FOAM

Ilroodband Annoying' • ModWar Systems • Sound Borneo • Whiners • Sass Traps & Moro!

(Auralex

We can solve any sound problem A. we're the hands
down value leader! That's why so many famous users
trust Auralex
so should you , Our line is available
through malor broadcast suppliers so pick up the phone
& call tocra lo' osr free sam le A. into kit'

acoustics
317-842 2600
Fax 317.842•2760
www auralex corn

Full product line for sound

AMPLIFIERS

Want to Sell

Altec-Lansing A3238 custom
built power amp, push-pull
6L6 output tubes, BO. M
Crosby. 408-363-1646.
Peavy CS-600-ASIS power
amp. $ 200: Levin power amp.
$200, Triton Sa 501. $ 350. A
Stewart. 732-845-9362.

Hughey & Phillips K-114
300mm code beacon, used in
gd cond. $ 500: Puregas 1500
dry air pump. 1500'/day. $900.
E Black, 405-524-3770.

.PRODUCE Hose
Generate hundreds of
qualified leads

Microwave Filter 3 cavity
notch filter on 98.5. 2 yrs old.
gd cond. $ 1000. P Wolf. 941458-3777.

50,000W NYC radio station

3" HELIAX STANDARD

CART MACHINES

COAXIAL CABLE
1,, 1
,11g111.
marko. Yupp,(1

Want to Sell

(,all Basic Wire

Cable

(NANCY) 800-22 7-4292
FA

77 i-3

300

FUN, 9' MW Antennas
500Khz-2Mhz Tunable. PT15.
TIS, 160M $ 139 + shipping.
Helixing Inc., POB 804. Lockport IL 60441.

ANTENNAS/
AUDIO

TOWERS/CABLES

Arrakis Digilink CD interface,
$400. A Stewart, 732-8459362.

OPPORTUNITIES

control & noise elimination.
www.acousticsfirst.com

Want to Buy

BUSINESS

Circle ( 233) On Reader Service Card

AcousticsFirst"
888-765-2900

Want to Sell

PRODUCTION
Want to Sell

Spotmaster TP-1B cartridge tape winders w/o
timer, $ 50; TP1B tape
timers, $ 175; STL alignment
carts
C0031- Fl ( IEC):
CO234- 2- Fl ( stereo IEC):
X1235- 1- Fl ( 3150 Hz flutter). M Crosby, 408-3631646.
Spotmaster triple deck cart
machine; Tape,caster mono
cart recorder, $ 200. A Stewart,
732-845-9362.

Want to Sell
Harris FMH 6- bay, tuned to
107.3, vgc, pick up in Greensburg IN, $ 9000. K Reising,
812-375-2559.
S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

lEllo-AeUfr onia, 8041

984-4255

Rohn SSVH 12NH-4N, 180',
vgc, $ 19.000; 100 30" solid
rod World Tower w/tapered
base 8i turnbuckles, $ 4000;
280' 18" heavy leg tower
w/tapered base, $ 10,500;
350' Stainless G24 w/beacon, base plate & turnbuckles. $ 16,400, all in excel
cond, on ground, we'll load
your truck. D Fridley, 423745-8538.
Cablewave 1-5/8", 375'.
hardline, 2 yrs old. gd cond.
$1000. P Wolf. 941-458-3777.
ERI 10 bay CP. high pwr at
98.3. 5 yrs old. avail 3/1/99.
$2500/130. D Harder, 316276-2366.

COMPLETE FACILITY
Symetrix SX-202 dual mic
preamp, will ship, works fine,
$100-; Phase Linear 1000
audio correlator NR, will ship,
gd shape, $ 75. Dave, 805962-8273.
Audio
books:
Creative
recording ( FX & processors);
Making money making music;
Jingles ( how to write, produce, sell comm jingles), like
new, $ 35/all. W Dougherty Jr,
573-998-2681.
Audisk DS1000 w/2 control
points, on air & production,
audio, 9 GIG hard drive. J
Wilkinson. 801-524-2600.
Biamp MR140 reverb, $ 250;
PR&E Multimax tri band compressor, $ 650. A Stewart, 732845-9362.
Sony PCM-501-ES digital
audio processor, record PCM
16 bit digital music on std
VHS tape w/manual. $ 500. B
Meuse. 650-969-2433.
ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, will
not be undersold. A.S.C.
(619) 523-1575.

ICE KRACKERS, INC.
Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKERS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive. Springfield, IL 62703

(800) 747 -8921

Ask for Jim Newbanks

Ampex AM10 6x2 mixer, excel
cond, $295; Altec tube mixer, 4
mic. 1line. excel cond. $595. J
Price, 214-321-6576.

Schematic for Collins Mark 8
stereo console. M Young,
314-487-4160.
DISCO- PRO
SOUND EQUIP
Want to Sell

Conn trombone. mouthpiece.
HDS case, $ 75. W Dougherty
Jr. 573-998-2681.
EV SX-500 2- way pro loudspeakers ( pair). 15" woofer &
titanium horn driver, lightweight molded cabinet w/handles, 400 W, excel cond, $498
ea. B Fisher. 701-523-3883.
INTERNET

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE
Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create " real- world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice.
TIREM. PTP & other models using polygon map features.
Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations. tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM. TV. DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!
g

f

Communications

800 -743 -3684

DIRECTORIES

Want to Buy

www.parrotmedia.com: On line
databases of over 70,000 media
executives with extensive media
outlet info. TV. Groups. Reps,
Cable Systems, MS0s, Cable
Networks, Radio, Press/Publicity,
Newspapers, Advertising Agencies, International TV. Call for free
one day password. Al information
also available in directory and
computer disk formats. 1-800PARROTC or (818)567-4700.

LOOK
HERE For: Experienced Personal Service
New Build & RF Packages

CALL FREE
888-744-6635
For Information & Well Site

Atlantic
Media Broadcast

LIMITERS

EXPERIENCED EQUIPMENT
Save $$$ on Excellent Quality
Used Consoles, STL, Test Gear...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505
e-mail broadcast@infocom.com

www.broadcast-richmond.com
Want to Buy

Samick System 84 8
chnl w/phantom power.
$250. A Stewart. 732845-9362.
MCl/Sony 618.24x24. $6.5K;
Quantum
24x24. $ 4.5K:
Soundcraft
600.
32x16.
$5.5K, like new; Model 30.
$295: 512. $ 950; 520. $ 1450.
W Gunn, POB 2902. Palm
Springs CA 92263. 760-3200728.

Reach radio

706 Rose Hill Dr.

advertising in
Radio World's
international edition.
Call for more information.

703-998-7600

Want to Sell

Prof mic shock mount
w/extra elastic bands fits handheld sized mics, new, $20. W
Dougherty Jr, 573-998-2681.

HALL
Electronics
Charlottesville Va.

804-984-4255 ( Voice)

22901

804-984-3299 ( Fax)

This Month's Special Il

BSI

professionals
worldwide by

MICROPHONES

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec
EQ's & any other old tube
compressor/limiters, call
after 3PM CST, 972-2717625.

Want to Sell

Where In
The World
Are You?

UREI, dbx, Collins, RCA.
Gates, Universal Audio limiters. Mr Coffman. 619-5715031.

Want to Sell

CONSOLES

Sony MXP-21 audio mixer. 3
avail, like new, no field use.
$285. 703-319-1431.

o

\te li

.";•«.1.1W + Ir.'

vta.rtt

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at $2995
Coll or visit our web site for your discount price
,.. soleseeholls.corn

www halls, corn

techeholls.com}
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5%4 .
7.

Machine

Servi ce

h.

Fast, expert repairs on all DAT

recorder brands & models
'including ADAT and DA 88
Warranty Service on Most Brands

RCA 77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE
KU-3A's On- Air lights, recording lights. Top price paid. Fast
response. Bill Bryant Mgmt,
2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-2696131. FAX: 615-292-3434.

MISCELLANEOUS

\Over 3000 Machines Serviced! í

McIntosh L-12 cabinet for
McIntosh C-28 & MA- 230. JP
Robillard. 504-834-5010.

BAY COUNTRY
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1Source For

MONITORS

Compare Our Rates!

Broadcast Equipment
View The

Used
Mod
Monitors,
McMartin & Belar. Many
to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full guaranteeq.
Goodrich Ent. 402-4931886.

7117 Olivia Rd, Baltimore MD 2I
220

OAT Recorder Service Specialists

Phone/Fax 410-335-3136

RF Warning Signs

(610) 353-2400

E-mail infoe)baycounrry corn

9"x 12" $ 13.95

Crown PCC160, table, podium mount boundry mic. gd
cond w/cord, $ 150/F30 or
trade for handheld wireless
mie system; Telex single muff
headset mie, new cond,
S70/130. A Wudel, 712-3627939.

Neumann U47, $3900; U67,
S3300; U87, $ 1800; KM83 or
84 pairs, $ 1400; KM88s, $950
ea; RCA 77DX, $ 1200: BK5,
$700; BK1A, $ 300. W Gunn,
POB 2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

10"x 19"$19.95

.411E

C.AUT1011

iihdrOlial
1A-ll
(
804)

984-125g

Sony
MDS-B3
minidisc
writer/player, excel cond,
$1800. T Nelson, 612-7988618.

KLH 21 FM receiving system,
$50. C Collins, 414-363-9205.
SCA subcarrier avail for
Boston metro area. Email:
mail@whrb.org, for more info.

r
ROTRON

BLOINERS AND PLATe
new 8. rebuilt for Ekom, H.
ris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent.
t1435MoidersonSLQ,deea,NEó8t64 I
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
I

alCIOURS,

CHECK OUT MY WEB SITE
USED EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
www.spacestar netiusersiradiorey,
715-268-2233

AM Stereo C-Ouam mod
monitor; also AM Optimod.
Mark,
814-342-2300 or
email: mark@moshannonvalley.com

RECEIVERS 6i

ADC TT ( Bantam) Patchbays,
$149; TT or 1/4" cords, $ 10;
new short MAL test tapes,
$229 for 2", 1/4", $ 79; Gates
dual stereo tube limiter.
$1200; Gates top level, $ 595;
Allen & Heath GL2 rack mixer,
mint, 14x4, $ 795; CBS Labs
Audimax, $400 ea; tube pre amps, $ 300-400; MX10 mixers, $ 795. W Gunn, POB
2902, Palm Springs CA
92263. 760-320-0728.

Want to Buy
Ribbon, condensers, dynamics, tube mies, 1950-1990. Mr
Coffman, 619-571-5031.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST,
972-271-7625.

TRANSCEIVERS
Gentner
G2500
Super
Hybrid, $ 950. Gentner Tele Switch $ 350, both items like
new. S Kirsch, 516-763-1776.

Want to Sell

SCA RECEIVERS—ALL TYPES

Want to Buy

Will work to meet your receiver needs

Triad R6A pwr transformers.
M Hughes. 301-962-6823.

Professional / Table / Portable
Field Strength Meters
Reading Service Ethnic Data

Jazz record collections, 10"
LP/12" LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212674-3060.

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234-3119

Tel: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
E-Mail: SCARadio@aol.com

800 -227 -4323

111111_

Akai M7 cross field head
recorder, $ 150; Roberts
portable recorder, mono, tube
type, $ 200. M Crosby, 408363-1646.

1

lbe hirable
WINDJANNER2421

CAtiraleX
0.... i, ..

AVAGABLE THROUGH MAJOR BROADCAST SUPPLIERS
a Fits 9E20. M5421, AKGs Ms. gig Neumanns. etc ,
. Cost up to 63% less tan competing brands
* Won't crumble like other brands
* Sounds great A, available in 6vivid colors

1-800-95-WEDGE
Ampex tube recorder 1/2"
stereo w/440 transport, $2995;
MCI JH110A stereo in console,
excel cond, $ 495; MCI
JH110B stereo in big console
in excel cond. $ 795; MCI
JH110C 1" 8 trk recorder AL- 3
in excel cond, $ 2500; Otani
MTR10-2 stereo recorder,
excel cond, $ 1750; Ampex 8
trk erase/rec/play heads ( set),
$750; Ampex 16 trk 2" heads.
new, $ 350 ea; MCI- 110 electronics stereo set, $ 200. J
Price, 214-321-6576.
Dokorder 9200 4 trk 1/4" r- r,
excel cond. $ 100. A San twine. 740-859-2195.

•

SOCI

A

I

e

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Consulting
Communications

• FCC Applications and Field Engineering

Engineers

S

• Frequency

FCC Applications, Design, Field Engineering &Tower DetunIng
Video/Date/Voice • Statewide Networks • Wide-Area Networks

Searches and Coordination

• AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
• EMC Test Lab-FCC and European ( IEC)

EXPERTS IN:
TV • AM • FM • ITFS • MICROWAVE • PCS • FIBER
210 S. Main St., Thiensville, WI 53092 (414) 242-6000 FAX (414) 242-6045
Interned: http:ihnvw.evensessoc.com
Member AFCCE

AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

•AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

ASSOCIATES
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. BOX 180312
DALLAS, TX 75218

CHARLES PAUL CROSSNO. P.E.
1214) 321-9140

MEMBER AFCCE

F

(703) 741-3500

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

www.m1j.com
.5lember

•

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.

Broadcast Engineering
Consultants

Full Service From Allocation to

AM - FM - Tv
THE BROADCAST
ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS
Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater, MI 49036

517-278-7339

orilribk
dzitsweplir

217-1

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

Is read by over 18,000 Broadcast Equipment

• Users Every Month! Sell Your Used Equipment Here.

•

Call or FAX Simone Mullins for Information on
Affordable Advertising Rates.

Operation AM/ FM/TV/AUX Services,

Field Work;

Antenna and

Facilities

Design

Over 35 wars engineering
anil con .
sniting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

PHONE

703-998-7600

FAX

703-998-2966

info àdataworld.com
fax: -301-656-5341

Nashville, TN 37210 ( 615) 365-9030

Ampex ATR-700 r- r (
2),
$325. A Stewart, 732-8459362.
MCI JH110B 4 trk in console,
excel cond, $ 1250; Ampex
351 transport, BO; Ampex
354-2 tube recorder in console, excel cond, $ 1000;
Ampex 440 stereo in console
w/Ampex mixer, excel cond.
$750; Ampex 440C servo
motor 4 speed in console.
excel cond, $ 995. J Price,
214-321-6576.

.e :
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS

Ampex 4 trk tube deck,
$2500; stereo 351 ( recond),
$1800; Akai Adam, new, digital 12 trk. $ 3500; MM100016 w/new heads, $ 4500;
Otan i MTR10-4, $ 3500;
Ampex ATR102s, search to
cue, $495; Ampex locator for
ATA or 1200, $ 895; MCI
110C-8, $ 3.5K; Tascam 8516 recond w/dbx, rc & loe,
$3K. W Gunn. POB 2902,
Palm Springs CA 92263.
760-320-0728.
Want to Buy
Parts 8. service on used
decks. Otan iMX5050 BII 2,
Teac A-3300. Revox A- 77/B77, other r- rdecks wanted. R
Patterson, 215-922-0250.

k.u,rn

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike 4203

Sharp stereo cassette deck,
nec metal & high bias tape.
tape counter, FL meters,
works gd, $ 50; Marantz
SD155 stereo dbl cassette
deck w/high speed dubbing,
$140. W Dougherty Jr, 573998-2681.

Engineers

E. HAROLD MUNN, JR.
& ASSOCIATES, INC.

AM. FM & TV Broadcasting
ANTENNA DESIGN, ALLOCATIONS, FCC/FAA

"
Meilibei 1F(

Cassette- CD Open reel
Capstan resurfacing. ALL BRANDS.

Call Simone at
703-995-7600 today!

Consulting Telecommunications

FAX: ( 703)741-0312

FAX: 13011 913-5799 • 5272 River Rd. #460 • Bethesda. MD 20816}

C.P. CROSSNO &

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/SERVICE

1-1408) 363-1646
FAX 1-1408) 363-0857

1110 North Glebe Rd, #900
Arlington, VA 22201

1r 1-301-913-9287

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: 1301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Fax (612)785-4631

Ampex 350 power supply
chassis. BO: Ampex 601 tube type mono recorder, case &
very clean, $250; Ampex AL 500- 2 recorder, $ 100. M Crosby, 408-363-1646.

Advertise in
Radio World and reach
1E5,000+ subscribers.

Mollet, I.arson & Johnson, Inc.

• FCC Applications & Exhibits

*Design 8Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AMFM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

1 -800-797-1 338

Don't
Gamble
with your
Advertising Dollars!

MUJ

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
E-mail: info@owleng.com

30 years experience
•

ININWrilEBENS

CONSULTANTS
EvANs

All tape and film formats

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067

Want to Sell

Want to Buy

ENGINEERS- HAMS

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT

RECORDERS

Want to Sell

Latest List On line At

Call And We Will Fax It To You.

Want to Sell

'Pro Digital Inc.

Comrex 2- line freq extender,
xmtr & rcvr, $ 1995 for both
ends. Steve Kirsch, 90 S Long
Beach Rd, Rockville Centre
NY 11570. 516-763-1776.

Quality Used Radio

http:Uwww.baycountry.com Or

New/Refurbished DATs Available

67

EME COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS ONE COMM
PICK UP 1/ 6/99
Please use box provided
on this page and just
shoot text at 100%

PU 12, 2398
PLEASE PICK UP FROM
PAGE 59
USE BOX ON THIS PAGE
TO FRAME TEXT

Ampex 351-354. MR70 electronics. J Price. 214-3216576.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for parts. Circuit
cards,
heads,
motors.
machine parts, or electronic
parts. Call 818-907-5161.

BEE
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RECORDERS continued...

Ampex PR10 tape recorders. W
Gunn, POB 2902, Palm Springs
CA 92263. 760-320-0728.

Silver Lake Audio • Remote Audio Packages

RECORDING

516 763-1776
Mixers
•
fax 516 763-1750 • Microphones
Internet: silverlakeaudio.corn

SERVICES
PRO VOICE TALENT FOR LINERS, SWEEPERS AND CONCERT SPOTS. MAKE YOUR
SMALL AND MEDIUM MARKET
STATION SOUND BIGGER, BETTER! AFFORDABLE RATES,
DEMO: DEAN TYLER, 941-4610002
OR
EMAIL:DEANS
VOICE@AOLCOM
REMOTE

Call 703-998-7600

TODAY!

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

CCS " Prima" Codees
COMREX
Frank Grandam
Audio/Video
Consultants

Advertise in Rodio World

Gentner TC 100 call progress
decoder, used for digital
phone systems. L Johnson.
404-327-3167.

WE RENT
TEAMS ZEPHYR

610-642-0978

Comrex 2- line 2xP encoder.
$1000. Tom. 1-800-860-9771.

Where In
The World
Are You?
RCdC11 radio professionals
worldwide by advertising in

Radio World's
international edition.

Call Simone for mom mfinitl00(m.

703-998-7600
Comrex 2- line 2XP encoder,
$650. Tom, 1-800-860-9771.

Hotlines

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

STL s

Nexus

FM PWr Amps

Audio

Test Equipment

Uwe don't have k, w.ei get Iii
SCM111, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

Satellite Equipment for Radio

Off the air?
Looking for reliable
repair service?

AM or FM station in New
England area, non-comm or
comm, no station to small, will
consider partnership. M
Cardillo, 401-942-8341.

Want to Sell
Racal Dana 9303 power meter,
0-2 GHz. new in original box,
$475. N Macrae, 702-386-2844.

Network looking for stations! dark. brokered, AM &
FM, fax details to programming: 954-735-0370.

Satellite Systems is respected industry- wide for prompt,
accurate service to radio stations and networks.
Whether you have aDart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 730017325
we can repair your equipment.
Pre- and post-service technical support, along with a
6- month warranty.
Turn to the leader in repair, new equipment, used equipment
and accessories. We can answer all your questions.

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
615 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: ( 719) 634-6319
Fax: ( 719) 635-8151

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.
CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faradav As'e.. Suite A

SOFTWARE/

STEREO

Onan air-cooled gen 15 kW 3
phase 110/220/440 AC, just
tuned up. only 510 hrs.
$7500/B0 + shpg. J Rateau.
303-972-9698.

ONEX

STUDIO &
CONTROL ROOM
s-t•
40YRS OF QUALITY WORK
CAD DESIGN
CLOYD PETERSON

Sencore Cricket TF30
Price

SHOWTECH

" 11E0 ,111 C0111 \S C! ,

S1,1 SS

Surioni coin

...Some people get hooked on
broadcast
equipment
big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time.. for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment
1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

STATIONS

Start your own commercial
radio station with only
$5000 or less!
Yes it's possible & legal. Part 15 of
FCC rules allows low power AM
rodio stations to operate wilhout a
license !! Cover an entire town &
bill $ 1500 amonth ! IIt has been
done !! Order the newslelier bopklet that tells you all you need to
know to get started for just
$29.99. Send check or money
order payable to: WCTD Rodio, 4
Canal St, Westerly RI 02891 or
call 401-348-9222 for more info.
FCC Irbpec.ted.

www.conex-electro.com

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately '

Audiopak ( 1400), 40's & 70's
mix, mint cond. $. 75 ea + shpg.
B Jordan. 617-787-7589.
Country music library. over
700 CDs, $ 800. D Mance.
315-782-1240.

AMPEREX, EIMAC, RCA,
SVETLANA
4CX2 50B.
4CX250R/7580W. 4-400C, 3500ZG. 3CX3000A7. 807,
811, 833C. Westgate 800213-4563.
TUBES: Eimac. Svettana,
800-430-6683, F(905)8446263, www.hard-to-find.net:
amsehard-to-find.net

Non-comm educ will accept
donations of remote pickup
bdctg xmtr & receiver. r-r's &
cart machines. 814-563-4903.

e

3008 (
See SV300B)
3CX300A1
3CX400A7
3CX2500A3
3CX2500F3
3CX2500H3
3CX3000A7
3CX3000F7
3CX4500F3
3CX6000A7 YU148
3CX10.000A3
3CX10.000A7

the

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626

i

FOR THE BEST PRICE
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
& sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call
Goodrich Ent. ot 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

RF POWER
The Best of Two Worlds!

RCA 7025 tubes ( 150), industrial strength 12AX7, selected
for low noise, filaments aged
24 hrs minimum. $ 7.50 ea
w/10 piece minimum. M Crosby, 408-363-1646.

Christian non-profit. noncomm, new station seeks
used equip, xmtrs, computers,
software. Felix. 505-397-2820.

Lr

2

Cost of New

FAX 530-666-7760

New old stock from Conn
Organ service depot. ( 21)
12AU7/ECC82 artistic brand
made in West Germany; ( 2)
12AX7/ECC83; ( 1) 6DJ8; ( 5)
12AY7: ( 5) 6267/EF86: ( 3) 6F5
octal. M Crosby. 408-363-1646.

Want to Sell

Svetlana

Fas: ( 760) 438-4759

800-645-1061

Circle ( 229) On Reader Service Card

for Radio Broadcasters

Carlsbad. C:ilifiwnia 92005

SLP $ 229.00
FOR MORE INFORMATION

530-662-7553

Want to Sell

TAX DEDUCTIBLE

MASTERCARD ACC: PI

VP3/1

214 321-6576

TAPES/CARTS/

INEXPENSIVE
PC SOFTWARE

RF Mapping Software
109 W Knapp Ave.
Edgewater, FL 32141
888-723-4695
www.radiosoft.com

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

J

TUBES

call 703-998-7600

Svetlana

MAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881 -2374
FAX (352) 683- 959!' ,

1-813-886-8246
FAX 1-813-963-6481

Want to Sell

RadloSoft

6.
411
.
1
9

rill your needs. at
prices, direct hu,,
OUR STOCIOP

-ECON CO

Used hand field strength
measurement device for AM
bdctg. Potomac FIM 41 or
Audemat MC3. M Garcia,
305-371-3213.

Want to Sell

To ADVERTISE:

www aba-software cam
email
demo@aba-software.com_}

11111

Want to Buy

STUDIOS

x-1`,

NEW TUBES

RES include:
z- 29,999 Hz ( 1Hz steps)
ne and Square wave outputs
32 controllable
:31or: and recall 10 user frequencies
veep from 50 Hz to 20 kHz
burst ( 1niS to 29.999 seconds)

GENERATORS

DATABASES

Traffic, Billing, Accounting
8i Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689

C Electronics Co.

11 ToneJack is a battery operated.
d portable audio generator.

REELS/CD'S
Celebrating 7 years
of providing reliable repair service

riil

ortable Audio Generator

Rely on us!

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

e-111111.

WE BUY AND SELL BUSINESS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT. DOMINION TELECOM. 800-998-3281.

Want to Sell

Circle ( 231) On Reader Service Card

17601 438-4420

Missouri KDJR-FM & KHADAM. qualified principals, BO.
573-449-3883.

Z-. -

WE RENT FOR LESS

I)

EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

TELEPHONE

TEST EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy

&

MICROWAVE

Want to Sell

RENTAL EQUIPMENT
CONIREX Vector, Hotline, ISDN codees
TELOS 2- - ohyr, Zephyr Express, digital hybrids
muSitAm Prima 120 and 230

January 20, 1999

Svetlana
Broadcast & Communications
Tubes • Transistors • HV Rectifiers
Se Habla Español
760-744-0500 • 888-744-3500

Fax: 760-744-1943
e-mail: rfp@rfparts.com
http://www.rfparts.com

Nti

RF PARTS
435 SO. PACIFIC ST.

SAN MARCOS, CA 92069

Circle 12281 On Reader Service Card

IC) guar.
3CX10.000H3
3CX15.000A3
3CX15.000A7
3CX15.000H3
3CX20.000A7
3CW20.000A1
3CW20,000A7
3CW20.000H3
3CW20.000H7
3CW30.000H3
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OBT
4CX25OR
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX400A
4CX800A

_y

Rww

4CPX800A
4CX1500A
4CX1600B
4CX3500A
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX7500A
4CX10.000D
4CX12.000A
4CX15.000A
4CX15.000J
4CX20,000A
4CX20.000B

4CX20,00oC

4CW10.000A
4CPW10,00OR
4X150A
5CX1500A

Wk. lb> t• s,

5CX1500/3
572B
6550C (
See SV6550C)
6AS7G
6BM8
6D22S
6L6GC (
See
SV6L6GC)
6N1P
811A
812A
833A
8161R
8560AS
EF86
EL34
EL509
SV83
SV300B

SV572-3
SV572-10
SV572-30
SV572-160
SV6550C
SV6L6GC
SV811 3
SV811-3A
SV811-10
SV811-10A
TH5-4
TH5-6
TH6-3
TH6-3A
YC130 19019
SK300A
SK1300
SK1320

Watch this list GROW!
•Manufactured in Russia's largest pins er tube factory •
Generous warranty based on high quality • Honest prices based on quality at low cost • (' heel
our Stocking Distributors for hest price and delivery .
www.svefiana.com
Headquarters: 256-882-13-14

Fax: 256-880-8077 • Engineering: 650-233-042P
Circle ( 226) On Reader Service Card

his: 650 233 H43g

BEE
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SERVICES

TURNTABLES

FM FREQUENCY
SEARCHES-$250

Want to Buy
EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations and
recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us. following the
example below. Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear Mail your listings
to the address below. Thank you.

Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

_1No

Advertise in

Signature

__

Date

_

Please check only one entry for each category:
I. Type of Firm

Company/Station
Address

D Combination AM,FM station
A Commercial AM station
Providers

City/State
Zip Code

._.
—
_
Telephone

' . B. Commercial FM station
C. Educational FM station
. E. NetworKgroup owner

Call

or so rite:

SERVING THE WESTERN U.S.

-II Kathleen Crescent.
(oram NY 11727

FAX/PHONE1801) 667.3490
CELLULAR (801) 368-4809

Call Simone Mullins. Classified Ad Manager.
to reserve space in the next issue. Use

G. Audio for VideaTV Station
H. Consultant ind engineer
I.Mfg. distributor or dealer

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other orga- ,
nizations who are not legitimate end users can
II. Job Function
participate in the Broadcast Equipment
„ Ow nership

G. Sales

Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & dis-

B. General management

E. News operations

play advertising are available on a per word or

c. Engineering

F. Other specify)

per

J Promotion
R. Programming production

K. Production Mgt or Stall

inch basis.

TODAY!

F. Recording Studio
K. Syndicators Station
M. Ind. Engineer

your credit card to pay. we now accept
VISA, MASTERCARD. and AMEX.

L. Consultant
J.Other
N.Delivery Service ( InternerCable ,Satellite)

WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Call \ like Celenza
516-928-6506

COMMUNICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE AM/FM
CELLULAR, PCS, TV DIGITAL
MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
TOWERS

t () grade.

Radio World'

703-998-7600

TOWER
AH
CO.

\pplications, siti niundinunt,„

Are you currently a subscriber to Radio World?.
_1 Yes

Title

TURNTABLES, LIMITERS,
RECORD CUTTING MACHINES. 612-869-4963.

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041 •
PHONE: 703-998-7600 • FAX: 703-998-2966

WTS J

Model:

Select from these categories
Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas 8Towers 8Cables
Audio Production tOther)
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
CD Players
Computers
Classified Advertising Rates
Effective January I, 1999

for best ad positioning:
Consoles
DiscoPro Sound
Financial/Leasing Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers 8Transceivers

1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Station/Studio Services
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

Price:

Recorders
Remote 8Microwave
Repair Services
Satellite Equipment
Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes. Carts. Reels 8CDS

1x

6x

I3x

26x

$79
$74
$121
$84
$175

77
72
118
82

75
70
115
80

72
67
110
76

Want to Sell

BE FM 3-C. 300 W solid

state

xmtr. $ 15.000. D Winegard-

RocJie Wwld
_71

(columns x inches) by the
desired rate schedule for
your per unit cost.

TRANSMITTERS

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

_r'

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches

$2.00 per word
$15 additional

'Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

.

Ta. Deductable
Test Equipment
Transmitter.E.citers
Training ServiceTubes
Turntables
Positions Want,:
Help Wanted

ner. 417-451-1420.

OFF THE AIR?
EMERGENCY BAck up RENTALS
FM Exciters - STLs -

10 kW on

former & tubes, $ 2500.

Studio & Test Equipment

_;-)_; 1)2i .1)

ry

L

Lanser. 616-394-1260.

fair

cond,

P Wolf, 941-458-

3777.

Gates FM1C

for operation or

parts. BO. K Gensheimer,

SCINS Irtic ( 800) 438-6040

419-675-2355.

"YOU KNOW WE KNOW RAdIO"

Energy-Onix 1 kW

Legend

1000 w/freq adjustable 30

exciter.
Harris

rebuilt,

$5000/60.
Continental 316

less

1260 kHz, needs plate trans-

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

Please fill out contact information. Then circle the Reader Service numbers below right
that correspond with the advertisements or articles that you would like to receive free
information on. THIS IS NOT A SUBSCRIPTION CARD.

Energy-Onix MK- 5.5,

exciter. IPA & controller facto-

Gates

BC1H1
in mint
due to pwr

W

$8000/both. A Stew-

art. 732-845-9362.

Harris FM 1-H3

xmtr in gd

cond. R Cerney. 409-9683173.

1000/250 W AM xmtr

Date

Signature
Please print and include all information:

cond. removed

increase, $ 4500/firm.

REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS

J

Galiano, 787-873-5795.

Name

McMartin BF- 5K

Title

w/exciter BFM-8000. perfect
cond. $ 8000. T Hamilton. 870-

Company

McMartin AM/FM xmtr,

(vI l
ARMSTRONÇ
TRANSMITTERS
Mt. 315-6/3-1269
Iv,: 515-6/5-99/2

FM xmtr

367-6854.

Want to Buy

ules. Goodrich Ent.,
Manderson,

7IP

State

Telephone (

68164. 402-493-1886.

TRANSCOM CORP.

FAX

E-mail

N 19

0 Type of Firm (check one)
D. Combo AM/FM stations

A. Commercial Am station
B. Commercial FM station
C. Educational AM/FM station
E. Network/group owner
F Recording Studio
K. Syndicators/Radio Station Service Providers
G. Audio For Video (TV Station/
Teleprod Facility
H. Consultant/Ind Engineer
I. Mfg, Distributor, or Dealer
J. Other

0 Job Function (check one)
A. Owner/President
B. General Management
C. Engineering
G. Sales
H. Programming/News
J. Promotion
F. Other
Purchasing Authority
A. Authorize/Make Final Decision
B. Evaluate/Specify/Recommend
C. No Purchasing Authorit

chases in the Next 12

001
002
003
004
B. Antennas.Towers, Cable
005
C. Audio Procession Delays
006
D Telco. Codecs, Remote, Field,
007
Audio
008
E. RDS/RBDS & Subcarrier Equip- 009
ment
010
011
F Delivery Systems & Satellite
012
Equipment
013
G. Digitai Editing & Production
014
H. Live Assist,Automation
015
J. Consoles, Mixers, Cabinetry
016
K. Headphones
017
L. Microphones
018
019
M. Monitors/Speakers
N. Studio Audio Sources & Switch- 020
021
ing
022
O. Syndicated Programming
023
P. Test. Monitoring & Remote
024
Control
025
026
027
°Equipment Budget For
028
Next 12 Months
029
A. Less than $ 25, 000
030
B. $ 25.00- 99,999
031
C. $ 100.000 - 249.999
032
D. $ 250,000- $499,999
033
034
E. Over $ 500.000
035
Months (
Check all that apply)
A Transmission, ST1JRPU

For Immediate Response, Fax to:

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

January 20,1999 Issue

0 Equipment/Services Pur-

Use Until April 3,1999
036
037
038
039
040
041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080
081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090
091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100
101
102
103
104
105

106
107
108
109
110
I1I
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175

176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products.
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
loo

W
100 W

FM
FM

1985
1985

Harris FM100K
Harris FM100K

2.5
2.5
3
3
5
5
5
5
5

KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW
KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

1974
1984
1985
1975
1988
1983
1982
1967
1967

Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
CSI 73-F
CSI FM300E
Harris FM 5K1
Harris FM 5K
Continental 816R1
Collins 830E
Collins 830E

10 KW

FM

1962

RCA BTF 10D

20 KW

FM

1970

Harris FM 20H3

25 KW
25 KW

FM
FM

1981
1981

Harris FM 25K
Harris FM 25K

1 KW AM 1979 Harris MW1A
1

KW

AM

1978

Collins 82001

5 KW
AM 1980 CSI T-5- A
5 KW AM 1978 Collins 828E1
50 KW
AM 1978 Continental 317C-1

50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW- 50B
50 KW

AM 1981 Harris MW- 508

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

703-820-3310
Circle ( 725)

On Readei Service Card

11435

Omaha

Address
City

any

model, exciter or stereo modNE

BEE
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EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

BROADCAST ENGINEER
Chancellor Media Corp. Sacramento, seeks a qualified broadcast engineer to maintain high power AM & FM transmitters,
studio, RPU, & other related
equipment. This full-time position
requires five years minimum
experience in radio broadcast
engineering. News/talk experience a plus.
FCC General
Radiotelephone Operator License
or SBE certification preferred.
Salary is commensurate with
experience. Please fax resume
to D.O.E., Chancellor Media Sacramento at (916) 576-2154.

Team up with the # 1 manufacturer of digital music systems. Scott Studios is looking for computer specialists
with great people skills. Must
have in depth knowledge of
broadcast operations. Experience
must
include
hardware/software
troubleshooting, network installations ( Windows/95/NT, Novell.
Lantastic). Send resume to
Scott Studios, Attn: Brian A
Chase. 13375 Stemmons
Fwy, Suite 400. Dallas TX
75234. Fax: 972-620-2707, Email: brian@scottstudios.com

ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES!
Triathlon Broadcasting is looking for experienced chief engineers with excellent digital skills

and the desire to manage complex automated technical operations in aggressive duopoly
environments.
Successful
applicants will have at least 5
yrs. radio engineering experience with at least 2yrs. as a
chief and good references.
FAX resume to Dennis Ciapura 520-204-2221.

Chancellor
MEDIA

CORPORATION

POSITIONS WANTED
CE position wanted, exper

AUDIO MAINTENANCE ANO REMOTE ENGINUR
ABC/DISNEY'S LOS ANGELES RADIO: immediate opening for experienced broadcast
maintenance and remote engineer. Candidates will have at least 3years experience as
assistant engineer or hands on chief. This is adetailed- oriented position requiring good
communication skills and adiscerning ear for quality audio. Significant hands-on
experience with broadcast studio maintena nce and installations are necessary.
Responsibilities include maintenance and planning control room systems as well as
preparation and on-air operation of remote broadcasts. Must be able to coordinate and
operate every phase of live program length remotes for talk shows and musc
performances. You should feel at home with simultaneous live performance mixing ti) FON monitor and on-air feeds.
Contact Norm Avery, laengIneerjob@abc.com or
KABC/KLOSAMIS, 3321 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90016
ti .: I"

RF Field Technician

Somethi
good for
your E
1>e
career.

Hard working, friendly, outgoing CE seeks employment, FT, PT, contract work,
NE, T/FM/AM/cable station,
exper CET & FCC licensed,
avail mmed. M Rakoff, 718969-5224.

F
Prophet Systems. the leader in digital
audio broadcast systems, might be
the place for you. Opportunities for s
tech support programmers, sales
and engineers. Great salary and
benefits.
Listings are on the web:
www.prophetsys.com
or call ( 308)284-3007

BIBY Engineering Services

Advertise!

Call your advertising representative

703-998-7600

'1/111]

sniff'

for details & deadlines

Hard working. friendly, outgoing CE seeks employment,
FT. PT, contract work, NE,
TV/FM/AM/cable station,
exper CET & FCC licensed,
avail immed. M Rakoff, 718969-5224.
For 110% quality, call Dan at
405-741-3210, voice artist &
mobile DJ w/6 yrs exper,
ready to travel & work with
your team.

r,•1 ABCTO ,Sney Is an FOE

Perform pre- and post- construction measurements of
AM broadcast antenna patterns, using a Field Intensity
Meter. Adjust Detuning
apparatus insalled on communications towers to minimize re- radiation AM of
broadcast signal. Requires a
basic understanding of radio
frequencies and aflexible
schedule. Fax resume to
703-558-0501 or email to:
rachel@biby.com.

w/computers, xmtrs, automation, DCS, UDS, digital studios. R King, 815-399-1829.

i

Hot mix interactive DJ avail
for remixes, custom taped
mixes, live or recorded mix
shows & club work, dependable, bdct shool grad, 8 yrs
radio, prod, club & mobile
exper, formats include R&B,
house, etc. Dave, 888-9815321.
Hot new chic fresh out of
OKC! Jenny Tripp, on- air
exper, seeking on- air position, wild & crazy personality,
willing to relocate, 405-7870422.

Ground Communication. Digital Maps, Satellite Systems..

Are You Ready For

What's Next?
DISTRICT RADIO SALES MANAGER
Systems Division, the world's
largest manufacturer of radio and television equipment, has
an opportunity for a District Radio Sales Manager.

The millenium bug could
wipe out your virtual reality
station. Live. veteran talent
could restore your genuine
reality. Alex, 513-777-8423.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

Qualified candidates, please send resume to:
Harris Corporation—Broadcast Systems Division,
Attn: EADRW, PO Box 37, MS- 2-1394, Melbourne,
32902; or e-mail: resumix@harris.com.

FL

Advertise in

For
Details
Call
(703)
998-7600

Harris Corporation offers acompetitive starting salary with
acomprehensive benefits package and opportunities for
growth and advancement. Harris Corporation is an equal
opportunity employer.
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IBN Radio
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36
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223

40
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180

60

Innovative Devices, Inc.

71

24

Aphex

213

14
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170

20

Armstrong Transmitters

152

20

Inovonics

79

8

Arrakis

3

so

J Squared Technical Service

70

37

Arrakis

194

54

JK Audio

19

21

ATI

104

22

Kintronic Labs

234

51

Audio Broadcast Group

66

10

49

Audio Precision

32

41

Logitek

75

21

LPB

52

2

Audioarts Engineering

49

Communications

Knights Communications Inc . . . . 230

54

Autogram Corporation

98

17

Lucent Technologies

216

43

Belar

5

60

MicroCon Systems

45

21

Benchmark Media Systems

130

52

Microwave Filter Co.

23

6

Bext

50

58

Nautel

168

52

Boston Financial & Equity

59

27

Netia

42

55

Bradley Broadcast

48

32

OMB America

8

21

Broadcast Devices, Inc

26

38

Orban

165

63

Broadcast Richmond

42

PR&E

57

57

Pristine Systems

147

59

Pristine Systems

190
99

16 . .

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI) . . . . 160

54

Broadcast Tools

100

18

BSW

53

54

Propagation Systems

4

Burk Technology

209

31

Prophet Systems

21

21

Circuit Werkes

24

52

PTEK

102

52

Circuit Werkes

76

65

CIEI

116

54

Coaxial Dynamics, Inc.

20

60

Radio Design Labs

43

7

Comrex

80

64 . . . Radio Frequency System ( RFS) . . 227

1

Continental Electronics

118

19

Radio Systems

140

21

Cortana

77

12

RadioSoft

97

30

Crown Broadcast

78

28

Register Data Systems

220

13

Cutting Edge

187

34

Scott Studios

122

52

Davicom Technologies

55

54

Shively Labs

47

15

Shure Brothers, Inc.

110

26

Denon Electronics

46

36

Dick Brescia Associates

131

54

Silicon Valley Power

74

43

Dick Brescia Associates

199

45

Sonic Foundry

101

44

Dick Brescia Associates

91

60. .

3

Digigram

173

52

60

Econco

44

39 .... Superior Broadcast Products . . . 188

60

Electronic Research Inc.

128

56

SWR

212

33

Enco Systems

175

46

Syntrillium Software

82

29

Eventide

30

39 . . . Technology for Communications . . 72

54

Excalibur Electronics

73

9

Telos Systems

52

Freeland Products, Inc

22

61

Warner Electric

89

64

Weatheradio

126

Spacewise Broadcast Furniture . . . 95
Studio Technology

103

63

48

Gentner

111

36

Ghostwriters

96

28

Webster Audio Products

14

60

Global Data Inc.

17

71

Wheatstone

58

21

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

51

72

Wheatstone

84

35

Harris

18

23

Whirlwind

Production Director
Production Manager

..

Publication Manager
Showcase Coordinator
Ad Traffic Manager
Marketing Manager

Lisa McIntosh
Jeff Fisher

Jennifer West
Vicky Baron
. Kathy Jackson
Heather Hams

Production Assistant

144
Anastacia Stornerta

Ad/Classified Manager

Simone Mutlins

Circulation Director

Sheryl Unangst

Circulation Manager

Robert Green

Accounts Receivable

Steve Berto

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.SoutheastSimone Mullins, Associate Publisher
1-800-336-3045 ext 154 Fax: 703-671-7409 email: smullinsiaimaspub.corn
U.S. West Dale A. Tucker
916-721-34 I0 Fax: 916-729-0810 email: RadioRUseNS.net
U.S. Midwest 6 Northeast: Sandra Harvey-Coleman
765-966-0669 Fax: 765-966-3289 email: ads4salesheaol.com
Classified Ads: Simone Mullins
703-998-7600 x154 Fax + 1-703-671-7409 email: smullinseimaspub.corn
Germany Austria: Dagmar Hanle
+ 39-02-7030-0310 Fax: + 39-02-7030-0211 email:102521.20010compuservecorn
France: Silvia Di Stefano
+ 33-1-45-48-42-17 Fax: + 33-1-45-48-42-19 email: sdsimaseaol.com
Europe. Afnca. Middle East: Raffaella Calabrese .... + 39-2-7030-0310 Fax + 39-02-7030-0211 email:102521.2001@compuserve.corn
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa
+81-3-3327-2688 Fax + 8I
- 3-3327-3010 emaii.cailems@msn.com
Asia/Pacific: Wengong Wang
+ 852-2787-4727 Fax: + 852-2787-404 Iemaihmashercompuserve.com
Latin America: 1.0. Lima e Castro
+ 55 10111 3641-4511 Fax: +55 ( 01 I) 36414511 email:Limcas@uol.com.br

l-14ZRIS
www.harris.broadcast.com

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

53

Harris Corporation's Broadcast

The qualified candidate will be responsible for implementing
high-impact sales coverage and meeting targeted sales plans
for the Southeast US region. Other responsibilities for this
position include providing accurate monthly forecasts of manufactured equipment and securing accurate technical information for pricing, proposals and systems engineering.
Strong presentation skills required. Position will involve extensive travel. Bachelor's degree or equivalent work experience
with 2years of technical equipment sales experience preferred. Successful candidate will be well-versed in Broadcast
equipment. Must be proficient with computers and possess
excellent written and verbal communication skills.

Page
No.

TODAY!

Free Subscriptions ate available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address
changes, send current and new address to RW a month in advance at PO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Unsolicited manuscripts are wekorned for review: send to the attention of the appropriate editor.
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D-500

Resistance is Ft JTILF
It's just a matter of time— you're going digital anyway.
Digital is cost effective, low maintenance and high performance. So why not go with aconsole that has it all worked
out for -you? TheVVheatstone D-500 is the first digital console to bring you top-notch features and performance in a
form totally familiar to your station. It's all set to plug in
and go on- air handling both your digital and analog needs.
Make the DIGITAL move!

D-500

D-500

D-500
D-500

D-500

D-500
D-500

D-500

\maw
le+

The D-500 Digital Radio Console
tel 252 -638 -7000 / fax 252-637-1285 / salesewheatstone.com
Circle (84) On Reader Service Card

SWheatrtone Corporation

